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ABSTRACT

Quantum Evolutionary Computation (QEC)

and the

Quantum Evolution of Neural Networks (QEf.IN)

by

ZijunZhang, Doctor of Philosophy

Utah State University, 2005

Major Professor : Dr. Hugo de Garis
Department: Physics

This dissertation weds three specialties-Evolutionary Computation (EC), Neural

Networks (I\rN), and Quantum Computing (QCFto fom a new triple "Quantum

Evolution of Neural Networks (QENN)." After several review chapters on the principles

of evolutionary algorithms, neural networks, quantum computing. etc., quanfum genetic

operators are defined, and several new pure and hybrid quantum/classical evolutionary

algorithms are introduced that are considerably faster than their classical equivalents.

Several concrete examples of the quantum evolution of very simple neural networks are

also provided. Another approach to quanfum neural network evolution, called Quantum

Neuron Evolution (QNE), is introduced.

(207 pages)
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Main Goals

This dissertation has three main goals:

(1) To show that it is possible to combine the principles of the following three research

fields:

o Evolutionary Computation (EC)

o Quantum Computing (QC)

. Neural Networks (NN)

into a new research areathat we call the "Quanfum Evolution of NeuralNetworks

(QENN)."

(2) To create some new pure and hybrid quantum/classical computing algorithms to

evolve long bit-string chromosomes, with special emphasis on the quantum evolution of

neural networks. These new algorithms, called "QEAs" (Quantum Evolutionary

Algorithms), have the characteristic feature that they evaluate thc fltnesses of the

evolving bit-string chromosomes (e.g., of neural networks) using quanlum computing

techniques.

(3) To show that the above quantum evolutionary algorithms (QEAs) are capable of

evolving long bif string chromosomes (e.g., those of neural networks) a great deal f'aster

than using classical computing techniques-
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1.2 Motivation

The motivation for this dissertation originated in my supervisor's primary

research interest in building artificial brains le.g., de Garis, and Korkin, 2002]. His

approach is to evolve large numbers of neural network (NN) modules, one at a time, in

evolvable (programmabte) hardware. Each NN module has its own little task, and is

evolved with its own fitness definition. The result of each NN evolution is downloaded

into an ordinary PC. This is done several 10,000s of times. Special software in the PC is

used to specifi, the connections between the NN modules to build artificial brains (A-

Brains) according to the designs of human BAs (Brain Architects). The PC is then used to

update the neural signaling of the A-Brain (consisting of 10,000s of NN modules) in real

time (defined to be 25 Hz per neuron).

My supervisor, Dr. Hugo de Garis, has a mathematical physics background, so

when the new field of quantum computing became popular in the 1990s, he got interested.

He was thus able to combine his two main intellectual life interests, namely. computer

science and mathematical physics. It was a natural step for him to wonder whether it

might be possible to apply a quantum computing approach to the evolution of neural

networks that he currently evolves using classical computing techniques, given that no

quantum computers exist yet.

Since monthly progress is being made in the development of quantum computers.

it may become practical within not too many years to evolve neural networks. Dr. de

Garis's vision of building artificial brains using large numbers of evolved ncural

networks would be achieved much more readily if it were possible to evolve neural

networks much faster using quantum computers rather than classical computers.



I have been interested in quantum computing for the past few years and u'anted. iI

possible, to do a PhD on this topic. I began to look for a possible supervisor, but no one

in the physics department at USU had a strong interest in the topic. I then learned that Dr.

de Garis of USU's Computer Science department was interested, so i asked him if hc

would supervise me for a PhD in quantum computing. He agreed. When thc time camc to

choose a PhD dissertation topic, Dr. de Garis suggested the topic close to his heart,

namely Quantum Evolution of Neural Networks (QEI.iN). We have worked closely on

this topic for about two years and so far have managed to publish several conference

papers on this work, and at the time of writing, have been requested to resubmit a -iournal

article.

1.3 Overview of the Dissertation

As stated briefly above, this dissertation aims to show that it is possible to apply

quantum computing techniques to the evolution of neural networks. Ultimately, Dr. de

Garis's longer-term aim for his brain building research is to speed up tlie timc it takes to

evolve individual neural networks" This dissertation is not concerncd with brain building

but concentrates rather on wedding quanfum computing to neural net evolution and to

speeding up the quantum evolution of long bitstring chromosomes (of which the

chromosomes of neural networks are an example).

The main original contributions of this dissertation are the creation of new

algorithms called QEAs (Quantum Evolutionary Algorithms) that do indeed speed up the

evolution of neural networks, and we prove here that this is the case using a time
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complexity analysis (i.e., we show that QEAs can do what the classical computing

equivalent can do, but in far fewer computational steps). Hence, the bulk of this

dissertation are the QEA algorithms, and in one case, its coresponding time complexity

analysis, proving that it is faster.

Other aspects of QEAs should be mentioned here. There have been several

attempts in the research literature to wed quantum computing (QC) and evolutionary

computation (EC), but in our view they were rather "half baked" in the sense that they

use classical genetic algorithms to choose the order in which to apply quantum operators

in particular problems. The fitness of the quantum circuits generated by these quantum

operators were measured using classical computing techniqucs. Thc fitncsscs wcre not

measured quantum computationally.

What we consider to be an original contribution in this dissertation is the idea of a

fully (or at least much more comprehensive) quantum computing approach to

evolutionary computatiotr, e .9., the fitness measurements are performed quantum

computationally (using appropriate quanfum circuits), the best (i.e., fittest) chromosome

is selected quantum computationally (using Durr's algorithm), etc. In other words, the

evolutionary computation is performed much more quantum computationally than

classical computationally or than has been the case up to now. We think that this

contribution is novel and perhaps important to the growth of a closer wedding bctrvccn

QC and EC.

In our case, this QC EC wedding is applied to the evolution of neural netrvorks

G.IN) Very probably, a similar "full QC" approach to EC could be applied to otirer areas
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besides neural networks, but this dissertation will not deal with other such applications at

all.

The basic structure of the dissertation in terms of the chapter content and order is

fairly straightforward. Since this dissertation is largely concerned with the "triplet" of

evolutionary computation (EC), neural networks (I.lN), and quantum computation (QC),

the first three chapters after this introductory one are review chapters on the basic

principles of these three specialties. Note, that in the chapter on the principles of quantum

computing, it is presumed that readers of this dissertation are physicists who already

understand the basic principles of quantum mechanics, so these principles are assumed to

bd known and are not reviewed.

What now follows is a list of the chapter headings and a brief chapter content

description. This list is largely self-explanatory.

Chapter Titles and Brief Chapter Content Descriptions

Chapter 1 Introduction

This chapter gives an overview of what this dissertation is about, namely the

wedding of ideas from quantum computing, evolutionary computation and neural

networks, plus the creation of new hybrid quantum/classical algorithms for the evolution

of long bitstring chromosomes, e.g., those of neural networks.

(2) Chapter 2 The Principles of Genetic Algorithms

This chapter explains the basic principles of "Genetic Algorithms (GAs)." u'hich

are a major variant of the more generic "Evolutionary Computation (EC)." GAs are used

t.4

(t)
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to evolve neural networks in this dissertation. Quantum computing techniques are also

applied to GAs, so an explanation of the basic GA principles is needed.

(3) Chapter 3 The Principles of Neural Networks

This chapter explains the basic ideas and models behind artificial "Neural

Networks (NN)." This dissertation uses hybrid quantum/classical versions of

evolutionary algorithms to the evolution of long birstring chromosomes (including those

of neural networks), so an explanation of the basic neural network principles is needed.

(4) Chapter 4 The Evolution of Neural Networks Using Classical Computing

In order to compare the (hybrid) quantum versions of the evolution of neural

networks OfN, it is useful to have a basis for comparison, namely the evolution of neural

networks using classical computational techniques. An explanation of how this is usually

done is found in this fourth chapter.

(5) Chapter 5 The Principles of Quantum Computing

The major innovative part of this dissertation is the application of quantum

computational ideas to the evolution of long bit-string chromosomes, especially those of

neural networks. This chapter introduces the basic principles of quantum computing.

(6) Chapter 6 Quantum Computing Algorithms

This chapter presents some of the more famous quantum computing algorithms.

The new hybrid quantum/classical evolutionary algorithms that we introduce later in this

dissertation are extensions of some of these algorithms, so this sixth chapter serves as an

introduction to the necessary background knowledge needed to understand our neu'

algorithms.



(7) Chapter 7 The Quantum Neuron

This chapter shows how quantum computing techniques can bc applied to the

processing of so-called "quantum neurons." Strictly speaking these neurons are not

networks, but in their quantum mechanical form, they behave rather like them. This

chapter is included because our new algorithms can be readily applied not only to neural

network bit-string chromosomes, but to the quantum neuron representation as well.

Hence an introduction to the basic ideas of the quantum neuron is given in this seventh

chapter.

(8) Chapter 8 Quantum Arithmetic

The contents of this short chapter are a prerequisite for the remaining two

chapters. It is a summary of how quantum circuits can be constructed to perform basic

arithmetic operations, such as addition and multiplication. Such operations are the basis

for fitness evaluations when evolving neural networks, hence the origin of the idea that

perhaps neural networks can be evolved quantum computationally, an essential idea of

this dissertation.

(9) Chapter 9 Quantum Evolution of Neural Networks (QEI.IN)

This chapter begins by presenting some work done by others in their attempt to

wed evolution and quantum computation, (i.e., quantum evolution). This work providcs

examples of the type of thing that we attempt to do, with our quantum evolutionary

algorithms (QEAs) and our quantum evolution of neural nehvorks (QENN).

This chapter introduces the beginnings of our original work that attempt ro usL-

quantum computing techniques to evolve very simple neural networks ol tu o uCLlrt'in:.
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They are concrete instances of the more general algorithm that we introduce in the next

chapter.

(10) Chapter l0 Quantum Evolutionary Algorithms for Long Bit-String Chromosomes

This chapter contains the main original contributions of this dissertation. It shows

how fairly simple hybrid quantum/classical evolutionary algorithms can be applied to the

evolution of long bit-string chromosomes, and in particular to the evolution of neural

networks. There are not many quantum algorithms in the literaturc, so we are rathcr

huppy to have found several new ones. Some of these are "pure" quanturn algorithnls and

others are "hybrid" quantum algorithms. In this chapter, the operations of quantum

mutation, quantum crossover, and quantum selection are defined, and another approach to

quantum neural network evolution, called Quantum Neuron Evolution (QNE), is

introduced.

(11) Chapter 1l Conclusions

This chapter summarizes the contents of this dissertation and highlights its main

results and original contributions.

1.5 References

The references from each chapter are collected at the end ofthis dissertation.

rather than appearing at the end of each chapter, as is sometimes the custom.



CHAPTER 2

THE PRINCIPLES OF GENETIC ALGORITHMS

2.1 Introduction

This chapter introduces the basic principles of genetic algorithms (GAs) and

shows how they can be applied to the solution of several sample problems. This chapter

should allow physicists without any knowledge of the subject to understand quickly how

they work.

Before beginning this introduction, we introduce the definitions of some

biological terms thatGAs make use of, such as inheritance, crossover, mutation, natural

selection based on "survival of the fittest," etc. Many terms used in GAs have similar

meanings to those used in biology, although in GAs the meanings tend to be simpler.

chromosome: a string of DNA.

genes: components of DNA. One gene encodes a biological trait, such as hair color.

alleles: the variants of a gene.

locus'. the location of a gene on the chromosome.

genome: the set of all genes in all the chromosomes of a cell. A cell in an organism may

have multiple chromosomes.

genotype: a specific collection of genes from the genome, the genetic instructions in the

DNA.

phenotype: the macro-expression of a genotype. It includes the characteristics (both

physical and mental) at the macro level of an organism. The genotype builds the

phenotype, i.e., the body, the creature.
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diploid: refers to organisms with paired chromosomes, in nature. most organisms have

diploid chromosomes.

haploid: refers to the organisms with unpaired chromosomes.

crossover: the exchange of genes between two chromosomes, one from each parent.

gamete: a single chromosome generated through crossover.

mutation: a small change in the structure of the DNA.

fitness: the probability of an organism surviving and reproducing.

A fairly typical GA has the following steps:

Step 1: Generate randomly a population of r chromosomes (individuals). Evcry

chromosome is a candidate solution of the problem to which the GA is being applied.

Chromosomes are usually expressed as / bit bit-strings but may take other formats, e.g.,

real numbered vectors, symbol lists, etc.

Step 2: Calculate the fitnessfc) of each chromosome c.

Step 3: Repeat the following steps from (a) to (c) nD. times if n is even, and (n+l),D

times if n is odd. This step performs the selection, crossover and mutation of the

chromosomes.

(a) Select apair of chromosomes from the current population to act as parents.

The higher their fitnesses, the higher is the chance of them being selccted. Thus. one

chromosome may be selected more than once.

(b) Apply the crossover operator with a probability p. (e.g., 0.7) to the parental

chromosome pair. A new offspring pair is generated There are various forms of

crossover, e.g., I point, 2 point, uniform, etc.
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(c) Apply the mutation operator with a probability p,(e.g.,0.001) to every point

(e.g., bit, or real value, or symbol) in the offspring chromosome pair. Then, add the

offspring chromosomes to the population of the next generation. If n is odd. deletc a

newly created chromosome to preserve the number n of chromosomes in the population.

Step 4: Go to Step 2 withthe next generation population. Repeat this process until the

evolution stagnates, e.g., usually for 50 to 500 generations.

Step 5: Select the chromosome with the highest fitness from the latest generation.

We call the whole procedure from Step I to Step 5 a run.

The performance of a GA can be tuned by adjusting the crossover probability, the

mutation probability, the size of the population, the number of generations, the number of

crossover points in a chromosome, the selection method, the number of rttns, etc. With

different initial randomly-generated populations, the evolutionary histories of different

runswiLlvary, and hence the finally selected chromosome in each run wtll be different.

Since GAs use so many parameters, statistical methods are often used to analyze the

experimental results, e.g., averaging over 10 runs for the best fitness scores, etc. GAs are

flexible in their experimental strategies.

Before providing some concrete and interesting examples of GAs, we introduce a

useful concept of general relevance, namely thefitness landscape, which is defined to be

a hyper surface in an Z+ I dimensional space. L of these dimensions corespond to the

values of the L parameters in the fitness definition, and the (L+1)th value is the actual

fitness value. Any possible set of L parameter values will have its corresponding fitness

value, and hence there will be a corresponding point on the hyper surface, or t'itness
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landscape. Smoothly changing the L parameter values will conespond to a smooth

motion of the fitness value point on the fitness landscape.

We now introduce some interesting and illustrative examples of GAs in action.

2.2 GA Examples

2.2.1 Example 1: Prisoner's Dilemma

Usually, when trying to find a solution to a problem, being able to express it in a

mathematical form is half the battle. Even though a GA is fairly simple conceptually.

figuring out how to apply one to a particular problern is not ahvays easy. The ditficultics

often occur when deciding how to encode a candidate solution into a chromosome, i.c..

choosing the chromosome's representation.

In this section, several representation examples are presented. These examplcs

also demonstrate other capabilities of the GA approach, particularly, the variant of co'

evolution, which will be defined below.

Our first example is the famous Prisoner's Dilemma problem as presented in

Mitchell's booklMitchell,lgg6l. This problem deals with whether two separated

prisoners should choose to cooperate with or betray each other, with corresponding

rewards and costs of their decisions. This type of situation occurs often enough in reality

to make the solution of the Prisoner Dilemma problem valuable for real world

applications, e.g., in the arrns race between two superpowers.

The Prisoner's Dilemma problem is stated as follows. Two criminals (named

Alice and Bob) are arrested, having been accomplices in a crime. They are placed in

separate cells and are about to appear before the judge. They are not allowed to
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communicate. Alice is told that if she confesses to their crime and agrees to testit,

against Bob, then Alice will face one of two possible consequences. dr--pr-'nding on

whether Bob testifies against Alice or not.

If Bob does not confess to their crime and does not testify against .\lic.' li..'.. Bob

cooperates), then Alice will be pardoned, but Bob will be jailed for 5 years. On the othi-'r

hand, she will get a I year sentence if she testifies AND if Bob conf-esses and testill.'s

against Alice.

If both of them deny their crime and will not testify against each other (in this

case, both cooperate), then both will be sentenced to 3 years in jail. Alice is told that Bob

also knows that the same rules apply to him. Both of them are thus aware that they are

subject to the same rules. The dilemma that each of them now faces, is which choice to

make (cooperate or betray) that will benefit him or her the most.

It would seem that Alice should testi[2, no matter whether Bob testifies or

cooperates. However, a problem arises when they play an iterated game (i.e., a choice

needs to be made multiple times, in succession). in an iterated game, they will be jailcd

for many more years total, if they betray and testiff against each other than if they

cooperate.

If we define the payolf to be 5 minus the number of years of the jail sentence thcy

could get, then we obtain the following payoff table regarding their decisions.

The payoff table is shown here.
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Alice\Bob Testify Cooperate

Testifii t.l 50

Cooperate 0,s J,J

In the table above, the first number in the number pair is the payoff obtained by

Alice. The second number is the payoff obtained by Bob. According to these payoff

definitions, the greater the payoff, the better the strategy to that person.

Robert Axelrod studied the Prisoner's Dilemma extensively lAxelrod,1984,

1987]. He organized two tournaments for which he asked people from different academic

specialties to submit their strategies (coded into programs) lAxelrod,1984]. He then had

these programs play off against each other, and recorded all their perfotmance scores (i.e.,

the higher the payoff, the better the performance). He found that among all the strategies.

the so-called "TIT-for-TAT" strategy obtained the best average perfotmance'

Some programs collected by Axelrod were very complicated, e.g., using Markov

processes and Bayesian inference techniques to predict other players' behavior. But the

TIT-for-TAT was the simplest strategy. It cooperated in the first round, and then

reciprocated its opponent. In other words, if its opponent cooperated in the Nth round,

then it cooperated in the (N+ 1)th round. If on the other hand, its opponent defected in

the Nth round, then it defected in the (N+ 1)th round. Hence, it remembered the

opponent's choice from the previous round and punished or rewarded its opponent in the

next round.

All the strategies submitted to Axelrod lAxelrod,1984] were human made (and

designed using a top-down approach). lnlAxelrod, 1987], Axelrod showed how to
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introduce a GA into this game. His aim was to see whether a GA could evolve good

strategies to play this game.

In order to use a GA technique, a representatlor needs to be found to code the

choice strategy into a chromosome. We take the TIT-for-TAT strategy as an example.

TIT-for-TAT makes its current move based on the move of the opponent of the prcvious

game.

case l: if CC, then C;

case 2'. if CD, then D;

case 3: if DC, then C;

case 4: if DD, then D;

where C represents cooperatc, D represents defect, and the pair, e.g., CD, means that the

player cooperated and the opponent defected, one round ago. So, the above 4 rules can be

coded into a string CDCD as its strategy. A player uses this strategy by first finding the

case number (in the case of DC, the case number i is 3). The player then checks the lth

character in the strategy string (e.g., the 3rd character in CDCD is C). The player adopts

this "cooperating" decision (Q and implements it in the current run if the choices in the

previous round were DC (i.e., the player defected, and the opponent cooperated). There

are2a: 16 different strategies.

Generalizing, let us assume that the players remember the choices of more than

one previous round, e.g., the past three rounds of the game. They thus make their curent-

round decision based on the past three games. The 26: 64 rules of one possible strategy

are listed as follows.
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case l: if CC CC CC, then C;

case 2: it CC CC CD,then D;

case 6'. if CD CC CC, then D;

case 7'. it DC CC CC, then D;

case 63: if DD DD DC, then D;

case 64: it DD DD DD, then C;

The strategy space of all possible strategies contains 26acandidates. This is a huge

number. For a Prisoner's Dilemma problem with such a large strategy space, it is not easy

to find an optimized solution. There is an exponential growth in the number of points in

the strategy space with respect to the number of remembered choices or rounds in the

game.

With such a huge space, it is impossible to design manually a good strategy, or

even to use a brute force search approach using current computational power. It seems

that a mathematical approach to solving this kind of problem is also inadequate. However,

a GA is capable of finding quite a good strategy, simply by searching in a rather small

sub-region ofthe strategy space.

In Axelrod's GA experiment, he created an initial virtual game (called "case 0":

if ... then C or D) to trigger his real games. His strategy space had 270 individuals. He

chose eight humanly designed strategies (not including TIT-for-TAT) as the

"environment." These eight strategies were thought to be "representative" of the rvhole

strategy space. The average performance (fitness) of an arbitrary strategy, obtained by
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playing against these eight humanly designed strategies, was thought to be a good

predictor of its fitness. This approach was an approximation, but adcquate.

The population size (the number of strategies in each run) was sct to 10. For one

population of individuals, Axelrod let it run through 50 generations. Each initial

population was run 40 times, using different seeds in the random numbcr gerc-r&tor

Most of the strategies evolved by the GA in Axelrod's cxperiments u L're sitlilar

to the TIT-for-TAT strategy. They reciprocated cooperation and punished betrar al. The

individuals evolved by the GA eventually learned to cooperate! Even more amazirls \\ 3s

the fact that the GA evolved some shategies that were much better thanTIT-for-TAT-

and all this, despite the fact that the number of strategies evaluated in a given run \\'as

only 20*50 : 1000, a miniscule fraction of the total strategy space size of 270.

It is incorrect to think that a GA will always do a better job than a humanly

designed strategy. Those TIT-for-TAT strategy types were "generalists." However, the

best strategies (with the highest payoffs) produced by the GA were "specialists," that

explored the shortcomings of the environment.

In the above experiments, the environment was fixed, i.e., the eight humanly

designed strategies did not change. In nature, however, the environment is always

changing. The most adaptive individual in a static fitness landscape is not necessarily the

most adaptive one in a changing fitness landscape.

Axelrod also designed a changing environment for one of his GA experiments. In

this case, for a given individual, the changing environment consisted of the other ninr'teen

individuals. Each individual played with the other 19 individuals. Since the individuals
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evolved over the generations, each strategy had different individuals to compete against

from one generation to the next. So the fitness landscape was a function of the individuals

ofa given generation and it changed as the generations proceeded.

What Axelrod discovered with his dynamic fitness landscape experiment was also

interesting. During the first l0-20 generations, those strategies that were willing to be

cooperative did not receive cooperation from the other players, so were eliminated rather

easily. Thus, at the beginning, the GA generated non-cooperative strategies. But, in later

generations, cooperation did emerge. The GA generated individuals similar to the "TIT-

for-TAT" strategy. Because cooperators eventually gained higher fitness scores and

survived, their cooperative trait propagated through the population. Cooperation was not

defeated by competition.

Axelrod's GA experiments on the Prisoner's Dilemma problem showed how a

GA uses evolution (and co-evolution, to be explained in the next section) to find a

solution for a sophisticated problem.

2.2.2 Example 2: Protein Folding

While it is clear that GAs have the ability to solve a wide variety of problems,

they also have their pitfalls. For example, an inadequate fitness function definition may

cause a GA to fail to evolve well.

An example of a GA failure was a research project undertaken by Schulze-Kremer

11992) that aimed to use a GA to predict the three-dimensional structure of a "Crambrn"

protein molecule, that consisted of 46 amino acids.

In a cell, the information contained in the base-sequences of a DNA niolcculc is
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used to build proteins. Proteins are thus the phenotypic expressions of the intbrmation

contained in the DNA. Proteins execute the functions necessary for a cell to live. A

protein molecule consists of a sequence of l00s to 1000s of amino acids. This linear

chained sequence of amino acids then folds spontaneously into a three-dimensional

structure to form a protein.

Just how an amino acid chain folds spontaneously into a particular three-

dimensional structure remains a significant and unsolvcd problem in biology'. It is

commonly thought that an amino acid chain folds into its minimum potential energv Statc-

thus making the protein molecule stable. The lower the potential energy of the protein

molecule, the stabler it is. This consideration led to the fitness function of the GA bcing

applied to the "protein folding problem" to be defined as the negative of the protein's

potential energy. Finding a function to calculate the exact potential energy of a molecule

is an intractable problem, so people have had to rely upon simplified models to calculate

it.

Unfortunately, Schulze-Kremer's highly simplifi ed model generated protein

structures that had very low potential energy but did not correspond to any real proteins.

Their evolved potential energies were often much lower than the real Crambin protcin.

None of the protein structures produced by the Schulze-Kremer GA was similar to the

real Crambin protein.

This failure originated from the highly simplified model used to calculate thc

fitness (i.e., the potential energy). The fitness function did not contain enough structural

information to representlhe real potential energy of a Crambin protein.
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This unsuccessful example shows clearly the importance of defining a fitness

function appropriately and correctly.

To finish this chapter, we point out that there are many othcr applications of GAs.

besides those mentioned above, e.g., traveling salesman problems, decoding secret

messages, building dynamical inverse models, solving high-order nonlinear partial

differential equations, etc.lHaupt and Haupt,1998]. Many such problems are not easy to

solve with conventional methods.
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CHAPTER 3

IHE PRINCIPLES OF NEURAL NETWORKS

3.1 The Biological Neuron

Before the notion of a neural netw-ork is introduced, we need to be familiar with

the notion of a single neuron. Usually, the terms "neuron" and "neural networks" are

abbreviations for the terms "artificial neuron" and "artificial neural networks,"

respectively, except, of course, in the specific context of the neuro-sciences, in which

case, these terms referto a biological neuron and to a brain's neural networks. Actr-rall1,.

the two sets of terms are not so dissimtlar, since artificial neurons and artificial ncural

networks are often simplified models of real biological neurons and real neural networks.

There are probably many functional characteristics of the brain that still remain to

be discovered by future science and technology. For example, it is still very much an

open question as to whether the biological brain employs quantum computational

techniques lP enro s e, 199 41.

Artificial neurons and artificial neural networks are greatly simplified models

compared to real biological neurons and neural networks. Real neurons and neural

networks are hugely more complex, both qualitatively and quantitatively, e.g., the human

brain contains a huge number of neurons (about 101r) and about l0ra to l0r6 synaptic

connections between neurons. No computer as yet can model such complexity.

A typical biological neuron cell consists of a cell body (the soma), a nucleus.

numerous dendrites, an axon hillock, an axon, many synaptic regions, etc. The nucleus is
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situated inside the neuron body. Signals (electric pulses) from other nellrons are

"funneled" into a neuron via its dendrites. If the accumulation of input signal I oltas.'s

inside the neuron transcends a certain threshold value, then the neuron is triggere-ci to

"fire." A special region of the neuron, called an "axon hillock" is activated, and an

output signal pulse is sent from it along an output tendril called an "axon" to

communicate with other neurons.

At the end of the axon is the synaptic region (called a synapse) where the output

signal is modulated (i.e., amplified or diminished). In an artificial neuron, this

modification is modeled by multiplying the axonal signal strength by a numerical

weighting factor, called a synaptic weight. The synaptic region is therefore the

interconnection region between neurons. Output signals tend to either excite or inhibit

other neurons (the signal receivers). Incoming signals to a neuron are modulated or tuned

by the synapses at the end of the axons from other neurons. Typically. a biological

neuron has tens of thousands of connections (synapses) with other neurons. A typical

biological neuron is shown in Figure 1.

Biological neurons do not only receive signals from other neurons in a network.

They may also receive inputs from sensory or other cells. Some neurons send output to

effector organs such as muscles and glands. About 90% of neurons in the human brain

are purely "internal" neurons that interconnect only with other neurons, to form neural

networks that deal with internal information processing. The remaining 10% are input

(afferent) and output (efferent) neurons.
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Figure 1. A typical biological neuron

3.2 An Artificial Neuron

This section introduces the concept of an artificial neuron, using descriptions

taken from lHaykin,l999] and lChester,l993]. An artificial neuron attempts to model

the basic information processing capabilities of a biological neuron. Figure 2 shows a

typical artificial neuron model. An artificial neuron has numerous input connections, each

of which has its own synaptic weight assigned to it. The synaptic weight value is

multiplied with the incoming signal strength value to give the actual contribution to th.'

receiving neuron of the individual input signal. So, every input signal value is tuned or

weighted by it corresponding synaptic weight. This is analogous to what happens u ith the

input signal in the synaptic region of a biological neuron.

Axon hil?oclr



Output signal to other neurons

Figure 2. A typical artificial neuron model

After each incoming signal value is multiplied by its synaptic weight, the artificial

neuron performs a summation of all the weighted inputs. The final summation value is

called the neuron's "activation." Then, an activation function ("squashing" function) is

applied to the activation value to generate the neuron's actual output signal value. An

activation function is applied to the activation value to avoid the signal output values

from increasing excessively in value. The activation function limits the size of the output

signal value to a limited range. This compression is called squashing. So. the activation

tt = Frt'...7
.jL.:t!
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function is often called a "squashing function."

The neuron shown in Figure 2 is theTth neuron in the neural network. Each input

signal value x, from the input set xt,x2, ... , xi ... ,rN is multiplied by its

corresponding synaptic weight w,, . Then, an activation term er, is obtained by summing

the weighted input values.

,, =Zw jixi + b i

where b, is a bias value. In Figure 2, this bias is set to zero, so does not appear. An

activation function S is then applied to u 
1 , resulting in the neuron's output signal value

/7 which is expressed as follows.

!'=S(Lt')

Three of the most popular choices for the activation function are listed below in

Figure 3,4, and 5. The output signal value can then be copied many times and distributed

to other neurons.

There are several choices for the activation function. Three of the most popular

are listed in this chapter. In all three cases, the activationl,r ranges in value from -co to

+ oo , but the output signal value S(z) ranges between 0 and l.

(l) Step Funcrion.

The output is either I or 0, depending upon whether the activation value is non-

negative or not. Figure 3 shows a step function.

S(zr) :1 , if z > 0;

S(a):0,if z<0.
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Figure 3. Step function

(2) Piecewise-Linear Function

If the activation value lies inside the middle range, the output grows linearly in

proportion to the activation value. Otherwise, the output signal value is set to 0 for an

activation value below the lower threshold value, or to I for an activation value above the

threshold value. Figure 4 shows a piecewise-linear function.

S(a) : l, if u. *1,

S(u) : u, if +:, ,, -:,

S(zr)- 0. if rr . -+
L

(3) Sigmoid Function

A sigmoid function is expressed as follows.

S(rr): 1

l + e-"''

where a is the slope parameter. Figure 5 shows a sigmoid function.
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Figure4. Piecewise-linearfunction

t)

Figure 5. Sigmoid function

The sigmoid function is differentiable at any value of z. This is an important

feature for neural networks. The step function and piecewise-linear function do not have

this important feature. Figure 5 shows a sigmoid function.

For the above three activation functions, the output signal value S(z) ranges from

0 to 1. Sometimes, an activation function is desired to have a negative part ar-rd to range

tiom -1 to l. It may also be desirable that the activation function has some degree of
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symmetry, e.g., be anti-symmetric. The following two activation functions are anti-

symmetric. The first is a variant of the step function.

S(zr):l,ifu>0;

S(2,):0, if u:0;

S(u) : -f if zr < 0'

The second is the hyperbolic tangent function, defined as:

S(zr) : tanh(u).

3.3 Artificial Neural Networks

Artificial Neural Networks are usually abbreviated as ANNs. The artificial

neurons in an ANN are often called nodes. Patterson has classified ANN types into four

major categories lPotterson, 1996). These are:

(l) Learning Strategy,

(2) Learning Method Type,

(3) Application Type,

(4) Architecture Type.

The subcategories of these four ANN categories are listed as follows.

(l) Learning Strategy:

o Supervised;

o Reinforced;

r Unsupervised.

(2) Learning Method Type:

o Error Correction;
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. Hebbianl

. Competitive;

o Stochastic.

(3) Application Type:

. Associative Memory;

. Optimizationl

. Classificationl

o Pattern Recognition;

. General Mapping;

o Prediction.

(4) Architecture Type:

. Single Layer Feedforward;

. MultilayerFeedforward;

o Recurrent.

In this section, we introduce three different ANN architectural types, based on

P atters on' s classifi catio n lP att ers o n, 199 61, namely

. asingle layer feed-forward,

o multilayerfeed-forward,

o recurrent.

The first ANN type is shown in Figure 6, i.e., the single layer feed-forward

network. The "single" layer refers to the output layer, because it is the only one that

performs computation. This ANN is "acyclic," i.e., it is a feed-forward netuork. uitli no
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lnpult layer Cutput laYer

Figure6.AfullyconnectedsinglelayerfeedforwardANN

signals being fed back to an earlier layer. The ANN of Figure 6 is said to be "fully

connected" because every node in one layer is connected with every node ofthe next

layer. An ANN is said to be "partially connected" if some of its synaptic links are

missing.

ThesecondANNisafullyconnectedANNwitha..hiddenlayer.',Itisshownin

Figure 7. The hidden layer receives the outputs from the input layer as its inputs'

performs its computations, and then sends its outputs to the output layer' This hidden

layer is positioned between the input and output layers. An ANN may have more than

one hidden layer. Hidden layers allow a network to acquire a gleater computational

capacity, due to the extra neural interactions between the extra neural connections attd
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Output Layer

Hidden Layer

lnput Layer

Figure 7. A fully connected feedforward ANN with one hidden layer

neuron layers. This ANN is also acyclic, i.e., it has a feed-forward architecture with no

feedback loops.

The third architectural type of ANN is shown in Figure 8. It differs from the

earlier two types by having feedback loops. It is thus not a feed-forward architecture.

Networks with feedback are said to be "recurrent."

In the ANN of Figure 8, the output of each node is propagated back to all the

other nodes except itself. This ANN has unit-delay operators z-r applied to its feedback

loops. Recurrent networks may also have self-feedback loops, i.e., the output signal of a

node is fed back immediately to itself.
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Unit-delaY
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Figure 8. A recurrent ANN

Different ANN architectures can be constructed to suit the needs of different

learning algorithms. When a neural network "learns," it means that an appropriate set of

weights are found that map input signals to appropriate output signals.

The parallel processing nature of ANNs (i.e., all the nodes of an ANN perform

their calculations in parallel) often allow them to solve certain problems that are more

"sequential" in nature.

For some problems, such as complex data translation, there are probably no

explicitly predefined mapping functions, or the input data may be corrupted by noise'

One of the most popular and widely used ANNs is the so-called "Multi Layer

Perceptron" (MLP), which is a multi layer feed-forward network. It can be proved

mathematically that an MLP can approximate any static mapping between desired inptrt



and output vectors. This ability is a consequence of its variable connection weights, its

bias term, and its nonlinear sigmoid functions.

The most popular way to get an ANN to learn, i.e., to train or adjust its weights, is

to use an algorithm called "back-propagation of errors," or "back-prop" for short. An

ANN that uses back-prop to train its weights is often called a "back propagation network"

(BPN) lFreeman and Skapura,l99l).

3.4 Self-Organizing Maps

In this section we introduce another interesting type of neural net, which is in fact

the third in Patterson's "Learning Strategy" classificationfPatterson,1996). This fype of

neural net learns in ar,"unsupervised'way, i.e., there is no human teacher to supervise,

i.e., there are no desired output vectors supplied by a supervisor to guide the learning of

the weights. The details of this section come from lHaykin,l999l.

We define the space containing the weight vectors as the "weight space," or

alternatively, as the "output space." However, this time, the outputs talked about here are

not the output signal values of the neurons. Instead we look upon the weights established

during the training as the "output." The "input space" is still the space of the input

vectors fed into the neural network.

One of the best known cases of a self-organizing neural net is one that performs

the function of a "Self-OrganrzingMap" (SOM) between its input signals and its output

signals. A SOM has two layers of neurons, the input layer and the output layer. Each

input layer neuron is connected with every output layer neuron, i.e., the network is fuily'

connected. There are no direct connections between any two nodes in the output la1'er.
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The output neurons can be positioned in a one dimensional format (i.e., a row), or

in a two dimensional format (i.e., a matrix or grid). Higher output dimensions are also

possible. A similar story holds for the positioning of the input neurons. The number of

dimensions of the input neurons and the output neurons in a SOM need not be the same.

The weights of a SOM are modified in such away that the topological features of

the input space are preserved. Just what this means precisely will become clearer as

explained below.

A topological feature of the input space is mapped onto the output space (i.e., the

weight space) through approximation. A SOM learning algorithm usually contains a

mixture of competitive, cooperative and adaptive characteristics, which are now

explained in turn.

The SOM learning algorithm is competitive in the sense that for every input

vector, it chooses an output neuron as the o'winner" whose weight vector (i.e., the vector

of the weights of the incoming connections to it) is the "closest" to the input vector. The

winner in this competitive step is selected by using the following formula.

l(x) = argmin i ll x(n) - *, ll, j =1,2,...,1

The SOM learning algorithm is cooperative in the following sense. A so-called

"neighborhood function" is applied to those neurons that are the neighbors of the winning

neuron. This function is defined as follows.

J:
h,,\x) = exvl-;f)

where d',., =llri-r,lJ', r, isthepositionoftheneighboringneuronJrand rl isthc

position of the winning neuron l.
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These neighborhood functions are used as factors in the weight updating process

of the winning and neighboring neurons. They allow a form of "lateral interaction" to

take place between neighboring neurons. This local interaction is considered to contribute

to the creation of the global topological features of the input and the weight spaces.

The SOM learning algorithm is adaptive in the following sense. Assume that cach

input vector is presented at the tick "r" of a clock. The winning neuron is selected. Its

weights and those of its neighboring neurons are updated in the following manner.

The weight of theTth neuron at the nth clock is given by:

w,(n +l) = w i(n) + r7(n)h7,, ("rXn)(x 'w ,(n))

where h,,,(x) is the neighborhood function (factor), and r7 is a leaming-rate parameter.

From the above expression, in can be seen that the updated weight vector

w,(n + 1) is rotated toward the input vector x. Over time, the weight space will take on

similar topological properties as those of the input space (i.e., the input vectors). The

neural network becomes a self-organizing mapping (SOM) device. It learns the

topological features of its "training input." Later, when other (non-training) input vectors

come in, they can be "classified" in the sense that the winning neuron will have a weight

vector similar to the input vector.

As a concrete example, take the case of an SOM that is presented with a variety of

pure sounds of a given amplitude and frequency. The SOM builds a 2 dimensional output

grid with two axes, amplitude and frequency. After the training period, a sound of

unknown amplitude and frequency can be "detected" or classified according to u'hich
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output neuron in the output grid wins. The winning neuron's position in the outpr-rt grid

gives information about the amplitude and frequency of the unknown sound.

This completes this chapter's introduction to the basic principles of neural

networks. This knowledge will be needed to some extent in later chapters to explain how

the use of quantum computing techniques can be applicd to accelerate the evolution of

neural networks. This chapter is one of three essential prerequisite chapters, the other

two being on the principles of genetic algorithms and the principles of quantum

computing.
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CHAPTER 4

THE EVOLUTION OF NEURAL NETWORKS

USING CLASSICAL COMPUTING

This chapter is mainly concerned with how neural networks can be constructed

using evolutionary computation techniques. This chapter is divided into five sections,

dealing with various aspects of the neural network evolution. Section I explains how thc

weights of neural networks with fixed architectures can be evolved. Section 2 explains

how the architecfures themselves can be evolved. Section 3 shows how learning rules for

a neural network can be evolved. Section 4 introduces a particular evolvable neural net

model called 'oGenNet," created by.ry supervisor de Garis ll992l, which will be used in

later chapters. Section 5 comments on the approach of using evolutionary techniques to

construct neural networks. For an overview of this type of work, see Mitchell [1996].

4.1 Evolving Weights in a Neural Network
with a Fixed Architecture

The most popular method for constructing the weights of neural networks is to

use a feed-forward network with an error back propagation algorithm called "back-prop."

However this approach is not ideal for all neural net applications, for various reasons, e.g.,

the output values of a back-prop network may get stuck at local optima in weight space,

or in the case of non-supervised learning, where there is no "teacher" to provide

classification outputs for input patterns. In such cases, an alternative approach is to evolve

the weights and perhaps the architectures of neural networks.

We begin with the problem of evolving the weights of a fixed architecture neural
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network. Since a general GA has two major "genetic" operators, namely mutation and

crossover, one needs methods to implement thcm.

Montana and Davis addressed this problem ll989l. They defined thc

chromosome to be a list of weights, so that every item in the chromosome was a real

number, instead of a bit (0 or 1). The formatting of the chromosome (the "real number"

list) was as follows. Assuming that the neural network was feed-forward and 3 layered,

with / input nodes, Ilhidden nodes, O output nodes, and fully connectcd between pairs of

layers, then the total number of connections and hence weights would be

(I*H+H*O).

Formatting the weights on the chromosome according to a "bottom up, left to

right" strategy, would imply for example that the first Il real valued weights on the

chromosome would be those from the first (leftmost) node in the input layer to the H

nodes in the hidden layer. The next H real valued weights would be fiom the second

(leftmost) node in the input layer to the ll hidden layer nodes, etc. The 11 weights

following immediately after the first I * H weights would connect the first (leftmost)

hidden node to the O output nodes, etc. Every node is also indexed according to this

formatting convention.

Montana and Davis performed mutations on their chromosomes in the following

way [1989]. They chose randomly m non-input nodes. For each chosen node they

reassigned the weight of every incoming connection to that node with a value that was

randomly generated between - 1.0 and 1.0.

To perform a crossover operation, they randomly selected any two-parent rveight

vectors (i.e., their chromosomes). To generate a child chromosome from these tu'o
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parents, for each node of the child, they randomly chose one of the parents, and assigned

that parent's node's incoming weights to the corresponding child's node's incoming

weights. They did this for all nodes of the child, randomly choosing one of the parents for

each node. The result was that the child node contained a mix of weights from both

parents.

Since the real valued weights were positioned on the chromosome in the order of

their outgoing connections to the next level, for each node, the positions of the weights in

the chromosome were not as clustered as they would be if the weights were ordered

according to the incoming connections to a given node. This less clustered formatting

allowed crossover to be less clustered as well, i.e., the child was more of a mix of its

parents. A comparison of the performance levels between a GA-evolved feed-forward

neural network and a back-propagation network is also given in lMontana and Davis,

1989]. In their comparison, the GA proved to be a better training method than back-

propagation. The GAed neural network had a lower sum-of-squares error, and generated

better weight vectors faster than back-propagation.

4.2 Evolving the Architectures of Neural Networks

There are at least two broad strategies for the evolution of neural network

architectures, namely

o Direct Encoding

o Grammatical Encoding
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4.2.1 Direct Encoding

As an example of direct encoding, Miller et al. constructed an 1/ * N .o,-,,-,.g1itrt.t

matrix lMiller et al., L989], where a I at the (l7)th element indicated a connection fionr

neuron I to neuronT. A 0 indicated no such connection. Hence to see which other neurons

were connected to the ith neuron, one needed only look along the lth row of the

connection matrix. They then formed the chromosome by concatenating each row olthe

connection matrix into a bit string.

To perform mutation, they simply flipped bits in the connection matrix with low

probability.

To perform crossover, they swapped the same numbered rows of two parents to

produce two children. The swapping of the ith rows meant that the neuron "1" could have

quite different connections to other neurons.

Later, a back-propagation algorithm was applied to the networks produced by a

GA, and the performance of these networks was analyzed. Only simple task objects were

adopted. Miller et al.ll989l found that the GA method evolved good network

architectures easily.

4.2.2 Grammatical Encoding

Grammatical encoding builds a neural network indirectly. A good example of this

approach is Kitano's "graph generation grammar" lKitano,1990], which is illustrated

below.

Kitano began by providing a graph generation grammar as follows, where the

symbol on the LHS can be substituted by the matrix on the RHS, starting frorn the start
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symbol S in the grammar of substitution rules shown below.
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The above binary matrix can be mapped into the architecture of a neural network

by using a method similar to that described in the previous section on direct encoding.

The chromosome encoding the above grammar is:

Kitano defined mutation and crossover operators that were suitable for the abor e

chromosome format, along with appropriate fitness definitions [990]. He conducted

experiments on some simple problems to test the above grammatical encoding schetne.

He obtained good results which gave lower error rates and faster evolution speeds

compared to other approaches [1990].
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4.3 Evolving Learning Rules for a Neural Network

A GA can also be used to evolve learning rules for a neural network. Chalmers

did some work along these lines lChalmers,l990l that is briefly described here.

Chalmers' used a simple feed-forward neural network architecture which had oniy an

input layer and an output layer, i.e., no hidden layer. This type of neural network is

usually called a "single-layer" network in the sense that there is only one set of weights

between two layers of neurons. The network performs in effect a mapping function

between the input and output layers.

Suppose the following information is provided for the input node i and output

nodeT

a, is the activation of lth input node,

o, is the activation of theTth output node,

r, is the training signal which is given by a "teacher" and which is the correct actit ation.

is the weight of the connection from the lth to theTth nodes, at a gtven rromellt.

The increment of the weights between two leaming cycles is assumed to be a

function of the above four parameters:

L*ij =f(a,,oi,tj,w,i)

Based on experience, Chalmers gave Lw,, the following form:

L*r=ko(krwr+kra,+kro,+k4tj+krw,,a,+kuw,,o,+k.,w,,t,+kra,o,+kra,t,+kt,to,l ,)

Chalmers's choice of the above formula was influenced by the well-known

"delta" learning rule that has the following form.

w,j
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Lw..=rlUioi-a,o,)

In Chalmers's evolutionary approach, the l0 constants ,t,, were concatenated into

a chromosome which represented a learning rule for the training of the neural network.

ft., had 5 bits. The other 9 values, k,...k,0, had three bits each. So, in total, a

chromosome contained 32 bits.

Two-point mutation and two-point crossover were implemented between two

parents (bit strings), with appropriately sized probabilities. The fitness of each

chromosome was decided by the outcome of a set of experimentalprocedures expressed

as follows: Apply the learning rule to map the input data into the output data. Calculate

the mapping erors caused by the learning rule. The lower the error, the higher the t-rtness

value. Experimental results showed that the GA could find a successful learning rule in

this case.

4,4 The "GenNet" Model

As stated in the introductory chapter, one of the main contributions of this

dissertation is to show that a quantum computing approach to the evolution of a particular

variety of neural network is faster than that of a classical computing approach. This

section introduces the neural net model used in this quantum evolutionary approach.

The neural net model is labeled "GenNet" (Genetically Programmed Ner-rral

Network). It is the creation of my supervising professor, Hugo de Garis. This section is

based on his PhD dissertation work, especially Chapters 4,6a,6b,7 lde Garis, 1992].

The description, however, is based on classical computing.
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Generally speaking, the evolution of a neural network usually involves the

application of a GA to the evolution of that particular neural net' s behavior (with static or

dynamic inputs, and static or dynamic outputs).

A detailed description of the GenNet model and its evolution now follows.

A GenNet (Genetically Programmed Neural Net) is a fully connected neural

network of N artificial neurons. This means that there are Nl connections between the 1/

neurons (including a looped connection from each neuron back to itself). Each

connection between neurons i and j is given an evolved weighting factor (, which takes

l

the form of a binary fraction, expressed with typically 6-8 bits (for example, the 3-bit

binary fraction 0.111 is equal to 0 + 0.5 + 0.25 + 0.125: 0.875 in decimal notation.)

These W,, weighttngs are also given an evolved sign (positive or negative). The

strength of the signal S, coming from neuron "r" to neuron']" ranges in value befween

- 1 and +1. This S,, value is multiplied by the weighting factor W,, of the connection that

the signal travels down. These weighted signal values are summed to form the

"activation" term G, so G =LW,,* S,,. To G is added an unweighted extemal signal

strength value E, (ranging between 1.0 and - 1.0) to the neuron "1"' This V = E + G

value is input to a sigmoid output function F(V) where F is of the form

F(V)=-4 - t.o

which ranges between 1.0 and - 1.0.

A faster form is displayed as follows.
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F(v)=: 
-l(l/) +l

This F(Z) value is used to prevent the signal values from blowing up (exponential

increase). Some of the neurons are used as input neurons, to which external input signals

are applied. Other neurons are used as output neurons (i.e., their F(tr/) values are the

output signals).

The evolution of GenNets is performed as follows. The primary aim is to evolve

the weight values and their signs, so that the neural outputs perform some desired

function, whose performance-quality (i.e., fitness value) can be measured and used to

drive the evolution.

The GA chromosome consisted of a concatenation of the // x 1/ binary fiaction

weights. With P bits for each binary fraction weight plus one bit for its sign, meant a total

chromosome length of L = N * ,A/ * (P + l) bits, where l/ is the number of neurons in the

network.

Thus a GenNet neural net could be generated from any bit string of length L.

The GA used for the evolution of the GenNets did not use crossover. It was found

to be too disruptive and slowed the evolution. So, only mutation was used to create

variety in the evolving population of chromosomes.

To measure the fitness of a GenNet, its output signal value over time was

compared to some target (desired) value. The fitness value was typically defined to be the

inverse of the sum of the squares of the differences between the target and actual values.

over a given number of clock ticks, where a clock tick is defined to be one cycle (or loop )

of the calculation of the F(tr/) values for every neuron in the GenNet.
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In a rypical evolution, for example, to evolve a pattem detector, the external

inputs to the GenNet come from pixels ona2D grid of an artificial retina (i.e., a camera

image). If, for example, the task is to evolve a detector for the letter B, then the target or

desired output signal would be high for the B and low for other letters or images. Thus

the B could be projected onto the grid for 100 clocks and the target output from the

GenNet would be set at a high value, e.g., 0.8. When other images are presented to the

grid (retina), e.g., the other 25 letters, the target output should be lou. e.g.. 0.2. By

presenting a sequence of images to the retina, and measuring the outputs over the u'hole

series of images, for 100 clocks per image, the fitness value can be obtained. Note the

internal signal values of the GenNet are cleared out (set to 0) between image

presentations.

The particular GA variant used in the (classical computing based) evolution of the

GenNets was the following.

(1) Measure the fitnesses of the population of chromosomes (i.e., their neural net

equivalents). The population size depends on human patience constraints (e.g., 10, 100).

(2) Rank the fitnesses according to their numerical values (lst, 2nd, 3rd, . . . last).

(3) Throw out the lower half of the population, replace with the upper half.

(4) Mutate the bits in all the chromosomes (except the best one) with a very low

probability (e.g., by mutating about I bit per chromosome per generation)'

GenNets can be used in a wide variety of applications, such as

r Pattern detectors

o Motion controllers

o Decision makers
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They can map static/dynamic inputs to static/dynamic outputs, but as with any

evolved circuit using a finite number of bits, there will be limits to the evolvabilin.

Professor de Garis's primary research interest is the attempt to build artificial

brains by evolving large numbers of GenNets, one at a time in programmable (evolvable)

hardware, downloading them into a PC, connecting them up in the PC according to the

designs of human BAs (brain architects) to build artificial brains, and then have the PC

run the neural signaling of the artificial brain in real time, with 10,000s of GenNets, to

control the behaviors of autonomous robots.

Since the evolution time of a single GenNet needs to be small if 10,000s of them

are to be evolved to build artificial brains, it is important that this evolution time be made

as fast as possible. Since this dissertation shows that quantum computing techniques can

speed up the evolution time of a GenNet, we feel that we have made a valuable

contribution to future brain building. Of course, its usefulness will have to wait until the

world has functioning quantum computers, but progress is being made every month in

QC (quantum computing), so it is only a.question of time before quantum computers are

commercialized and ubiquitous.

4.5 Some Proposed Ideas after Reviewing
the Field of Evolving Neural Networks

It is our opinion that Durr's quantum algorithm, if adopted, should speed up

significantly the evolution of the above GA cases. Some of them concern the evolution of

neural networks. It follows that the evolution of a quantum neural network emerses

naturally as a new research field. But at the present time, even in the theoretical donrain.

there remain many issues that are unclear. For example, how to combine classical neural
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network architectures with quantum circuits, how to measure fitness values qllantunl

mechanically, etc. There is a whole research area here waiting to be explored.

Several proposals for architectures ofquantum neural networks have appeared in

the NN (neural network) literature, but to our knowledge there has not yet appeared

anything concerning the benefits of introducing a GA to create a quantum neural network.

An appropriate hardware design for evolving a quantum neural network would also be an

interesting topic"

There are many questions that need to be answered before leading to the final

solution of a quantum evolutionary neural network (QEI.IN).

(1) What is the architecture of an appropriate quanfum neural network?

(2) How to implement a quantum GA (QGA)?

(3) What classical aspects should we keep while exploiting the benefits of quantum

computing?

(4) How to deal with the hardware issue when evolutionary quantum hardware is

needed?

(5) What are the real advantages when quantum techniques are introduced to this fleld?

(6) Are there any drawbacks or shortcomings due to the quantum techniques?

(7) What real world problems could be solved using QGA techniques and quantum

evolvable neural networks?

We hope this dissertation makes some contribution towards answering a few of

these important questions.



CHAPTER 5

THE PRINCIPLES OF QUANTUM COMPUTI\G

Quantum computing and quantum information, which link quantum phr sics and

computer science, are broad areas that have attracted much attention over the past t\\ o

decades. Based on a review of many relevant papers, this chapter provides a general

introduction to quantum computing and quantum information. Since quantum computing

is a new computing model, many aspects of computer science will evolve along with the

development of the quantum computer, such as the theory of computation, computational

complexity, computer architecture, etc. This chapter will present the basic principles of

quantum computing and some of its important algorithms.

The connections between the laws of physics and computation will also be

discussed. These connections imply the existence of new computational models, which

are also investigated. Three major factors in quantum mechanics contribute to the super

computational power of quantum computing, namely superposition, entanglement, and

interference. This chapter discusses the impact of these three factors on computation.

5.1 Historical Background

Richard (Dick) Feynman, a pioneer theoretical physics researcher, explored the

possibility of quantum computation in the early 1980s. Feynman first noticed that

simulating a quantum system on a classical computer would be exponentially slower than

if it were simulated on a "quantum computer," so he proposed a model of sirnulating a

quantum system based on a quantum computing system. His quantum computer model
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was not universal. Actually, the first universal Quantum Turing Machine was proposed

by Deutsch t1985] in the mid-1970s, and reported formally in 1985. Deutsch's initial

purpose was to try to test Everett's "multiverse" intetpretation of quantum mechanics'

The multiverse interpretation of quantum mechanics is so unbelievable that many

physicists reject it. Since the Copenhagen interpretation, although successful in numerous

calculations and prediction of experimental results, still looks paradoxical and incomplete,

so physicists are still searching for different interpretations. Although Deutsch's w'ork

laid the foundations for quantum computing, his paper rvas rvritten exclLrsir e11' tbr

physicists not for computer scientists.

Deutsch argues that any computing process is a physical process. He claims that

there is a physical principle underlying the Church-Turing hypothesis lDeutsch,l985l.

The connection between computation and physics is one of our major intellectual

interests. We believe that there are profound and deep connections between the laws of

physics and the principles of computation. These connections deserve further

investigation.

Quantum computing attracted considerable attention after Shor 11994) discovered

a quantum algorithm for factoring large integers in polynomial time. This attention was

derived from the fact that factoring an integer was an l/P problem (i.e., it is difficult to

solve using classical Turing computation). The difficulty of factoring a large integer lies

at the heart of current public key cryptographical techniques. Comparable

with the greatness of Shor's quantum factoring algorithm is Grover's quantum search

algorithm lGrover.l 9961.
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Grover's algorithm allows one to search for an item in an unstructured dltablse

with N items in about JF steps. It is likely that Grover's quantum search algorithnl n ri,

be used routinely in the future, once practical quantum computers appear on one's

desktop.

The computational complexity of quantum computing is still poorly understood.

Some researchers, including Shor, claim that there will never be a polynomial time

quanfum algorithm for NP-complete problems lBennett et a\.,1997; Bernstein and

Vazirani,l997] using a quantum computer. This would shatter the dream of solving

l/P-complete problems by using the quantum computing model.

However, we think that Shor's conclusion might be refuted by the discovery of

new physics, allowing for new kinds of computing.

Yao has proved that the quantum circuit model(a concept that will be introduced

and discussed in later chapters) is equivalent to the quantum Turing machine model [)'ao'

1993]. Yao developed a complexity theory of quantum circuits that is analogous to the

standard (acyclic) Boolean circuit model. He showed that any function which is

computable in polynomial time by a quantum Turing Machine has a corresponding

polynomial-size quantum circuit.

Actually, the quanfum circuit model has been adopted by most quantum

computing researchers for their research, whereas the quantum Turing model is used onl1'

by very few researchers. The reason for this is that the quantum circuit model is much

more explicit, more expressible for a given problem. easier to analyze, and much more

understandable. In contrast, the quantum Turing machine model is abstract and estranged
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from practical problems. As a result, the quantum circuit model is "mainstream" (in the

sense of being the most popular) in analyzing quanrum computing problems. This is why

this dissertation does not describe the quantum Turing machine model.

An arbitrary superposed quanfum state cannot be cloned perfectly, an

impossibility derivable from the "no-cloning theorem." This theorem shows that quantum

information cannot be magnified. We will introduce the non-cloning theorem later in

detail. This theorem demonstrates the difference between quantum information and

clas sical information.

According to the Landauer erasure principle llandauer, 1961], the deletion of

classical information is irreversible, resulting in the generation of wasted heat-an

irreversible process in physics. Since information is physical, the laws of physrcs place

constraints on what can done with information processing. Information cannot exist

without being expressed in a physical medium (substrate). Nor can information and

communication be manipulated without understanding the physical laws underlying them.

Quantum computing is a new computing paradigm that differs from the classical

Turing computing model. Loosely speaking, quantum computing performs computation

by applying a unitary transformation to the state of a quantum system (whose super

parallelism remains intact, so long as the unitary transformation continues). Due to the

unitary transformation. and as a result of the phenomenon of interference, a parl of the

superposed state is magnified and the rest is subdued or even canceled (i.e., some of the

coefficients of the superposed state increase in size, while others decrease). Finallr'. a

normal quantum mechanical measurement is conducted whose result, with a high
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probability, will be the desired eigenstate, i.e., the desired solution of the problem that

was quantum comPuted'

In other words, a quantum computer is a kind of probabilistic computer' although

not a classical Turing probabilistic computer. A quantum computer's computational

powerisderivedlargelyfromthesuperparallelismofthequantumworld,aoonceptwe

will discuss more in detail later'

ThereareotherfactorsbesidesSupelquantumparallelismthatcontributeto

quantum computing, namely entanglement and interference, which we will also discuss

further. Although several primitive quantum computers have already been constructed'

manipulatinguptoTqubitsofquanfuminformation,wearestillintlrestoneAgein

terms of our capacity to build truly powerful quantum computers' The quantum computer

ofthefuturewillbeverydifferentfromtoday'sclassicalcomputer'Itisalsolikelythatit

will have a similar developmental history as did the classical digital computef'

Basedonourreadingofmanyquantllmcomputingpapers,thischapterwill

introduce the basic principles of quantum computing and quantum infornration' by means

of analyzing two famous quantum algorithm examples, as well as by introducing the

basic circuits of a quantum computer'

However this chapter will not discuss any concrete details concerning the

architecture of a quantum computer. lt will concentrate on describing the principles of

quantum computing. It will also compare the different styles of classical computing and

quantum computing, as well as presenting the strange and paradoxical propel-ties of

quantum mechanics. We believe that computing is not simply a branch of applied math'

but also has strong connections with nature and the world'
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1998; Landauer,196l). This chapter will also discuss this point. Some quantum

researchers (e.g., Deutsch) feel that quantum computing implies the existence of a

"multiverse." This chapter also discusses the meaning of this statement from the

standpoint of physics, considering the fact that the observable universe has only about

1083 atoms, a number far too small to be able to implement fully a quantum computer

with a large number of qubits.

5.2 Links Between Quantum Systems and

Quantum Computing

Quantum mechanics is used to describe the behaviors of physical systems at the

atomic level and smaller (e.g., systems such as molecules, atoms, nuclei, etc). Such a

system has its state represented by a wave function Y . Usually, Y is a function of the

position of a micro-particle, or of its momentum or its energy, etc., depending upon the

picture one chooses to describe this micro-world system.

The Y of a system can be expressed as the superposition of its eigenstates:

v = !a'l;)
i

where i is an integer index for those eigenstates, ll) is the lth eigenstate, a, is a complex

numbered coefficient such that,

Il',1' ='

where lr,l' is the probability that a measurement of the system will result in a value equal

to the lth eigenvalue of the lth eigenstate. Hence the sum of all these probabilities is 1.
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Actually, Y is not directly measurable. It is not a real physical quantity, but can be used

to describe a system. This lack of clarity as to what the Y actually is, remains one of the

reasons why the interpretation of the wave function is still controversial, despite the many

significant achievements of the quanfum mechanical formalism.

It is a historical irony that the first quantum Turing machine was initially

proposed by a quantum physicist named David Deutsch lDeutsch, 1 985] as a test of the

multiverse interpretation of quantum mechanics.

A quantum system is described using a Hilbert space, whose eigenstates fbnn its

basis. An arbitrary state vector is expanded as a superposition of these basis vectors. An

operation applied on a wave function may rotate the position of this state vector in the

Hilbert space. An operation is represented by an operator which can take the form of a

matrix. This operator must be unitary, and is a property of the Hilberl space. A unitary

operator A is defined as:

4* = A-l

where l* is the transposed complex conjugate (adjoint) of A, A-' is the reciprocal of l.

In classical information theory, a bit is represented by 0 or 1. ln quantum

informationtheory, a bit is called a qubit, expressed as:

iq)=',lo)+c'll)

where co, ct arecomplex numbered coefficients, such that lcrl' *1.,1' = 1. From the

above expression, we know that in order to describe a qubit in a classical computer, we

will need an infinite amount of information, because co and c', are continuous complex

numbers. Can this infinite quantity of information be extracted? No. According to
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quantum theory, once we conduct a measurement on this qubit, we only obtain a 0 or a I

with the probabilities lcol' and lc,l' respectively. A quantum register of n qubits can be

represented as the tensor product of the states of the n qubits, that is

v : iilco;;lo) + c, t,lll))

where Copl is the complex coefficient of the l0) eigenstate of the ith qubit' Similarly

for C, [i].

Y can be rewritten as:

?" -r

I",lr.)l',)...1r,-, )
l=0

where ls,) is eithertfre lO) or l1) eigenstate of the lth qubit. There willbe 2" such

product states

1,,)1,,)...1,. ')

We also have

2" -l

Ila'l' = t

l=0

If we use a decimal integer number I whose value is the binary bit string

so.9l ...sr-l , then

l;) = 
| 
s, )l s' ). ' .l',-' )

So, we can re-express the above state as:

v = f a,l;)
i=0
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From the expression above, we see that the quantum state of a quantum register

withn qubits carries the information of 2' integers at the same time. This implies an

exponential growth in the number of possible register states, as the number of qubits in

the quantum register grows. This cannot be done with a classical computer.

This is the source of "quantum super-parallelism" which results solell'tiont

superposition, and not other properties of quantum states. However, some other

properties of quantum states are important to quantum computing. In fact, quantunl

computing researchers still lack a fulIunderstanding as to why quantum computing

outperforms classical computing in some areas. Later in this chapter, we will show lrou a

function with different inputs can be evaluated at the same time, illustrating a concrete

performance of this kind of super-parallelism.

Quantum computing can be defined as the transformation of an initial quantum

state of a system by applying a set of unitary transformations, leading to the final

quantum state, and then conducting a measurement upon the final state of this system, to

obtain the predicted result with high probability. A unitary transformation is usually

expressed in the form of a unitary matrix. From mathematics we know that a unitary

matrix always has a reciprocal matrix. This implies that quantum computing is reversible.

5.3 Classical Turing Computing

The Turing machine was proposed in the mid 1930s by a British mathematician

named Alan Turing 11937). Despite its simplicity, it can simulate almost any complex

classical system. After several decades, the Turing machine has become the mainstay of

computer science theory.
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A Turing machine consists of an infinite tape divided into cells. a controller. lnd r

read/write head connecting the tape and the controller. The controller can be itl atlr ot.t.'

ofa finite set Q ofstates. Each cell can contain one character from a tape alphabet f.

which contains the input alphabet X and a special character B called "blank." Most often

X : {0, l} and f : {0, 1, B}.

Based on the character of the cell which the head is scanning, and the internal

state of the controller, the head can write on the cell it is scanning, or can move to the left

or the right without writing on the cell it is scanning. The internal state of the Turing

Machine can be changed in the same step. The cells of the tape are initially all blank (e.g.,

B) except for a contiguous finite sequence of cells which holds the input string X. The

head starts at the leftmost cell of the input string.

The actions of the Turing machine are specified by a finite set d of instructions

whichareintheformof a4-tuple(q,c,d,r)withg,r € Q,c e f ,andeitherd E r ord

€ {L, R} where L stands for move left and R stands for move right. Left and Right are

the moving directions of the head. The 4-tuple (q, c, d, r) means that when the machine is

in state q and the head reads a character c on the cell, then either the head writes a d (if d

e f ) to replace c on the cell, or the head moves its head if d e {L, R}. The machine

then takes the state r.

The Turing machine is the main mathematical model of all modern computers,

although it appears to be quite different from real computers. It is nevertheless the

theoretical foundation of the science of computing.
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tape head

Flnite Controller
possible states of

controller

Figure 9. A Turing machine

If there is at most one instruction (q, c, d, r) for each combination of q and c, the

Turing machine is said to be deterministic. Otherwise, the machine is nondeterministic.

So for a nondeterministic Turing machine, for some sets of q, c, there are at least fwo

operations which the Turing machine can execute. This is analogous to a quantum

computer. A quantum computer is similar to a probabilistic Turing machine, which is a

type of nondeterministic Turing machine. Figure 9 shows a typical Turing machine.

5.4 Some Characteristics of Quantum Computation

In the classical world, we can copy easily a bit "0," "1," or a bit string composed

of 0s and ls. However, in quantum mechanics, we have the "no-cloning theorem," r.r'hich

states that one cannot make an exact copy of an unknown general (i.e., superposed)

quantum state.

To prove this, we luse a reduction to absurdity argument (i.e., assume the opposite

and derive a contradiction. A = B, -B, so -A).

6
G

@
@
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Assume there is a quantum replicator which is defined as follows.

Let H be a Hilbert space. A quantum replicator for H consists of an auxiliary

Hilbert space H ,, a fixed state 
| /o ) belongi ng to H ,, (called the initial state of the

replicator) and a unitary transformation

U'.H,AHAH-+H,@H@H

such that for some fixed state lblanlt) belonging to 11,

u 
I O,)l all b r a n rr) = | 0 ")1,)1,)

for all states 
I 
a) belongin g to H, where l/, ) U.tongs to .F1,, (called the replicator state

after replication) depends on la) .

(1) Qualitative proof:

The above transformation is non linear, but a unitary (QM, QC) transformation

has to be linear, hence the above replication is impossible'

(2) Mathematicalproof:

Assume that la) ,l4ol ,and lblank) are normalized. From unitarity, l/,, ) is also

normalized.

Let la) and lb) be two kets in ll such that 0 < l(rla)l < t '

So,

u 
I O,)l a)l o r an rt) = | d.\l o\l o),

u 
I o,)l t\l t r 

"" 
k) = | o,)l b\l b).

Hence,
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(u r o 
" 

r' l(ol(d, 1u u 
| 0,)l ull o t a n rr)

= (b t an k l@ l@, | 4,ll o)l o t a n rrl

=@lo).

But on the other hand,

(b t an k lb l@, lu u 
I 0,)l tll o r anrr)

: @lbl@.10,)lo)lo)

= (olt), (o,lo,)

So,

(olo)'(o,lo,l = @lu),

(albl(d.10u):r

But this is impossible, since

l("lb)l< 1 and

116,10,)1. llla )llllla )ll = ,

(where ll ll is the absolute magnitude of the ket).

Hence, the original assumption that a quantum replicator can exist, is false. Hence it is

impossible to clone all states in 1/.

This "no-cloning theoreml'has deep implications for quanturn computing aud

quantum inlormation.

Without this theorem, it would be possible to transfer signals faster than light.

which would contradict the fundamental physical law of special relativity. However, with
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this theorem, eavesdropperc are unable to copy a quantum state in a communication

channel, without leaving atrace.

Quantum cryptography is based on the no-cloning theorem, and guarantees that

communication can be made secure by using a secure key. Quantum error correction

coding also relies upon this theorem.

The "no-cloning" theorem places real restrictions upon what can be done with

quantum computing and quantum information.

Another strange property of quantum computing is that we cannot trace all the

paths in a parallel computation, and we cannot extract all the results at the end of all the

computing paths.

Once we conduct a measurement, the final superposition state will collapse into

an eigenstate (for example lO) or lt) ), ro that only the result of one computing path is

obtained. All the other information contained in the superposition state is lost forever.

This quantum measurement process is irreversible. This characteristic of quanrum

parallelism is quite different from classical parallelism.

Due to the fragile nature of a quantum system, a measurement may result in an

irreversible disturbance. As described in section 2 above, we camot reconstruct the

original state from a measurement result, and we don't even know what the original state

was. For example if we get a lO) or lt), we don't know if the initial state was in the

superpositio" lv) = alo) + 6lt) or just l0) or lt) . So a measurement of a superposition

state lrl) will change it forever. Quantum cryptography is based on this idea.

Eavesdroppers cannot read the information encoded in the individual qubits, lvithout
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leaving a trace of their tampering.

Quantum computing is a form of reversible computing, due to the iact that a

unitary transformation (upon which a quantum computation is based) always has a

reciprocal transformation. This property of a unitary transformation is a strict constrairtt

on what quantum computing can do.

Quantum computing is a form of probabilistic computing. In classical computilt-tl.

there is a form of probabilistic computing, but it can only use a pseudo-random number

generator. Quantum computing can generate real random numbers instead of pseudo-

random numbers, due to the probabilistic nature of a quantum computcr.

5.5 TeleportationandEntanglement

We turn our attention now to a discussion of the concepts of teleportation and

entanglement. ABell state is a good example. A Bell state is also called an EPR pair (in

which case, two particles are entangled), which is any one of the following four states.

lF*) =loo) ! t t) 
,J2)

lF') =lot)!to)'J''

lL,o)=pE;q,

lp,,)=%9

An entangled state arises when two quantum systems interact, while consen ine

some quantity, e.g., the total spin. Bell states are particular kinds of entangled states.
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(Note, to fully understand the nature of entanglement, one needs to have a sood

understanding of the basic principles of quantum mechanics, a knou'ledge that is largely'

assumed in this dissertation.)

Suppose there are two communicators, named Alice and Bob. Thc-r sh:rr.' .i B.-ll

state, composed of two particles. If Alice conducts a measurement on the quatttttill :i-i.-

of the first particle, then the state of the second particle is determined insturtttttll-(/r,. '.

Alice's action has an instant influence at the other end (i.e., where Bob is), independr-nt

of the distance between Alice and Bob. It seems that they are communicating faster thln

the speed of light, which would infringe on the basic limit of special relativity. Actuallr .

this limit is not broken, because no information-transfer occurs faster than the spced of

light between the two communicators.

Quantum teleportation uses this non-local property of quantum mechanics to

transfer qubits from a local site to a remote site via the help of the EPR pair shared by

Alice and Bob. We call this quantum teleportation. If we check the details of this process.

we find that there is also a classical communication channel involved in order to recover

the qubit teleported.

Suppose Alice and Bob share l/0,). ati.. carries the first qubit, Bob carries the

second qubit. Then, from the above Bell states, we know that if Alice measures the first

qubit and obtains a "0" for the first qubit, then Bob must have a'01" for the second qubrt

he has. This phenomenon is called entanglemerzl in quantum physics. Entanglemr-nt

doesn't have a counterpart in classical physics.

The EPR pair shows the instantaneous "communication" between the ts'o
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particles, regardless of the distance separating them. This implies a non-localitr in

quantum mechanics. Some physicists earlier constructed hidden variable theories to

explain the EPR phenomena within a framework of local physics. Later on, Bell's

inequality was constructed to justify the hidden variable theory. Aller that, many

experiments were performed on this question. Most of them found that the Bell's

inequality supporting quantum mechanics was confirmed. So, non-local models have

been shown to be correct.

Together with the phenomenon of superposition, entanglement is another

important phenomenon that causes the speedup characteristic of quanfum computing.

Superposition is of primary importance, while entanglement is of secondary importance.

There are other characteristic properties of quantum computation, such as the

decoherence of quantum states. Decoherence is the loss of phase information in the

quantum state, due to undesired interaction of a quantum system with its environment.

Decoherence makes it very difficult for a quantum state to stay in a superposition for a

long time, due to its fragile nature. The interaction between a quantum system and its

environment causes unwanted ineversibility. More will be said on this point later.

5.6 Quantum Circuits

5.6.1 Basic Classical Gates

Yao 11993) has proved that the quantum circuit model is equivalent to the

quantum Turing machine model. The quantum circuit model for quantum computing is

much more important than the quantum Turing machine model, which is why most

researchers use the quantum circuit model. The quantum circuit model has many
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advantages over the quantum Turing machine model. For exarnplc. the quanrum circuit

model is explicit. It is also easy to describe the resources consumed b1' a contputational

problem. The quantum circuit model is also strongly connected with physics. rnaking it

very convenient for scientists to conduct research. For these reasons, this chapt,-'r corltains

no discussion of the quantum Turing machine.

In classical computing, we know that there are sets of simple binary logic gat.-s.

such as AND, OR, and NOT, that are "computationally universal." Computational

universality is a very important concept in computing and is the reason why computcrs

are so powerful and so versatile.

Computational universality explains why computers are able to simulate any

phenomenon that occurs in this world. Any function can be computed by using circuits

made only from a combination of AND, OR and NOT gates. Any individual AND, OR or

NOT gate on its own is not universal.

However, we know that the NAND gate on its own ls a universal gate, because

any one of the AND, OR and NOT gates can be constructed from only NAND gates. But a

NAND gate is not invertible, neither are AND nor OR gates. Figure l0 shows the tmth

table and circuit symbol of the NAND gate.

Since quantum computing is reversible, we need to introduce reversible logic

gates, starting with classical computing gates. Two important reversible logic gates are

presented here, the Fredkin gate and the Toffoli gate. Each is labeled after its inventor.

The truth table and circuit symbol of the Fredkin gate arc shown in Figure 1 1 .

From the truth table of the Fredkin gate, we see that once the input bit c is set to I ,
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Figure 10. The truth table and circuit symbol for a NAND gate-

the other two input bitsp and q are swapped at the output, otherwise, p and q are left

unchanged, whereas c itself is always unchanged. So we call c, the control input. The

Fredkin gate is reversible because if p and q pass through another Fredkin gate as inputs,

we will obtain p and q as the outputs, just as if nothing had happened. The Fredkin gate is

also proved to be universal. The fact that the Fredkin gate is reversiblc leads to another

concept, i.e., conservative logic, meaning that the input and output bit strings conserve

the number of 1s. Because we can always reverse a previous computing step, no energy

need be consumed.

The truth table and circuit symbol of the Toffoli gate are shown in Figure 12.

5.6.2 Basic Quantum Gates

Quantum computing gates are always reversible gates because the unitary

evolution of a quantum state is always reversible along the time axis.

Any unitary operation can be approximated to arbitrary accuracy by using onlr'

two-level unitary gates. That means that any unitary matrix can break into the prodr-rct ol

a series of two-level unitary matrices. So, two-level unitary matrix (operation) is
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cp{l (11 q

000 00 0

001 001

010 010

011 011

100 100
101 110

110 101

111 111

Input

- control

p tl{get-i

- larsetlq-

Figure 11. The truth table and circuit symbol for thc Fredkin gatc

universal. One of the most important ideas in quantum computing is that an arbitrary

unitary matrix operating on an n qubit system can be decomposed into a product of at

most 2'-r (2't) two-level unitary matrices.

The combination of single qubit and CNOT gates is universallDiVincenzo,l99S),

because an arbitrary two-level unitary operator on the state space of r qubits can be

implemented by a combination of single qubit and CNOT gates. An arbitrary unitary

operation on r qubits can be implemented by using a circuit which has O(n) 4" ) singl,-'

qubit and CNOT gates lBarenco et aI.,1995, DiVincenzo, 1998]. Single qubit and C.\.OT

gates are the basic computing elements for quantum computing circuit.

Knowing that certain quantum gates are universal is not sufficient for etftcic-nt

quantum computing. For practical reasons, we also need to know the efficiency and level

of fault tolerance, when approximating an arbitrary unitary operation with the use of a
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t.1 |

l-'l
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Figure 12. The truth table and circuit symbol for the Toffoli gate.

chosen set of discrete quantum gates. Based on these considerations, two universal sets of

quantum gates are usually chosen to construct general quantum circuits. The first set.

usually considered the standard set of universal quantum gates includes: the Hadamard,

phase, controlled-NOT and r l8 gates.

The second set of quantum gates consists of the Hadamard gate, phase gate. the

controlled-NOT gate, and the Toffoli gate. Either of these two sets can be used to

approximate any single qubit unitary operation to arbitrary accuracy.

Even with the above two universal sets of gates: {Hadamard, phase, controlled-

NOT and z. / 8 i and {Hadamard, phase, controlled-NOT, Toffoli} , most unitary

operations cannot be implemented efficiently. Generally, there is no circuit of size

polynomial in n, to approximate an arbitrary unitary transformation [/ on ii qubits.
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Several basic one qubit gates are listed In Figure 13.

In Figure 13, the Pauli-Xgate matrix, the Pauli-Igate matrix and the Pauli-Z gate

matrix are actually the famous Pauli Xmatrix, Pauli Imatrix and Pauli Z rttatrir

respectively, named after the famous physicist Pauli. These matrices are u'ell-knos n in

quantum physics and are extremely useful in describing the spin of particles. Since a

qubit can be represented ideally by the spin of a particle, these Pauli matrices nou plar

an important role in quanfum computing.

Since the transformation between quantum states is always unitary. this it-tlptrs.-s rl

strong constraint on the construction of a quantum circuit. Any circuit which is not

unitary cannot be used in quantum computing. From Figure 13, we can see that the

unitary condition is satisfied in each case. The Pauli matrices are all unitary.

Recently, a new branch of physics has been born. The wotd"spintronic"

combines the words spin and electronic. Physicists have built spintronic transistors that

may play a major role in the quest for quantum computing. Quantum mechanical spin

doesn't have a counterpart in the classical world. It is a purely quantum concept. A two-

spin state (spin-up and spin-down) is the natural candidate for implementing a qubit.

Usually a spin state can be coupled with a magnetic field, thus creating a means by ri'hich

the state ofa qubit can be changed.
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Figure 13. Six basic one-qubit gates
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CHAPTER 6

QUANTUM COMPUTING ALGOzuTHMS

This chapter is devoted to the presentation of the major quantum computing

algorithms, including Deutsch's algorithm, which was the first to show that quantum

computing can compute a simple function more efficiently than can classical computing.

This chapter then presents one of the two most famous quantum algorithms. namely,

Grover's search algorithm. We also include Durr's algorithm, which is a derivative of

Grover's algorithm, because it plays an important role in our new QEA (Quantum

Evolutionary Algorithms) and QENN (Quantum Evolution of Neural Netu'orks)

algorithms. These new algorithms will be presented in later chapters. This chaptcr ends

with some discussion showing that current quantum computing still has limitations, but

that future developments in physics may create new and more powerful computational

models (e.9., topological quantum field computers).

6.1 Deutsch'sAlgorithm

The first quantum algorithm was proposedby Deutsch [1985]. Although this

algorithm doesn't have any practical application so far, it is the easiest one. Deutsch's

algorithm cbntains the basic quantum phenomenon of quantum parallelism and the well

known quantum mechanism of "interference" which is also important to quantum

computing fLo et aL.,19981.

Deutsch's quantum algorithm uses a single function evaluation to solve the

problem of distinguishing between a "constant" and a "balanced" function of a Boolean
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variable.

For the "constant" case, (f = .f,): f ,(0) = J',Q);

i.e., .f,(0) = .f,(1) = 0 or 1.(0) =./.(1) = 1.

For the "balanced" case, (f = .f,,): f tQ) * f uQ);

i.e., .fu(O) = 0 and J'u(l) = 1; or /r(0) = I and ./r(1) = o.

The problem is to find whatever a given/is constant or balanced.

Normally we would need to evaluate/twice, for the two inputs 0 and I

respectively, so that we can compare the two outputs. If the outputs are the same, thctt / is

constant, otherwise/is balanced. But according to Deutsch's algorithm, we need onl,v

evaluate/once, by evaluating/with 0 and/ with 1 simultaneously. Here is an improved

version of Deutsch's algorithm.

We include the figure of the quantum circuit for Deutsch's algorithm in this

section. Usually the ket vector lO) is expressed as

[,1
[0,

i.e., in the form of a matrix vector. The ket vector l1) is expressed as

/o\tt
Ir,

The Hadamard gate, which, as a matrix operator, operating on the ket vcctors l0)

or lt) is:

fr I [1 tl",-Elt _ll
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lf the Hadamard
The Hadamard gate is

operation is apPlied to the ket

where the right-hand side

can be rewritten as

where the right-hand side

can be rewritten as

used extensively in quantum computing'

lo)

r[r rl[rl r['l
f[,-,]Lol=EL,l

I [1-l
J,L'l

rl-rl rlrl r[ol
fl,l=ELol-EL,i

+t:l=*(o)+lr))
Jz [t.1 Jz'

If the Hadamard operation is applied to the t<et lt)

I [r '.][ol=A[ 'lJilt - l lLt -i Jz L- tl

rlrl rltl r[ol
6l-,1=ELrl-EL,l

+[ '.1=+tto)-rr))JrL-ti ^lzu'

1[r-l
-l 

I

Jz [-t1
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So

u,l0)='o'#",

u,lt)=,or;',

In this algorithm, lrl,, ) (shown in Figure 14) is the tensor product state 
I 
O)l t)

represented as lOt) . Two further states are defined, as shown below.

rlo)+lt))(lo)-11))lv,)=|.--ltT)
lw=)=.f 

lo)ltlltD+l ir r: r.,l'-'| I J2 r\. .lZ )

t,y,) =-fl9+llPJl ir r = 1nt'zt I Jz ]( "lz )

The final Hadamard gates introdluce interference, so some items will cancel with

each other.

Figure 14 shows a quantum circuit for Deutsch's algorithm, where U, is the

Hadamard transform, and, U , performs the following mapping: 
I 
,,y) - lr, y @ /(x))

Forthe case f = f,, wehave

*( U,lo) - u,lr))[ u, 
I 
o) - u, 

I 
r) 

) _ .[ I 
o) - 

I t- | 
o]- 

| 
r) 

lf | 
0) - | 

r) - I 
0) - I 

r) 
:=[---T-]1.-u- 1- 

-1@ )l lr;T,
where the RHS (right hand side) can be simplified as follows:

* zlo)- zlt) 
= ro\lr\

2*2 t ttt
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lo)

Ir)

Wr.j lv,i

+
I

I

I

Wrur illu'=i

* It)lo)
t;1/

+

where

Figure 14. A quantum circuit for Deutsch's algorithm

Finally. the output state is:

|v,,,) = tlo t) ' if 'f = 'f , '

lYr,,,)=tltt), if 1= 70.

If we now measure the first qubit at the final step, we will know whether thc-

function/ is constant or balanced according to the outcome 0 or 1, respectively. In this

algorithm, we evaluate f only once, whereas we havc to evaluate /'twice when u't- do it

with a classical computer.

I'
o)* )l

)

*11Ir)-lo)

-
.,12. Jz

v y # "f(r)
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6.2 Grover's Search Algorithm

6.2.1 Introduction

Grover's search algorithm is one of the two most famous quantum algorithms.

lGrover, 19961. The other is Shor's factorization algorithm lShor, l994l.It is our opinion

that Grover's search algorithm will become the most useful quantum algorithm when

quantum computers replace "desktop" PCs in the future. Grover's algorithm can be used

for example, to search for a given number in a phone book that is alphabeticalll'but not

numerically ordered, and for similar tasks. This section will describe Grorer's algorithnr

in detail.

In classical computing, the search for a given item in an unstructured databasc of

Nitems requires an average of Nt2 comparison steps. However Grover's quantum

algorithm needs only O(JF) steps, which may seem counter-intuitive.

Before describing this algorithm in detail, we present initially the problem it is

concerned with in an abstract form. Suppose we have a system which has 1/ = 2' states,

,Sr ,,S2 ... ^S, . Assume that there is only one state (item) named S. , which satisfies the

condition C(S. ) = l. We assume that S. is the state of the item to be searched for in the

database. For all other states S, except S., we have C(.! : 0. The search problem is ttr

identify the special state S. . All the N: 2' states ,Sl, S, . . .S, are arbitrarily labeled'

They are not sorted. We call such a system an unstructured database. It takes

O(N r log(N)) steps to sort an unstructured database by using Quick Sorting algorithm in

classical computation, which is considered to be a very efficient sorting algorithrn. If rve

use Bubble Sorting algorithm, this time complexity is O(Mz).
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Grover's algorithm proceeds as follows.

(1) Initialize a quantum state of 1/qubits to lOO...0) . Apply a Hadamard

operator C n to the initial state of this system to obtain a superposition state with .\'= l

states, all of which have the same probability amplitua" 1{1. This process can be'Jl'i

accomplish ed in O(n) : O(/ogltr) steps.

(2) Repeat Od N) times the subroutines (a) and (b) below. Herc, the correct

number of iterations to be performed is important, otherwise the desired item might be

missed lBoyer et al., 1998).

(a) If C(S) : 1, rotate the phase of the state of this system by n radians. If C(S) :

0, leave the state of the system unchanged.

(b) Apply the "diffusion transform" D (see below) to the state of thc system. The

matrix operator D is defined as:

)1
D,, =iif i*i and D,,=-,*,

The operator D canbe rewritten as a matrix product, i.e., D : WRL[/, where R is a

rotation matrix (see below) and W is the Hadamard transform matrix (see below)

mentioned in an earlier chapter, and we have used 0 n fo, a 2-state system. Grover

called IZ the Walsh-Hadamard matrix in his paper, which he represented as try', instead of

the usual H orC r. The diffusion transform D canbe decomposed into W andR matrices.

defined as:

R.;=0ifi+j;

Rnn =1,



R"=-1 if i*0'

w'i = 2-n t (-l)' ''

where i and j are the binary representation of I andT respectively. and r ' j is the

bitwise dot product of the two r bit strings i and j .

(3) Measure the state resulting from the iteration of (2). The desired state.Sc is

found with a probability greater than l12.

Grover's algorithm is designed for the case when 1/ is a power of 2. If not, then atr

approximate Fourier transform given by Kitaev lKitaev,1995] should be adopted.

Several points deserved to be made conceming Grover's search algorithm.

(1) Grover's algorithm is a probabilistic algorithm, as is any quantum algorithm.

If we do not perform the exact number of iterations in step (ii), we may obtain the desired

state with low probability. This is similar to what can happen with Shor's algorithm, i.e.,

it may fail occasionally.

(2) The speedup factor when searching for an item using Grover's algorithm, as

compared with a classical algorithm is only polynomial. i.e., JF as against l/2. It is not

an exponential speedup, e.g., not of the form log l/ . If it were, it would be possible to use

a brute force quantum search to solve NP-complere problems efficiently! Actually, the

paper by Bennett et al.11997] shows that it is impossible to find a desired item using a

quantum search with fewer than O(JF ) steps. So (JF ) is the lower bound. Grover's

algorithm is hence one of the fastest quantum search algorithms.

(3) Grover's search algorithm is usually applied to an unstructured databasc. For
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a structured database, we can still use Grover's algorithm, and exploit thr' intrinsic

strucfure to accelerate the search time. Grover's algorithm can bc used to spL'ed up many

search problems. It cannot solve an NP-complere problcm in polynonrial titrl.'. bttt it can

lower search times significantly.

(4) Grover's algorithm is normally applied to a database with onlv on.- desired

search item. If there are several desired items in the database, this algorithm can b.-

modified appropriately lBoyer et a\.,1'9981.

(5) Grover's algorithm employs the notion of an "Oracle," i.e., a quantLlnl "black

box" that provides an answer to whether a given quantum system has a particular

property. An "Oracle" is based on the alleged "Interaction-Free Measurement." One mar

wonder how a measurement can be "Interaction-Free." Presumably there must always bc

some kind of physical interaction between an object (which is under measuremcnt) and

the measuring instrument (which is under human control). A discussion of interaction-

free-measurement can be found later in this chapter.

(6) Grover's algorithm can be extended into the case of an arbitrary initial

amplitude distribution lBiham et al.,19991.

6.2.2 Determining the Number of Steps

How does one determine the appropriate number of iteration steps in Grol'er's

algorithm, in order to find the desired item? Here is the answer provided by lBorcr et al.-

19e81.

Assume the state to be found is indexed with ln. Suppose the amplitudc tbr thc'

desired state is k, and for each of the other states it is /. We may thus e xpand thc- state of
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the whole system as:

lvlr,ry)=rli.)+f{i)
i+i0

where the sum is over all i * lo . The desired state ll,, ) , and the undesired item I tl i)
t+l\)

form two orthogonal state vectors. This allows an explicit geometrical interpretation of

this algorithm.

The paper by lBoyer et al.,l998l shows that a single Grover iteration transforms

the state of the system from lY(fr,f) to

l*( * 
_, 

o +2(N 
_t) t.r 

_2 
t_Zo )\

l\1\/ N N N)l

The whole system is initialized as:

lvo) = l*ftlJ* ''lJr) =

At theTth iteration, the system is in the state

l*,) = l*(r.,,/,)) where i, = kn = rl Ji

A/_1 'ttN-l) 
rk,-'' -k,+L,

i-tlv'Nl

N _) )
t " tI - l,
l'_-l_-^t+tN'Nl

I#r,r

and

Suppose that after some iterations, the state of the system has become ]V ) . ana

we then perform a measurement. We want the desired state to have a high probabilirv
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amplitude, so that the whole system will collapse to the desired state with a high

probability.

We now want to compute the optimal iteration number. We define an angle 0

that satisfies sin' 0 = | lN . It is easy to prove that:

fr, =sin((2/+l)d)

t =-Lcos((27 +l)0),i_[,y_l

If we want to have kr =1, we must have: (2g +l)0 = t l2 'We conclude that

g = (t -2q l@q. Of course, the total iteration number g must be an integer. In thc casc

whenthe total numberof statesNis very large, then d = sin 0 =llJF. Thrt,

considering that r>>20,wemayderive that g=nl(40),andhence g=o'{l'{ 14' This

is the iteration number to obtain the desired item with a probability near 1. Actually, it is

sufficient to perform only half this number of iterations so as to get the desired item. This

means "JU tA iteration steps will generate a probability of 0.5 olsuccess.

6.2,3 Interaction-Free Measurements

The so-called "interaction-free measurement" was first proposedby Elitzur and

Vaidman t1993]. Because Grover's search algorithm relies upon an interaction-free

measurement to achieve its speedup, it is appropriate here to illustrate the nature of an

interaction-free measurement. The use of an interaction-free measurement is one of the

most difficult and confusing aspects of Grover's algorithm. An interaction-free

measurement is a special type of measurement in quantum physics.
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The "measurement problem" has long remained contror,ersial in quantum

mechanics. According to the standard (Copenhagen) interpretation of quantum mechanics,

when a measurement is performed on a quantum system, the superposed statc oi this

quantum system collapses into one of the eigenstates of the observable being measured.

A measurement device is considered to be a magnifier of a system from a n-iicroscopic

quantum state into a macroscopic (perceivable) classical state. We may also labcl this

phenomenon reduction or projection of the state vector. Usually, a measurement callsL-s

an unavoidable disturbance of the system being measured. However, with an interactiott-

free measurement, we can conduct a measurement and obtain information without

disturbing the system. An interaction-free measurement is sometimes called a null

measurement.

A good illustration of an interaction-free measurement concerns the "bomb-

testing problem." In Elitzur and Vaidman's initial paper lElitzur and Vaidman, 1993], the

following question was asked: "supposing the existence of a bomb, such that any

interaction with it will cause it to explode, can we locate it without it exploding?" To

answer this question, we first need to explain the use of an interferometer, as used in

interaction-free measurements.

Figure 15 shows an interferometer where BSr and BSz are Beam Splitters,

represented by dashed lines. M, and M, are mirrors, presented by solid lines. D, and

D" arePhoton Detectors, represented by semi-circles. 
I 
Photon,,,,) is tne initial state of

the photon. lBR, ) is the reflected state of the photon from Beam Splitter 1 . I BT is thc

transmitted state of the photon from Beam Splitter l.IMR,) is the reflected state tiom
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I Photon.| lfr1

Figure 15. An "interaction-free measurement" interferometer

Mirror l.lMRr) is ttre reflected state from Mirror 2.1D,) is tne state received at

Detector l.lDr) is tne state received at Detector 2. For the beam splitter, its

transmission coefficientis l/2,thus, most people think half the photons are reflected and

half are transmitted, on common-sense grounds (but actually, this common sense

reasoning is wrong!). In fact, an individual photon takes both paths simultaneously. At

the mirrors, all photons are reflected without any loss. However, a change of 90 degrees

(nl2radians)isaddedtothephaseofthestatefunction.since niti2 - l.thephase

changed states can be represented by iltt4R,) afi ilMRr), respectively. For the

transmission beam, there is no phase change. The final state of the photon at the detc-ctors

can be found by analyzing the changes of state at each mirror and beam splitter:
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lPhotor,,,,) -+ il rn,) * lrI ) ,

lrn, ) -+ ilua,) ,

lrr,)- ilun,),

lun,l -+ ilo,) * lo, )

lun,) -+ ilo,)* lo,)

Using these transformations to trace the evolution of the initial photon, r.r'e have:

lphoton,,,)-+;lrn,)*lrr,)--l un,)+ilun,)-+-(,1 o)+lo,))+;1ilo,)+lo,)l

which simplifies to:

- ilD,) -lo,) - lo,) + ilo,) = -21o.)

Hence, Detector 1 never receives any photons. A11 the photons go to Detector 2.

Here, the coefficient 2 in front of the state function lD, ) doesn't make a difference when

we normalize.

It seems that every photon interferes with itself. This may seem paradoxical at

first. If we think classically, after hitting the Beam Splitter l, half of the photons will go

to mirror 2,and half will go to mirror l. The same kind of thing will happen at Beam

Splitter 2. Hence, one would think that Detector 1 and Detector 2 will receive half of the

photons each. But if we think quantum mechanically, every photon travels along both

split paths and interferes with itself.

As to the implications of the interaction-free measurement, there are sonte

researchers who feel that the "multiverse" interpretation of quantum mechanics pror idcs
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an explanation that differs from that of the Copenhagen interpretation. In the multiversc

interpretation, each state in the superposed states is a physical reality in a different

universe, instead of a purely mathematical function used merely for calculating the

probability of a state vector reduction.

For example, the lBR,) and laf,) mentioned above are two physical realitics,

only one of which will be perceived with a measurement.

We now solve the bomb-testing problem by using the interferometer introduced

above. If we replace mirror I in Figure 15 by the bomb, whose presence we are testing.

then Detector t has a25oh chance of detecting a photon. If Detector I detects a photon,

we can conclude that the bomb is located at the position of Mirror l. Hence, we know the

location of this bomb with a probability of 25oh, without exploding it. This may seem

surprising, because the photon did not hit the bomb, and there was no physical interaction

between the bomb and the environment.

If the photon does hit the bomb. the bomb explodes. This takes place 50Yo percent

of the time. On the other hand, if the photon does not hit the bomb, the routing of the

photon's state is as follows: from BS, to M, to BS., then splits into D, and D, . So,

Detector I and Detector 2 share the remaining 50oh of the probability. Each detector has

25Yo percent of the total probability (which is 1). Once the photon reaches Detector I ' u'c

can be sure that the bomb is located on the low-right corler. This is quite amazing! Br

modi8ring the interferometer, it is possible to raise the probability of successful bontb

detection to I . This means we can always detect the location of thc bomb tvitilout

exploding it. In classical physics, we could not know the location of the bomb u ithout
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exploding it. In other words, the explosion would have to precedc tracing the actuai

location of the bomb. This bomb-testing problem, as described here, has bcen i c-rill"-d br

experiment. Of course, real bombs were not used, but the experiment was equivalent.

6.3 Durr's Algorithm

6.3.1 Introduction

Durr's Algorithm uses Grover's Algorithm to find the position of an item in an

unstructured database that has a minimum or maximum value. We will use this algorithm

in our new Quantum Evolution Algorithms (QEA) and Quantum Evolution of Neural

Networks (QEf.IN) algorithms, as described in chapter 10.

The following paragraphs introduce two variants of an algorithm derived from

Grover's searching algorithm. These two variants are concerned with

. finding the position of a maximum value

. finding the position of a minimum value

in an unsorted database (or table) lDurr and Hoyer,1996; Ahuia and Kapoor,19991.

From the viewpoint of mathematics, finding the maximum is equivalent to finding the

minimum. So, if we adopt one, we may discard the other.

We use Grover's algorithm to derive Durr's algorithm, which is capable of

finding the position of an item in an unstructured database that has the minimum

(maximum) value lDurr and Hoyer,1996). We start with the maximum case.



6.3.2 Finding the Position of the Maximum
Valued Item in an Unstructured Database

Suppose that there are N items in an unsorted table Z[0. . . 1/] and thrt ai. ,\. ::.'::s

are distinct. The problem is to find the index I (corresponding to the ith item in thr

database) of the element which has the maximum value, i.e., Tli). Just as with Gror cr'.

algorithm, this algorithm also consults an oracle for the following task.

"f ,(i) = | , if TU)> Tli);

J''U)=0'otherwise'

where i andj are arbitrary integers falling in the range 0...N. This oracle simply tells us

whether one item is larger than the other one.

For this algorithm, a two-register system

(l lirs tre gis t er)lsec ondre g is rcr))

is prepared for the computation. At first, an index y between 0 and N is chosen randomly

and its corresponding value is saved in the second register. The first register is in the

superposition of N states encoding the N values which will be searched through' Durr's

algorithm to find the maximum item is described as follows.

( 1) Randomly select an index y from the range 0. . . 1/ . Define a threshold index variablc

Threshold Index and evaluate Threshold Index: y.

(2) Repeat the following steps OdM times:

(a) Initialize the system as

1

-JNI 1,,)lv)
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The computational complexity for this step is O(log N) . So this step will not slow

down the algorithm appreciably.

(b) Apply Grover's search algorithm to find a value in the first register. which is

larger than the initial threshold value chosen in the first step. The index of this

newly found value is y'. In this step, the oracle is consulted to obtain J ,U) = | .

(c) Perform a measurement on the first register. Denote the index of the value

resulting from the measurement as x. Set the Threshold Index y to x. So, now the

new threshold value is stored in the second register.

(3) Returny which is the index of the maximum value in the table.

Ahuja lAhuja and Kapoor,l999l has shown that the computational complexity of

this algorithm has an upper bound of

6.8J1/ + 01log,vl

6.3.3 Finding the Position of the Minimum Valued
Item in an Unstructured Database

The variant of Durr's algorithm for finding the position of the minimum value in

an unstructured database is similar to that above. We can cite it directly from his original

paper lDurr and Hoyer,1996] as follows.

(l) Choose a random threshold index 0 3 y < N-1.

(2) Repeat the followin g for 22.5J N + l.4log, N steps, then go to stage 2c.

(a) Initialize the memory to L,ltr)lr). Mark every itemT for which TfiJ < r[.tJ., ztiNt'

(b) Apply the quantum exponential searching algorithm of lBoyer er al..1998).

(c)Observethefirstregister.Lety'betheoutcome.If T[v'] <T[:J.tltensetthe



threshold index y to Y'.

(3) Return/.

After the above algorithm is executed, the value stored in the second register will

be the minimum among the N items. This algorithm has a computational complexity of

15JF

The following section is included here to inhibit an over-optimistic attitude

towards what quantum computing can do. However, in case acknowledging quantum

computing limitations leads to undue pessimism, the following section also discusses

briefly the possibility that new physics might be able to go beyond the limitations of

quantum computing. The two sections together ought to provide a more balanced view.

6.4 Quantum Computing Is Not Omnipotent

Some researchers think that quantum computing may never solve ,Ay'P-complete

problems lBennet et al.,1997]. It is possible that certain things may never be computed

efficiently, i.e., that it is a basic physical property of nature, similar to Heisenberg's

Uncertainty Principle. We do not know whether this is true or not at the present time'

Several quantum computing researchers , e.g., Nielsen and Chttang [2000], think

that quantum computing can only apply algorithms that are polynomial to a restricted

type of problem called the"Hidden Strbgroup" Problem. This opinion is based on the fact

for that all the efficient quantum algorithms discovered so far are instances of hiddert

subgroup problems.

Hidden subgroup problems are defined in group mathematical tetms as follous:

Letf be a function that maps a finitely generated group G to a finite set { such that/'
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is constant on the cosets of a subgroup K, and distinct on each coset. Given a quantum

black box for performing the unitary transform uls)ln) =ls)ln O /(g)), for g e G,

h e X, and @ is an appropriately chosen binary operation on { find a generating set for

K,

Further research is needed on such questions as: "What other kinds of problems

can be solved efficiently on a quantum computer, besides hidden subgroup problems?"

Such research may shed light on the limits of quantum computing.

It is possible that a quantum computer can perform /ess efficiently than a classical

computer on certain problems. Hence, quantum computing will not put classical

computing totally out of,business. If we study Shor's factorization algorithm, for example,

we find that it is a hybrid algorithm in the sense that it also has a classical computing part.

Since quantum computing researchers still do not have a thorough understanding

of such quantum effects as superposition, entanglement, and interference, explaining why

quantum computing is more powerful than classical computing, is still an important topic

for research. For example, Lloyd designed a quantum search algorithm similar to

Grover's algorithm, but Lloyd's did not use entanglement, only interference. The trade-

off, however, was an exponential increase in the use of memory resources lLloyd,1999l.

However, despite almost monthly advances, it is possible that implementing a practical

quantum computer may never succeed, due to intractable technical difficulties.

6.5 Connections Between the Computing and
Physical Worlds

Computation has very strong connections with the physical world. This asser-tion
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can be based on at least three facts:

o Computing can be used to simulate the real world.

o Computation is a process that runs on physical hardware.

o Computation is a physical process that takes place in a time-space frameu'ork.

From the above, we see that physical principles determine the basis tbr

computation, and also determine limits upon actual computational efficiencv as measured

in terms of space and time complexities. Several connections between computation and

the physical world are listed below.

(1) There is a connection between heat generation and irreversibility in

computation, as stated by Landauer's principle llandauer, 196l] "Suppose a computer

erases a single bit of information. The amount of energy dissipated into the environment

is at least kuTlnZ,whereku S is Boltzmann's constant, and T is the temperature of the

environment of the computer." Quantum computation is a kind of reversible computation

so it can cut back on the production of wasted energy.

(2) The least number of electrons needed to change the state of a state-of-the-art

logic gate is about 8. Sooner or later, this number will reach the limit of one electron

according to Moore's Law. Once the size of logic gates reaches the size of atoms,

quantum mechanics will be needed to describe their behavior. When that time comes (at

around 2020), computation can no longer be classical. It will have to be based on

quantum mechanics, because quantum mechanics is the only theory appropriate to

dealing with systems as small as atoms. Quantum computing will probably alloit

Moore's Law to remain valid beyond the "2020 barrier."

(3) Deutsch claimed that the Church-Turing thesis could be used to derive both
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the third law of thermo-dynamics, and quantum theory. According to other researchers,

there are other similarly extreme opinions. For example, Stephen Wolfrant claims that

from simple programs, such as cellular automata, complete phenomena of the u'orld can

be generated. He and others feel that the physical world may be the result of such simple

evolutionary programs. Readers interested in these issues should read Wolfiatn's book .-l

New Kind o.f Science. Deutsch, a very serious physicist, is opposed to this kind of bottonl

up approach. His alternative, the multi-universe approach, is, however, similarly

controversial. How Deutsch has modified the Church-Turing thesis follows.

The Church-Turing thesis is usually stated as: "Every function which would

naturally be regarded as computable can be computed by a universal Turing machine."

Deutsch changed the above into his new physics-based version of the Church-Turing

thesis, namely, "Every finitely realizable physical system can be perfectly simulated by a

universal model computing machine operating by finite means."

Of course, his new universal computing machine model is not the classical Turing

machine, but a quantum Turing machine. According to Deutsch's viewpoint, a classical

Turing machine is an unsuitable model to simulate the world, although it does simulate

discrete systems well. A classical Turing machine cannot simulate a quantum system

efficiently, although it can simulate such a system approximately (and very slowly).

Deutsch essentially came to the conclusion that the Church-Turing hypothesis is wrong.

Deutsch's purpose for proposing the quantum Turing machine was to provide a thought

experiment to justiff Everett's 'omany-worlds" interpretation of quantum mechanics. In

Deutsch's view, this interpretation will have to wait for the construction of quantum

computers, and for the development of true artificially intelligent programs lDeutsch,
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1985]. The interesting question then arises : "Where is the computatiotl occunlng? Is it

really in another universe?"

In Deutsch's view, a quanfum computational calculation that deals u ith -100

qubits may exploit the resources from other universes through interference. because lt'o

is much larger than i083, which is the number of atoms in our universe.

(.4) Roughly speaking, NP-complete problems are those which are dif ficult to

solve, but are easy to verifr. One example is the traveling salesman problem, etc.

Creating efficient computational power to solve NP-complete problems has been

the goal of computer scientists for many decades. Different approaches have been

proposed by researchers from different areas. The physicists Abrams et al., ctealed an

algorithm that provides a polynomial-time solution for I/P-complete and #P problems

that is based on the Weinberg model of nonlinear quantum mechanics lAbrams and Llovd,

l99S]. This algorithm is expressed in terms of an oracle (or "black box"), which takes a

function with n bits as input (i.e., the input value lies between 0 and 2n-r ) and outputs a

single bit (either 0 or 1).

If there exists a polynomial time algorithm (by exploiting nonlinear quantum

logic gates) which can determine if there exists an input value r for whichy'x) : l, then

all NP problems can be solved easily. This oracle problem is harder than those problerns

in NP because it obviously needs an exponential time resource to solve it with a classical

Turing machine.

However, all experiments so far have confirmed that quantum mechanics is linear.

Besides this, the nonlinear quantum mechanics model may lead to theoretical difficulties.
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such as the reversal of cause and effect, in which case a person could travel back to the

past to kill his younger self, for example. Nevertheless, the door leading to the discor en'

of a slightly nonlinear time evolution of quantum systems is not totally closed.

Experiments that check the exact linearity of quantum mechanics with high precision

would be valuable. The scheme in Abrams and Lloyd [998] demonstrates another strong

connection between computing and physics' Solving 'A/P-complete problems is not the

exclusive domain of pure mathematics.

(5) Generally speaking, a given physical theory will support a parlicular

computing model, and place limits upon that model. Computation is no longer a purely

mathematical thing. Computation is physics. For example, it can be shown that a physical

system S with a non-Abelian topological term in its Lagrangian may have observables

that are NP hard, or even #P hardlFreedman,lgg8]. Thus, it may serve as an analog

computer capable of solving NP hard problems or even #P hatd problems.

A "quantum field computer" may have such capabilities lFreedman,1998].

An Abelian Chern-simons (CS) field theory has the following Lagrangian:

t = -! F,,, F,'' * 
1 ",,*, 

A,' a' Ao

where theterm,F0' = OoA, -O,An = E, and Iro,,r" = B. E is the electric andB the

magnetic field strength respectively.

During the construction of an Abelian CS field, a Chern-Simons (CS) term is

defined as: (AZ)., = (trt I 2)e ,,,,octt'O'' ao, where if ap is to be a gauge field, AZ has to be

gauge invariant.
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The CS term and its non-Abelian generalizations lead to a non-Abelian Chern-

Simons field theory.

In a non-Abelian Chern-Simons field theory (also called a non-Abelian

Topological Quantum Field Theory [TQFT]), the Lagrangian is written as:

L = !tF....F r' - L e , ..^(trF /' y -Z gtrt' A' A'' )
2"- rr- z-ttvq ' 3"

A quantum field computer uses so-called non-Abelian "anyons" to accorttplislt

computation. Physicists are familiar with fermions and bosons. Fermions have half

integer spins such as:

135
2' 2' 2'"""

and obey Fermi-Dirac statistics. Bosons have integer spins such as: 0,1,2,... , and obel'

Bose-Einstein statistics. Anyons have 'oany" spins, and thus obey any "statistics." Anyons

are quasi-particles (excitations) in certain two-dimensional quantum systems, e.g., in a

two dimensional electron liquid in a magnetic field. They have very special topological

properties and thus just might be usable to construct a topological quantum computer.

Abelian anyons will not contribute to quantum computing. In a quantum field computer,

only non-Abelian anyons are involved, which are more complicated. Non-Abelian anyons

have not yet been found experimentally, although their existence, in a two-dimensional

electron liquid in a magnetic field, is predicted by theory. Physicists continue to seek

non-Abelian anyons in the real world.

Even if the theory of such a computer results in its construction, its phvsical

implementation will probably happen much later than the implementation of a qual.]tlrm
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computer. The development of a quantum computer will provide lessons and experience

for the development of a quantum field computer (a "post-quantum" contputer).

(6) One famous human example concerning the growing links betu'een phvsics

and mathematics is that of the mathematical physicist E. Witten. He solved a dittlcult

(low dimensional topological invariant) mathematical problem by developing techniques

in quantum field theory. He was awarded the top math prize (the Fields N{edal) as a resuit

Thereafter, many mathematicians started to learn quantum field theory to help therlt soh e

their math problems (e.g., in low-dimensional topology). Witten's research has

connections with a quantum field computer.

?

(7) The P=NP problem is one the central problems in computer science.

During the past half century, thousands of person-years have been spent on it and yet it

remains unsolved. This discouraging outcome is not only due to the difficult mathematics

involved in this problem, but also due to the physical implications of this problem. Some

researchers think that tne pLWp problem is a Godel problem, i.e., it can neither be

proved nor disproved, therefore, it is undecidable. However, this suspicion only creates

an equally hard problem, i.e., proving that it is a Gddel problem. Research on the p = ,ff

problem could shed light on the essential and deep connections between physics and

computer science.

With the advance of technology, a system will probably be built eventualll'. u hich

can solve NP-complete problems. If so, it will probably have emergent properties

determined by the corresponding physical principles upon which it is based. Emergent
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behaviorisnotsimplythesumofthebehaviorofthelocal contpon.ntsrriasrstet-n Itisa

global property that each local component does not have.

The idea that PINP is believed to be a Gddel problent. \\3: trriCr ; :irrrrle

impetus to our research. Now that a new computer model exists that nlar >r'lr e \P-

complete problems efficiently, it is important that further research in this drre.Ii.'n .hould

be performed.

(8) Are there other quantum field computing models which are capable .'i

solving NP-complete problems? How about a quantum gravity field computer as th.

candidate? If so, this would reinforce further the notion that 'onew physics allos s neu

forms of computation" with greater computational power.

(9) The view that the brain functions as a kind of quantum process is

controversial. Some researchers claim that some brain processes are quantum processes

and that our brains are quantum computers. Others, on the contrary, base their views on

the experimental evidence, and dispute the "brain as a quantum computer" idea. The

opponents claim that quantum computing would decohere too quickly in the brain. The

state of a quantum system is unable to remain coherent for long periods in environments

with high temperatures. They would decohere. These high temperature conditions are

found in the brain, where it is hot enough for decoherence to destroy any superposition

states of the quantum systems found there before these coherent states have time to can]'

out a quantum computation. We think it is too early to come to a conclusion on this issue

There will be many interesting discoveries in the future on how the mind r.vorks and how

this knowledge may link to producing a quantum computer.
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CHAPTER 7

THE QUANTUM NEURON

7.1 Introduction

Before beginning a description of the concept of the qLtantltm neuron, some

justification is needed for the inclusion of this chapter into this dissertation.

The quantum neuron concept is fairly neu,. At the time of writing of this

dissertation (September 2005), really the only book on the subject was Ezhov and

Berman t2003]. As described in this chapter. a quantum neuron can be represented as a

superposed bit string, therefore making it a suitable target for the hybrid

quantum/classical evolutionary algorithms introduced in Chapter 10. We feel that this

new algorithm of ours is not only applicable to the evolution of long bit string

chromosomes (including those to evolve neural networks), but also to the evolution of a

quantum neuron, since both are represented as bit string chromosomes.

Since one of the main aims of this dissertation is the quantum evolution of neural

nefiuorl<s, we do not emphasize the evolution of a quantum neuron. However, since our

algorithm may be usefully employed with the evolution of a quantum neuron, this short

chapter introduces the concept and its physical implementation, with several examples.

We begin with an overview of what a quantum neuron is.

7.2 The Quantum Neuron Concept

Applying quantum computational ideas to classical neural networks is not

straightforward. Over the past decade, many different approaches to this QC-NN
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combination have been attempted, as is shown by the work of such authors as Ezhov

f20011, Ezhov et at.12001), Perus 11996), Chrisley [1995, 1991]. Behrnt,nt er ul.119991'

Ventura and Martinez 11999a,2000], etc.

These QC-I.IN papers differ widely amongst themselves concenling the detailed

nature of their neurons, their connections, activation functions, networks and dvnantics.

There is as yet, no standard model for the definition of a quantum neural netu ork.

It seems reasonable to suggest that if one wishes to extend the descriptic-rn tri

classical neural networks into the domain of quantum information processing. then a

clear definition of a "quantum neural network" and hence a "quantum neuron" is required

We begin by introducing the notion of a quantum neuron.

In a standard neural network model, the individual neurons of the network har e

one or multiple input connections. Each input connection has a weighting factor, usuallr

called a "weight" associated with it. Each neuron in the network usually has the same

(usually nonlinear) activation function, and each neuron has only one output value (that

can be distributed to many other neurons to become one of their inputs).

Classical neural networks use classical computing techniques to perform thetr

training, e.g., learning how to associate output vectors to input vectors. etc. However, if

neural networks are to be described in terms of the characteristic concepts of quantum

computing such as superposition, entanglement, inference, unitary transformation,

decoherence, etc., then classical neural networks and quantum neural networks rvill differ

from each other rather radically.

As an example of such differences, consider the activation functions of classical
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neural networks. Typically they are nonlinear. But, quantum mechanical states are linear

and superposable, and subject to unitary transformations. Hence. there is a contradiction

between the classical and quantum approaches, although this is not entirelv the case.

When a quantum mechanical measurement is made on a certain phr sical quslltlt]

(usually called an "observable"), the wave function (the state) of the quantum svstenl

being measured collapses into an eigenstate of the observable (actually, of the quantunl

mechanical "operator" corresponding to the observable) whose eigenvalue is the result oi

the measurement. This is a non-linear process, yet is quantum mechanical nevertheless. lt

is definitely not a unitary process. So, the measurement process in quantum mechanics

may be described using nonlinear operators on the quantum state, to generate the collapse

to an eigenstate.

We turn now more specifically to a particular description of a quantum neuron

based on the workof Ezhov l200ll. His model uses a form of "quantum association" that

will be explained below.

He defines his quantum neuron to be a superposed state of two quantum

subsystems whose states are stored in two quantum registers. The numbers of qubits in

the two quantum registers of the two subsystems are d and n respectively. The base states

of these two quantum subsystems are made to entangle, and then these entangled base

states are superposed. This "quantum neuron" can be treated as the superposition of a set

of "states" of classical neurons. This is an innovative and important viewpoint.

Consider a classical neural network having a d dimensional vector as an input

vector (e.g., there are d [binary] input neurons in the input layer), with a corespondinu rz

dimensional output vector (e.g., there are n [binary] output neurons in the or"rtput layer).
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We can say that the r dimensional output vector is "associated" u'ith the r/ dinletlsional

input vector.

By applying a unitary transformation to the quantum state function, the

amplitudes the base states will change over time. When a measurement is made on

Ezhov's two quantum-register system, the superposition of all possible entangled pairs of

input and output states in his model implies that there will be a collapse of the wave

function, such that, if we obtain the jth input vector, then due to the entanglement, we

must obtain the jth output vector. It is this quantum "association" between the input and

output vectors that is characteristic of his method.

When performing the quantum measurement, the quantum entangled base state

that is equivalent to a particular classical neural network state, i.e., with particular input

and output vectors that has the highest amplitude, is the most likely to be the one that the

wave function will collapse into.

One can look upon the input vector of each classical neural network that is

superposed inside this quantum neuron as a unitary operator. The output of each

superposed classical network is its amplitude in this superposition. The weights of each

neuron can be observed.

The storage capacity of a quantum neuron grows exponentially with the number

of its qubits. This is a major advantage of the quantum neuron approach over classical

neural networks, and is characteristic of quantum computing in general. The d + n qubits

in the quantum neufon "replace," in a manner of speaking , the 2@*') possible classical

neural network states. The quantum neuron approach has other advantages. It does not



need the same kind of fully-connected wiring as exists in a classrcai r.r,-:,. :.=..1 .'!. .: :

it can retrieve results quickly, due to its use of Grover's algorithm.

For the quantum association and association retrieving model describe; ;r.-. :.

Ezhov and Berman 120031used a slightly modified version of Grover's famous sej:--:::.-

algorithm. They defined an input operator

0,=i-zl;)(;l

where i belongs to the x part (i.e., the quantum equivalent of the input vector in a

classical neural network) in the training set of the associated pairs: {x -+ y(x)}, I is the

unit operator. This operator is only applied to the first d qubits, while the unitary operator

acts on all the qubits.

Ezhov et al. also applied the above quantum neuron model to implement Boolean

functions. This "Boolean" variant is also expressed as an entanglement of two quantum

sub-systems. Its wave function is written as the following superposed state:

lr"')=|",4l*)lrr,r)

where lfCrl) is any Boolean function of dbinary variables. Here, the x consists of d

qubits, and the B(x) consists of a single qubit. The B(x) is "associated" with the -r. in the

sense that this Boolean function can be interpreted as a kind of quantum association and

whose value can then be found with a kind of association retrieval.

This model of the quantum neuron can be extended to many other applications.

hence its "quantum analog" of classical systems (e.g., a classical neural network. or

Boolean function, etc.), and its "application interpretation" are very useful and important.
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Ezhov and Berman 12003) then proposed a simpler implementation of the

Boolean function. In this case, his system is prepared in the following initial state.

1

rrzt0)) = * Il,)I .r:B1r 1=1

where P is the number of trainin-e patterns, and only those x are superposed whose

associated B(x): I (i.e.. lrrre). After applying the required transformations and then

conducting a measurement, the desired vector x will be found with very high probability.

This result can be defined as B(i) = 1 (true) if a desired vector x is found. On the other

hand, if the system undergoes the transformation associated with a vector i for which

B(i) = 0. then, the amplitude of the componentx is always zero.In this case. a

measurement will not result in the desired i but rather in another vector instead. This

measurement outcome can interpreted as B(x):0 (i.e., false). This use of interpretation

is also important to this model.
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CHAPTER 8

QUANTUM ARITHMETIC

8.1 Introduction

This short chapter introduces the concept of quantum arithmetic. This concept is .r

prerequisite for later chapters in this dissertation. This chapter is not original. It

summarizes the work largely of lVedral et a\.,1996'l on how quantum circuits can be

constructed to perform simple arithmetic operations (such as addition and multiplication),

in a reversible quantum computational way.

The use of quantum arithmetic to measure the fitnesses of neural networks that

evolve quantum computationally is one of the major ideas of this dissertation we believe.

To evolve neural networks classically boils down to using addition and multiplication to

calculate fitness values of the evolving neural circuits. If arithmetic can be performed

with quantum circuits, then the idea naturally arises, that perhaps it might be possible to

evolve neural networks (and other long bit string chromosomes, such as the quantum

neuron of Chapter 7) quantum computationally, by performing the fitness transfotmations

in quantum circuits. This is one of the essential ideas of this dissertation that we will

explore further in later chapters. To understand the quantum evolution of neural networks.

we need to understand quantum arithmetic, which is presented now. For a more detailed

understanding of quantum arithmetic circuits, see Vedral et al.11996], which is an

important study in its own right.
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8.2 Quantum Circuits for Elementary Arithmetic Operations

Vedral et at.11996l introduced quantum circuits for elementary arithnletic

operations such as: addition, addition modulo, controlled-multiplier modulo. and

exponentiation modulo.

Three basic logic gates were chosen to form the circuits of these arithtnetic

operations, namely, the NOT operation, the controlled-NOT, and the Toffbii gate (i e '

the CCNOT gate). Figure 16 shows these gates.

Since unitary transformations are reversible, this places constraints upon the basic

quantum gates that could be selected' The above three gates satistz these prerequisites' In

contrast, however, the classical gates AND, OR, are explicitly irreversible. Reversible

networks need more memory to store intermediate results. Hence, there is a correlation

between the size of the auxiliary memory and the number of computational steps. For a

plain adder, Vedral et al. 11996] designed a"Y" shaped quantum circuit to reduce the

amount of auxiliary memory (see Figs. 3 to 6). The right wing of the "V" shape is the

reverse circuit of the left wing of the "V." To reverse the effect of a series of unitary

operations is to multiply them by the original operators in reversed order. The reversal of

a single unitary operator is itself, so, a reversed circuit will look rather "V" like, with a

FILO (first-in last-out) application of the quantum operators. In this design, there is still

an auxiliary register needed to store the intermediate data'

A plain adder is expressed as

la,b,0) -+la,b,a + b)
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This can be replaced by the lollori ine erpression s'ithout loss of information. The

input (a, b) canbe reconstructed from the output {ct. cr - h ).

'a.b"; --+ ct.ct - h,

The plain adder is reused extensivelv in the follos'ing more ct-rnlPlit-eted nelsorks

for more advanced arithmetic. It is the basic quantum circuit block for all the rnore

advanced circuits.

Figurel6 shows the truth tables and graphical representations of the elementan'

quantum gates used for the construction of more complicated quantum circuits. The

control qubits are graphically represented by a dot, the target qubits by a cross.

Represented by (a) is the NOT Gate while (b) is the controlled-NOT Gate. This gate can

be seen as a "copy operation" in the sense that a target qubit (input b) initially in the state

0, will be in the same state as the control bit after the action of the gate. The (c) shows the

controlled-controlled-NOT (Toffoli) Gate. The target bit (input c) undergoes a NOT

operation only when the two controls (inputs a and b) are in state l.

For the case of adder modulo { we have

la,b) -->lo,o + bmodl/)

The arithmetic operation controlled-multiplier modulo ,Ay' can be written as

I 
c; x,0) --> lc; *,a x x mod N), f 

| ") = | 
t),

lc;x,o) -+lc,*,x), ir lc) = lo).

Figure 17 shows the basic sum and carry operations for the plain addition

quantum circuit lVedral et a\.,19961. The (a) shows the sum circuit, and (b) rs the carry

circuit (Note: The carry circuit perturbs the state of the input qubit b)'
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(Toffoli) gate. Reprinted figures 16-21with permission from Vedral, V., A. Barenco. and

A. Ekert, Quantum networks for elementary arithmetic operations. Phys. Rev. A. 54,

147-153,1996. Copyright (1996) by the American Physical Society.
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Figure 17. The sum and carry quantum circuits

Figure 18 shows a quantum plain adder network. In the first step, all the carries

are calculated until the last carry gives the most significant digit of the result. Then all

these operations except for the last one are undone in reverse order, and the sum ofthe

digits is performed correspondingly. Note the position of the thick black bar on the right-

or left-hand side of the carry and sum circuits. A circuit with a bar on the left side

represents the reversed sequence of elementary gates embedded in the same circuit u'ith

the bar on the right side.
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Figure 18. A quantum plain adder circuit

Figure 19 shows a quantum adder modulo N circuit. The first and second circuits

add a and,D, then subtracts N. The overflow is stored in the temporary qubit lr) . ttre next

network calculates (a + b) mod 1/ . At this stage we have extra information concerning the

value of the overflow stored in lr) . The last two blocks restore lr) to lO) . fne arrow

before the third plain adder means that the first register is set to lO) if the value of the

temporary qubit ll) is l, and is otherwise left unchanged. (This can be done easily

with controlled-NOT gates, as we know that the first register is in the state llf ) ). fn.

arrow after the third plain adder resets the first register to its original value lnere l1f) )

The significance of the thick black bars is explained in the notes on Figure 18.

A quantum multiplication operation, modulo .A/ is defined as follows.

lc;x,0) -+lc;*,ax xmodlV), ir lc) = lt),

lc;x,o) + l.;r, x), ir l.) = lo)
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,r_

fir'h
mod lv

Figure 19. A quantum adder (modulo N) circuit

Figure 20 shows a controlled multiplication modulo ly'quantum circuit tir.rt

consists of consecutive modular additions of 2' a or 0 depending on the values oic and

x, . The operation before the ith modular adder consists of storin g 2'-' o or 0 in the

temporary register depending on whether lr,r,) = lt,t) or not, respectively. Immediatelr

after the addition has taken place, this operation is undone. At the end, a copy is made of

the content of the input register in the result register only if l.) = I 
O) , preparing to

account for the fact that the final output state should be 
I 
c;x, x) and not 

I 
c;x,0) when c :

0. The significance of the thick black bars is given in the notes on Figure 18.

Figure 21 shows a quantum circuit for modular exponentiation, consisting of

successive modular multiplications by a'' . The even networks perform the reverse

control modular multiplication using the inverse of at' mod N, thus resetting one of the

registers to zero and freeing it for the next control modular multiplication, The

significance of the thick black bars is given in the notes in Figure 18.

(l

n.+ l.t

rnod:\'
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These quantum arithmetic circuits and others similar to them are used in the

lollowing two chapters.
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8.3 Quantum Computing and Quantum Arithmetic

This section provides some discussion on the use of quantum arithmetic circuits in

the context of quantum computation. It also provides a little more detail cot-tlpared to tire

rather succinct summary provided in the previous section'

It is well known amongst quantum computing researchers that quantum

computation is a reversible process, governed by unitary transformations upon quantum

states (except when a measurement occurs, in which case, a superposition state collapses

to an eigenstate). Hence any quantum arithmetic circuit must have as many (qu)bits

output as are input; otherwise, the process is irreversible.

Figure 22 shows a simple quantum circuit used to calculate the output carry qubit

with 2 input qubits and an input carry, using a controlled NOT gate, and 2 Toffoli gates

lVedral et al.,19961. Figure 22 shows a quantum circuit to calculate the sum of the same

3 input qubits, using 2 controlled NOT gates. These 2 quantum circuits can be sholvn to

be valid using conventional truth tables.

These circuits are the same as in classical computing, but it is possible that the

qubits entering from the left may be in a quantum-superposition state.

To show how quantum addition can be performed, see Figure 23 (the plain adder)

lVedral et a\.,19961. There are two registers as input - two numbers, a and b, with

outputs aa11d a+b, where aandb couldbe strings of binary digits (e.g., a:0101001' b

: 1011001). Variables a and b within the adder are distinct bits in the binary

decomposition of those respective strings.
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One can also see the carry bits, initially set to 0. Representations a and b are just

digits, and the boxes are the gates representing the carry and sum from Figures 22. Note

the "V" shape of the network, and the fact that the network is completell'reversible. So if

the inputs are a and b, andthe operation is a and a + b , then by reversing the direction of

calculation we obtain subtraction (reverse addition).

Multiplication, e.g., X *Y, is just X addedto X, Y times. For exponentiation. e.g..

X r , this is just X multiplied to X, Y times. These operations are sufficient for quantum

arithmetic, and hence the evolution of neural networks.

The carry bits in Figure 23 are initialized to zero and output at zero. Reversible

computation techniques from classical computing are employed to revert the carry bits to

zero, otherwise we would have accumulated "garbage bits." The "V" Shape of the

quantum circuit is due to the employment of reverting gates that restore the input bits to

their original state (except for a copy of the desired answer).

A typical arithmetic calculation occurs as follows. We have two input registers,

one is set to x and the other to 0. We apply acircuit and get the result x in the first register.

and /(x) in the second register, where/is some arithmetic operation on x. If, for

example, we want to compute -f 
o (*), which is equivalentto f (J (.f(./(,)))) , i'e', a 4'

fold repetition of the single operation -f (*),we employ five registers, as shown in Figure

24.

The first is set to x and the rest to 0. We apply the basic gate to the f-trst tr'vo

registers and get x and /(x) . The rest of the registers are unchanged' Now appll' the

same trick to the second and third registers. We get J'(f (x)) in the third register.
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Figure 24. A general quantum arithmetic circuit

This process is iterated, to obtain the final result in the end. The first register

contains x and the last register contains the desired result. We don't need the middle

registers. They merely generate garbage bits. We copy the result to a fifth register and

then run the whole calculation backwards. (Note: copying is bit wise, i.e., 0 to 0, 1 to l,

not the cloning of a quantum state, which is impossible from the "no cloning theorem"

lNielsen and Chuang,2000]). The V shape of the quantum circuit is a consequence of the

reversal of the calculation. This reversibility trick is standard in classical computation.

The only difference in this quantum computing context is that the x can be a

quantum mechanical superposition state.

We can summarize the arithmetic operation in symbolic form as follows.

f o (r): f (f uu'(x))))

We know how to perform lr)lo)= lr)lffrl). Therefore we perform
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l,)l o)l o)l o)l o)

= l,)l,rr,t)lo)lo)lo)

=' I 
x)l /(x)) rrrr,l;; o;; o;

= l,)l f r,))V' r,\l f ' r,l)l r' r,l)
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CHAPTER 9

QUANTUM EVOLUTION OF NEURAL NE,TWORKS (QE\\)

9.1 Introduction

This chapter begins by presenting some work done by others in their attempts to

wed evolution and quantum computation, (i.e., "quanfum evolution"). This work provides

some context and examples of the type of thing that we attempt to do later in this chapter

with our'oquantum evolution of neural networks (QENN)."

This QENN work is the beginning of our original work. It attempts to use

quantum computing techniques to evolve a very simple neural network. It is a concrete

instance of the more general algorithms that we introduce in the next chapter.

9.2 Previous Work on Quantum Evolution

This section is an overview of some earlier attempts to wed QC and GAs, starting

in the late 1990s. It is given here to provide examples of what we attempt to do later, i.e',

to perform a quantum evolution of neural networks.

In quantum computing, it is qubits rather than classic al bits that are processed.

Hence, introducing a GA into QC is less straightforward. A qubit differs from a classical

bit in several major respects. QC makes use of several quantum mechanical phenomena

that do not exist in classical mechanics (and hence classical computing), such as

superposition, entanglement, interference, teleportation, collapse of the wave packet, etc.

These quantum mechanical phenomena make quantum computing very different from

classical computing. Despite these greater QC complexities, attempts have been made to
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apply GA thinking to QC.

One of the first attempts at quantum evolution used a '',ariant of a G.\. called

Genetic Programming (GP) lKoza,lggl; Mitchell,1996), whose characteristics are

summarized briefly here.

Genetic Programming is used to evolve computer programs to soh e problents

automatically. Its population consists of candidate programs. Usually, GP uses the

programming language LISP (a list processing language) to evolve its progran.rs. so that

the structure of each candidate program solution takes the form of a parse tree. rather than

a bit string. The nodes of the parse tree consist of two types, terminals and.func:tiotts.

Terminals are variables which can be either symbolic or numeric, whereas functiotls are

operations on these variables, e.g., the arithmetic operators *, -, *, /, etc. The sets of

terminals and functions specifically chosen for a particular GP application are usua[lv

called simply the "terminal set" and the "function set," respectively'

GP differs from GA, for example:

(l) Crossover is implemented by choosing fwo arbitrary nodes (one in each

parent) and then exchanging the sub (parse) trees under the nodes chosen.

(2) Mutation is performed by randomly choosing a node in a parent tree and then

replacing the sub-tree beneath it by a randomly generated tree.

(3) Probably the most significant difference is that the individuals in a

population may have different sizes that vary during the evolution.

A set of fitness cases is used to judge the performance quality (fitness) of each

program candidate. A fitness case is defined to be a pair of vectors, i.e., an input vector

and its corresponding (correct) output vector. The fitness is measured by inputting the
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input vector and then comparing the actual output with the correct or desired output

vector of the fitness case. If the difference between the actual output and the desired

output vector is within a given error range, then the fitness score is incremented one point.

So, the total fitness of the candidate program is defined to be the total number of fitness

points divided by the number of fitness cases.

There are rather few research attempts that combine evolutionary conlputi]ti(rll

and quantum computin g. Spector et at. ll999a, 1999b] investigated the approach trl'rt:tng

genetic programming to hnd quantum algorithms lSpector et al.,1999a, 1999b]. See

below. Lukac and Perkowski 12002), and Rubinstein l200ll conducted research on the

evolution of quantum circuits using a genetic algorithm and genetic programming

respectively. For these papers, a quantum circuit and a quantum algorithm are equivalent.

Spector et at.ll999a] used a classical computer to simulate the process of

evolving quantum algorithms, in which three genetic programming approaches were

employed for four problem instances. They were standard tree-based genetic

programming, stack-based linear genome genetic programming (SBGP, for short) and

stackless linear genome genetic programming.In the case of SBGP. an individr.ral

program is a linear sequence of functions which uses a global stack to communicate with

other individuals. Stackless Linear Genome Programming is for the case where there are

no iterations in the quantum algorithm part of a program, so that no global stack is

needed. The four problem instances were: a) the two-bit promise problem,b) the scalirrg

majority-on problem, c) thefour-item database searc'h problem, d) the nuo-bit and-or

problem.

Deutsch's early promise problem checks to see if a function is "uniform" (i.e., all
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the outputs are all0s or all 1s), or "balanced" (half the outputs are 0s and the otlier half

are 1s). The majority-on problem checks whether a function has I s as the rnajorir-v of its

outputs. The and-or query problen checks whether a Boolean function outputs true or

false appropriately when provided with the value returned by a given oracle. The Btrolean

function is a binary tree with "AND" (^) at the root and alternating layers containing

"OR" ( v ) and "AND" (^), while the values of the oracle function are at the lear es. For

example, a three-bit oracle function case, the Boolean function is expressed as follou s.

((/(0) "11)) v (/(2) "13))) " (U(4) "ls)) v un "luD)

Spector found that all the algorithms (except the "majority-on"), which were

discovered automatically by his quantum evolutionary computation scheme,

outperformed their classical counterparts. Among the three algorithms, one evolved

quantum algorithm for the two-bit and-or problem was even more efficient than the hand-

designed quantum algorithm known for the same problem. Another interesting point is

that the quantum algorithm discovered through evolution for the four-item database

search problem was almost the same as Grover's famous database search algorithm'

So far, very few practical quantum algorithms have been discovered. This is

thought to be due partially to the fact that our brain is accustomed to the macro-scale

world of classical mechanics, instead of the micro-scale world of the quantum world.

Hence, it is not easy to design practical quantum algorithms. Genetic programming is

therefore perhaps a productive approach to discover usefu1 quantum algorithms.

Spector and colleagaes's function set [999a] includes several common quantum

gates such as the H-GATE, the U-THETA-GATE, the CNOT-GATE, and the N.A.\D-

GATE. It also included several iteration control structures such as ITERATE. IQ. IVAR.
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andacollectionofarithmeticfunctions,namely+, l*,-, 1-, *, *J.oop.oo2, l/x.The

terminal set includes several specified constants including * NUM-QL BITS x . * NUM-

INPUT-QUBITS *, *NUM-OUTPUT-QUBITS *, as well as a collection of useful

constants such as 0; 1; 3; n(3.14159), and ;(JI).

The definition of the genetic operators is omitted here. They remain standard

genetic operators such as crossover, mutation, selection, etc., but suited for GP

implementation. In [1999b], Spector et al. adopted similarGP schemes as in [999ar but

applied it to a different problem, called the depth-two ANDiOR tree problem. Au

instance of an AND/OR tree problem (the depth-two case) is to evaluate the follorving

expression:

(/(00) v 101)) " 0(10) v ll l))

where I ) is a Boolean black-box (oracle) function. The quantum algorithm found using

GP lSpector et a\.,1999b] was faster than classical algorithms on the same problem.

Lukac and Perkowski 120021 proposed a general GP approach to generate

quantum circuits automatically. They constructed atarget matrix (the equivalent

expression of the circuit to be synthesized) at the beginning, and later used this target

matrix to measure the fitnesses. The main advantage of their scheme was its ability to

generalize.

Their algorithm and its data structure can be applied directly to reversible circuits

from "pseudo-classical" circuits without modification. The GP scheme adopted by Lukac'

and Perkowski 12002) is straightforward. The mapping of quantum gates and their

positions into a matrix is very explicit. So, this approach is both simple and useful.
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Rubinsteinpresented a set of genetic operators to evolve quantunl circuits to solve

the "entanglement production" problem lRubinstein, 20011. His circuits u ere srnall. but

his technique scales to larger circuits.

Surkan and Khuskivadze l2}02l developed a genetic algorithm to discover

quantum circuits. The quantum gates used were only Toffoli gates which are universal tbr

reversible computing.

The major shortcoming of the above GP techniques is that they all dealt with

small scale circuits. This was inevitable due to the inability of classical computers to

simulate quantum circuits that have many components. The time complexity of quantum

circuits rises exponentially with their size. Thus, for a classical computer (such as a PC or

a cluster of workstations) with very limited resources, the simulation of a larger quantum

circuit is not practical.

How to evolve a quantum algorithm in a real quantum computer in the future

remains a very interesting problem. Performing evolutionary computation in real

quantum computers would lead to the field of quantum evolutionary computation (QEC).

One algorithm named Quantum-Inspired Genetic Algorithm (QIGA) has been

developed by Han et al.l200Ol. It is shown as follows. (Note that it is inspiredby

quantum computing, rather than being based on pure quantum computation).

Procedure QIGA

begin

t €0

initialize Q(t)

make P(t) by observing Q(t) states
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evaluate P(t)

store the best solution among P(t)

while (not termination-condition) do

begin

t e t+ I

make P(t) by observing Q(t - 1) states

evaluate P(t)

update Q(t) using quantum gates U(t)

store the best solution among P(t)

end

end

InlHan and Kim,2000], another quantum-inspired evolutionary algorithm was

proposed for a class of combinatorial optimi zation problems. In Talbi et al. 120041, a

quantum-inspired genetic algorithm was presented for solving the Traveling Salesman

Problem (TSP). This algorithm had an interesting feature, namely that there was only one

chromosome in the population. This feature is very different from a conventional GA.

9.3 Introducing Quantum Evolution of Neural
Networks (QENN)

The above section was an introductory summary of others work in the field of

quantum evolution. This section introduces our own work, in which we attempt to evolve

a very simple neural network, using quantum computational ideas. Some of the new ideas

introduced in this work, include:
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(l) Three research fields are wedded in our work, i.e., EC (er olutionary computation),

QC (quantum computation), NN (neural networks). As far as u'e knou'. this is the first

time that this has been done. We call this triple, "QENN" (the quantunr evolution o/'

neural networks).

(2) The fitness "measurement" of the neural network is performed cluatttt"tttl

computationally.

Actually the word'omeasurement" is confusing, because it suggests a clttutltttttt

measurement in which the wave packet collapses. This is NOT what is meant. It is more a

"conversion" from an input set of neural net weights and input signal values, to a fitness

value (i.e., a performance quality measure). A quantum mechanical set of unitary

functions is used to perform this conversion.

This simple example becomes a concrete example of more general quantum

evolutionary algorithms, suitable for long bit string chromosomes, which is the subject of

the next chapter of this dissertation.

As mentioned briefly above, the very term "Quantum Evolutionary Neural

Network (QENN)" implies a combination of the concepts derived from three different

research fields, namely, Genetic Algorithms (GAs), Quantum Computing (QC), and

Neural Networks (NNs). This triple combination is ambitious, because even the two

double combinations of (QC, NN) (or simply QNN) and (QC, GA) (or simply QGA) are

freshly developing research areas. The triple combination (GA, QC, NN) (or simply

QEI.IN as it is labeled in this dissertation), is new, as far as we are aware.

Hence because QENN is new, there is no other equivalent literature to be

summarized in this chapter. However, there is some literature concerning the two
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combinations that use QC, i.e., (GA. QC) and (QC, NN)

This section first discusses some aspects of these two combinations. and then

introduces the author's work on QENN, which he has performed under the supervision of

de Garis.

An evolutionary neural network (ENN) based on the use of classical computing'

has a much longer history than the combinations mentioned above, and is much more

mature, compared with the level of development of QGA and QNN. Actually. the

concept of a quantum evolutionary neural network was first proposed by de Garis at [, tah

State University in 2003lde Garis et a\.,2003a,2003b1, who had been conducting long-

term research in the field of evolutionary neural networks using classical computing

methods. Once he got interested in quantum computing, it was natural for him to propose

the idea of a quantum evolutionary neural network (QEI'IN).

There are many questions waiting to be clarified in this new QENN domain. For

example, is it worthwhile trying to combine the three domains of GA, QC, and NN in the

first place? Is this really necessary? What would be the benefits and what applications

would foltow from it? For what kinds of problems would QENN have advantages over

QC, NN, GA, QNN, QGA, and ENN? What are some possible architectures for QENN?

Is it possible to implement the idea of QENN in hardware?, etc.

In this section we introduce one of the main contributions of this dissertation,

namely the QENN model. Since it is a concrete example of the more general algorithms

of the next chapter, and since we prove in that chapter that the general algorlthm evolr es

faster than its classical equivalent, we can conclude that the QEI\IN model evolves faster

than a classical evolution of the same neural network.
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It is this speedup that we feel is important for the creation of artificial brains in the

future when quantum computers exist.

9.4 Preliminary Remarks on the QENN

9.4.1 Introduction

The research reported here has been aimed at the application of quantum

computing techniques to the evolution of neural networks, with the longer-term aim of

building 'oquantum brains," i.e., evolving large numbers of neural net circuit modules

individually, and then assembling them into artificial (quantum) brain architectures [r/e

Garis and Korkin, 20021.

Over the past few years, only a handful of researchers from the evolutionary

computation (EC) community have attempted to apply quantum-computing techniques to

evolutionary algorithms (EAs). Typically, they have used a classical computing based

genetic algorithm (GA) to evolve the application of quantum operators to the system they

are concerned with le.g., Lukac and Perkowski,2002; Han and Kim.2000: Rtrbinstein,

200 I l.

The innovative approach of the research presented here is that the genetic

algorithm itself (especially the fitness evaluations and chromosome selection) is

performed quantum computationally, thus speeding up classical computing considerably,

as will be proven later (using time complexity analysis) in the next chapter.

The above ideas have been applied so far only to very simple neural networks of 2

neurons, with 1 or 2 (qu)bit weights, having trivial fitness definitions. Such work is

presented in this chapter.
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9.4.2 Background

The principle research interest of my supervisor, Hugo de Garis. is "artificial

brains," that are defined to be assemblages of large numbers of indir idualh' er-olved

neural network circuit modules, each with its own functionality, and hence t-itness

definition. State of the art programmable chips contain about 10 million logic gates.

These chips can be evolved according to the concepts of evolvable hardr.r'are ldc Guris.

20011 (that, treat the configuring bit string of the programmable chip (i.e., the FPGA :

field programmable gate array) as a chromosome in a genetic algorithm.

If the FPGA uses an S-RAM (static RAM) based technology, then it can be

written to an indefinite number of times. If the FPGA can also accept any bit string irlpLrt

without blowing up, then a random configuring bit string will generate a randomly

configured circuit. If a second, conventionally programmed circuit measures the quality

of the performance of the output control signal(s) from the random circuit. then the

random circuit can be given a "fitness" or performance value.

By considering a population of such circuit pairs (random and measuring), one

has the potential to evolve programmable electronic circuits, and at electronic speeds.

One begins with a number of randomly-generated circuits and measures their fitness

values (i.e., the performance measures of some function or behavior that the evolving

circuits are desired to perform). The higher fitness circuits survive into the next

generation, and the inferior circuits are eliminated from the population. Copies of the

superior circuits are made to fill the next generation. Usually, all but the top scoring

chromosomes (i.e., configuring bit strings) are mutated (bit flipped) to generate random

changes to the configured circuit. Most such mutations lower the fitness valucs slightly,
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but, by chance, some increase it. The higher the fitness values of the chronlosomes. the

more likely they are to survive into the next generation. By cycling through manv such

generations, it is possible to evolve circuits that perform various tasks.

The field of evolvable hardware (EH) was launched by de Garis in 1992. EH is

now a standard component at any evolutionary computation conference. NASA/DoD

organizes an annual EH conference, and there is even a journal devoted (partially) to the

topic, called "Genetic Programming and Evolvable Machines."

There is a growingrealization in the neural network research community, that it

will soon be possible to build artificial brains. For example, with a special piece of

hardware with 10 electronic boards, each containing 100 state-of-the-art FPGAs with 10

million logic gates each, will equate to totals to 10*100*10 million: l0 billion logic

gates. If we assume we can build a simple neuron with only l0 gates, then such a

machine could model a billion artihcial neurons, more than enough to construct an

"artificial brain."

The structural and dynamic complexity of the neural signaling of artificial neural

circuits is so great that they are very difficult to design in the traditional top-down

fashion, so, not surprisingly, a growing number of neural net modelers are using the

"evolutionary engineering" approach to construct their neural circuits.

Within the next two decades, it is thought by many that Moore's Law will allow

computer technology to store a single bit of information on a single atom. Hence it will

be possible to store a trillion trillion bits of information in an object of human scale. e'g.,

an apple. At the atomic scale, it is the laws of quantum mechanics that specify the

behavior of such tiny systems.
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Putting all these trends together, one readily envisages the evolution of atolllic

scale neural networks, and hence the evolution of quantum neuralnetworks, followed by

the evolution of quantum artificial brains. The question then arises concerning how to

evolve neural nets whose behavior is based on quantum mechanical principles? More

specifically, how can quantum computing and evolutionary computing be combined

successfully and then applied to the quantum evolution of neural networks?

Attempting to address the above question is the principle aim of our ongoing

QEA (Quantum Evolutionary Algorithms) and QENN (Quanfum Evolution of Neural

Networks) research project, whose initial results are presented in this chapter and the next

9.5 Wedding Quantum Computation (QC)
to Evolutionary Computation (EC)

9.5.1 Introduction

As mentioned above, a handful of EC researchers over the past decade or so have

attempted to apply quantum computational thinking to EC. Typically they have applied a

conventional classical computing based evolutionary algorithm (EA) to the application of

quantum operators to a string of qubits llukac and Perkowski,2002; Han and Kim,2000;

Rubinstein,200l l.

The approach taken in our research differs from this more traditional of "hybrid"

styles, with the latter's quantum operators and classical evolutionary algorithm. Starting

in 2003, we attempted initially to find a (relatively) more quantum computational-based

approach to evolutionary algorithms, with the specific application to the evolution of

neural networks.

The essential new idea for our more quantum computational approach is to
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evaluate the fitness values of the chromosomes (in this case, a string of qubits that code

for the bit values of the weights of the neural network) quantum computationallr'. as will

be shown shortly. Also a quantum computational algorithm (Durr's algorithm lDurr and

Hoyer,1996]) is used to select the next generation of chromosomes. Thus tire mir of

quantum to classical in our hybrid approach is shifted more towards the quantunl end of

the spectrum.

We believe that the quantum computational approach that we take will har e a

significant impact on classical evolutionary computation in the form of a much

accelerated evolution time. We will show in Chapter 10 (using a time complexity anall'sis)

how our QEA algorithms are much faster than the equivalent classical evolutionary

algorithm applied to the same class of problems, i.e., the evolution of neural networks.

9.5.2 Conceiving the QENN Algorithm
(for Simple Neural Nets)

This paragraph introduces briefly the history of how the basic idea of the QEN'N

algorithm was conceived. My supervisor, Hugo de Garis, was browsing over the

reference list of a quantum computing textlVedral,1999) and came across a reference to

"quantum arithmetic" lVedral et a\.,19961, that explained how quantum circuits can be

employed to perform addition, subtraction, multiplication (repeated addition) and

division (repeated subtraction). This stopped him in his tracks, because he realized that

the evolution of his classical neural nets needed only simple arithmetic operations.

The idea occurred to him that if it were possible to perform simple arithmetic

operations quantum computationally, and that only arithmetic operations were needed to

evolve neural nets, then the conclusion seemed obvious that perhaps neural nets could be
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evolved quantum computationally. The author and de Garis then set about. in 2003. to see

if we could construct a purely quantum computational evolution&fl Cu'rllputational

algorithm as applied to the evolution of neural networks. The results u ere r arious QEAs

(Quantum Evolutionary Algorithms) and QENN (Quantum Evolution of \eural

Networks). Examples of the quantum evolution of some very simple neural net\\L)rks \\'ill

be introduced in the next section.

9.6 A 2-Neuron, l-Bit Weight, Quantum Evolutionary
Neural Net Model, QENN-I

9.6.1 Introduction

This section and the next, introduce the original work performed by de Garis and

myself on the quantun evolution of very simple neural nefworks, to show that such a

thing is possible. This section presents our work on neural nets with only two neurons,

and with only l-bit weights, as an exercise in "proof of concept" of what we are trying to

do.

The following section presents work with two neurons and 2-bit weights. One will

see how quickly the sizes of the quantum circuits increase with the number of neurons itt

the network, hence the need for a quantum compiler to generate automatically the

corresponding quantum circuits for larger neural networks.

Figuring out how to generate these quantum circuits automatically remains a

future challenge of the ongoing research into QENN algorithms.

We now begin explaining how we employ quantum computing techniques to

evolve our neural networks. We begin with a very simple example, to illustrate hou it is

done, and as a proofofconcept.
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Consider Figure 25, where

(1) Wll,W22,W12,W2l are the 1-bit weights of the specific links in the directions

indicated by the alrows and Wl l,Wz2,Wlz,WZl : {0,1 }.

(2) NSI andNS2(NS:neuralsignal)aretheoutputsignalsof thenelrrons. \S1.N52

: {0,1}. At the Oth clock tick, NSI and NS2 are 0. (Note: time is discrete in this model.

and all signals are updated synchronously at each clock tick). For all further ciock ticks.

the outputs of the neurons are NS I and NS2 (for neuron I and 2 respectively).

(3) EXS is the external signal given to each neuron. EXS : { 1}

(4) The desired (or target) behavior of this extremely simple neural net circuit is to

output the minimum number of zeros (i.e., the maximum number of I's) for all clock

ticks.

9.6.2 Description of the Qnet Circuit

Here we describe the Qnet Circuit (see Figure 26), operator by operator, for one

clock tick.

Step l: Initialization of the States

In Figure 26, the left-most boxes represent the qubits of the Qnet Circuit.

(l) The first four boxes Wl l, W22, W21, W12 represent the weights of the

neural net that are prepared in a superposed state using Hadamard gates lNielsen and

Chuang,2000]. These superposed weights represent one generation of chromosomes itt

genetic algorithm terms. (Since the considered circuit is tiny, these four weights happen

to represent the total search space).
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Figure 25. A simple 2 neuron network

Figure 26. The 2-neuron Qnet circuit
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(2) The fifth and sixth boxes NSl, NS2 represent the signals output by the two

neurons from the previous clock tick. Initially NSI and NS2 are l0) .

(3) The seventh box EXS represents the external signal given to each neuron

initially to start the signaling of the neural net.

(4) The remaining boxes represent the qubits in the pure state as indicated by

each box, i.e., either lo) or lt) .

Step 2: Signaling through the Qnet Circuit

Operators 1-4: The hrst step in implementing the neural net is to calculate tlte

scalar (or dot) product of the weights W and the neural signals NS using the equations

(W11 * NS1 +W21 * NS2) (1)

(W22 * NS2 + wl2 * NSI) (2)

To do this, we apply four controlled-controlled-NOT Gates (CCNOT gates, a.k.a. Toffoli

gates), and fix the target bit at | 0 >. The circuit will then behave like an AND

gate (i.e., (a,b,O) = (a,b,a &b) ). We use a (reversible) AND gate to implement the

scalar product because we have binary weights and signals (which can be either 0 or 1).

Operators 5-8: After calculating the scalar product, we add the external signal

EXS to equation (l) above to get NSI for the next clock tick. These operators when

combined perform the addition of the scalar product and the external signal. They take

the external signal as the carry in and output the sum of the three tenls and the carry.

This quantum addition is based on the work of Vedral et al. 11996).

Operators 9-12: These operators do for NS2 and EXS what operators 5-8 do for

NSI and EXS.
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Step 3: Threshold Calculation

After computing the output signal for each neuron, we decide next whether the

neuron will fire or not by comparing the output signals we calculated from equations ( 1)

and (2) (+ EXS) with a "threshold value." By threshold value we rrean that if the oLrtpr"rt

signal value (two bits) of the neuron is greater than or equal to the threshold value. the

neuron outputs a l, otherwise it outputs a 0, which will be input to the circuit at the next

clock tick. We take the threshold value to be I because then our input signal has only one

bit (after obtaining the two signals we OR them and accordingly pass a 1 or a 0).

Operators 13-18: These operators when combined, perform the ORing of the

two signal bits. We build a (reversible) CR gate with the help of NAND gates. When we

analyze the Toffoli gate, we find that if we keep the previous target bit at I we get results

similar to a NAND gate. To build an OR gate we use de Morgan's law, namely - (-A &

-B) : A OR B, i.e., 2 NOT gates and a NAND gate.

Step 4: Fitness Calculation

Here the fitness is defined to be the minimum number of 0's olrtput, for all the

clock ticks. After comparing the signal with the threshold we need to store the output

signals (i.e., the NS1 output signals of the neural net) to perform the fitness calculation

afterwards, as well as pass them as neuron signals for the next clock tick. As the output

signal of the network, only one output neuron signal is chosen (for all clock ticks). This

raises the issue of copying signal values, which is not allowed according to the "No-

Cloning Theorem." (Since our signals are in superposed states, there is no way to store

them). We therefore place a composite adder as shown in in Figure 26 which gives not

only the sum of the signal outputs from all previous clock ticks, but also outputs the same
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signal that was input to it. This signal is the neuron output st,unal Ior thr' nert clock tick.

The "composite adder" consists of 6 half adders, as shosn in Figure 17. In this

circuit the first block of six half adders represents the composite adder at clock T and the

second block of six half adders represents the composite adder at clock T - 1. Fisure 27

shows how incoming information is both passed through the circuit and is added to the

fitness sum. Six half adders are taken because we use 64 clock ticks. When ri e add 6-l

bits serially we get a6-bitbinary number Q6 :64). In Figure 27,the first half adder on

the left side will be given the output signal NS1 of a neuron as an input from clock T- 1.

Signals S0 to 55 are the sum bits from clock T. The input NS 1 is passed through a

NOT gate so that if we get a I as output we give a 0 as input. We thus add the number ot'

zero's in the output signals, to find the fittest chromosome (with lowest fitness value). All

the other inputs are qubits prepared in the pure state lO) . fhe output of this composite

adder at clock T is given as input to the composite adder at clock T + l. We obtain some

unused bits that we label GB (garbage bits). We repeat this process for 64 clock ticks,

thus obtaining the sum of the output signals for each chromosome'

We can then apply Durr's Atgorithm lDurr and Hoyer,1996l to findthe index

position of the minimum value ina given set. This index maps to the index of the weights.

We can therefore find the weights of the fittest chromosome and use the corresponding

neural network to perform the desired function. After finding the elite chromosome u'e

can proceed to the next generation after inducing the mutations classically as explained in

the above sections.
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Figure 27. Internal circuit of composite adder

Step 5: Recycling of the Qubits

The operators 19-22 in Figure 26, Figures 23-34 and Figure 28 are used to

reverse the operations that were performed earlier, by running them in reverse order. This

saves circuitry by allowing us to use the same wires. For a very clear explanation of

quantum arithmetic circuits, see Vedral U999).
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_{

Figure 28. Circuit for recycling the qubits

9.7 A 2-Neuron,Z-Bit Weights, Quantum
Neural Net Model, QENN-2

This section extends the work of the previous section, to a 2 neuron, 2-qubits

weights, quantum neural network model, called "QENN-2." The signal values (NSl and

NS2), the external signal (Ext or EXS), and the desired target behavior (i.e., the minimum

number of zeros) are the same as in the basic neural net model, QENN- I . The complexity

of the model is increased by giving the weights 2-bit values (and using a more complex

threshold circuit). The weights are labeled Wl1, W22,W12,W2l : {0,1,2,3} and the

threshold value is greater or equal to 8.

The neural net calculations are as shown in the circuits. Figure 29 shows the Qnet

circuits for the calculation of Wi I x NS1 and W21 * NS2. Similarly, we can calculate

W22 ,r NS2 and W12 * NSI (where Wl1, W22,W2l and W2l represent the weights of

the neural net that are prepared in a superposed state using Hadamard gates). The
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superposed weights represent the whole search space of all possible chromosomes in

genetic algorithm terms.

Figure 30 shows the calculation of Wll * NSl + W2l * NSI tiom Wl I * NSI

and W2l * NS2, given as inputs. The composite gate (which has tn'o -- signs in the

middle is a two bit adder, which takes two 2-bit numbers and one 0 bit to sir e the sum of

the two 2-bit numbers.

Hence from the calculations of Figure 30, we get

Wll *NSl +W2l *NS2 (l)

and similarly we can calculate

W22* NS2 + Wl2*NS1 (2)

After calculating the scalar product, we add the external signal Ext to equation ( I )

shown above to obtain the intermediate value for calculating NS 1 for the next clock tick.

Figure 3l gives Wll *NSl + W21 xNS2 + Ext. Similarly we can calculate W22* NS2 +

Wl2 * NSI + Ext for the second neuron. The logic used in Figure 31 is to first add the

Ext to the least significant bit and if any carry results to add it to the next significant bit,

and so on, until the carry propagates to the most significant bit to give the output.

Figure 32 shows the threshold calculation. After computing the output signal (e.g.,

at neuron 1, W11 * NS1 + W2l * NS2 + Ext) we decide whether the neuron will fire or

not by comparing the output signals we have just calculated at each neuron with a

threshold value (< 8, in this case). By a threshold value we mean that if the output signal

value (4 bits) of the neuron is greater than or equal to the threshold value (8, in this case),

the neuron fires and outputs a 1 (which clears the accumulated sum), otherwise a 0 is

output, and the current sum is accumulated at that neuron. It will be combined with the
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output signal of the neuron at the next clock tick, and if that accumulated sum is greater

than or equal to 8, the neuron fires and clears the accumulated sr,rm. For each neuron, one

Figure 32 circuit is needed lor each calculation and for each clock tick. The accurrulatcd

sum at each neuron is carried to the next clock tick based on the truth table shown in

Figure 33.

Let ABCD represent the 4-bit output of the neural net (i.e.,

Wl 1 * NS I +W2l x NS2 + Ext value). If that value is greater than or equal to 8. then NS I

will become I as shown in the table of Figure 33.

When the output of the neural value is greater than or equal to 8, at the next clock

tick, the accumulated sum value (EFGH) will be zero, because the neuron fires at this

clock tick. If the neuron outputs azero without firing, then the accumulated sum is

carried to the next clock tick until it becomes greater or equal to 8 (which shows the

identical values of ABCD and EFGH if ABCD is less than or equal to 7). The fitness

calculation is performed in the same way as in QENN-I, and the same type of composite

adder can be applied here.
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Figure 29. Weight-signal multiplication circuits

Figure 30. Circuits for summing the weighted signal
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Figure 32. Thresholding circuit
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0 I 0 0 0 0 I
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0 1 I 1 0 0 I

0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0

0 0 I I 0 0 0 0

0 I 0 I 0 0 0 0

0 I I 0 0 0 0

1 I 0 0 I 0 0 0 0

1 I 0 I I 0 0 0 0

I I 0 0 0 0 0

1 I I 0 0 0 0

Figure 33. Truth table for inputs/outputs of QNN-2 circuit
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CHAPTER 10

QUANTUM EVOLUTIONARY ALGORITH\{S

FOR LONG BIT-STRING CHROMOSO\IES

This chapter introduces some of our original work. It is concemed ri ith the

application of quantum computing ideas to the evolution of, amongst other things. neural

networks. This algorithm can be viewed from several perspectives. We sho* in this

chapter, how

(1) classical evolutionary algorithms can be accelerated using quantum

computing techniques, and

(2) quantum computing techniques can be applied to the solution of optimization

problems, by using pure quantum genetic algorithms or making a compromise (a hybrid)

between pure quantum computational and classical computational techniques.

10.1 Motivation of the Quantum Evolutionary
Algorithms (QEAs)

One of the original motives behind the invention of the quantum evolutionary

algorithms to be introduced in this chapter, was that we thought it would be interesting to

perform a htness measurement of a (quantum) bit string chromosome purely quantum

mechanically (i.e., quantum computationally), and hence speed up the search for an

optimum chromosome, i.e., the one with the highest fitness value.

The problem with this approach, is that even though one can, in theory, compute

the fitness values of all 2N possible chromosomes of an.V-qubit chromosome

simultaneously, one still has to detect the chromosome that has the largest fitness value.
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To do this, one can use Dtrrr's aleonthm lDurr Lutd Ho.r'ct'.1996]. uhich allows

one to find quantum computationallr. the marimum value antongst a set oiitenis in a

disordered database. However. the dorinside of this approach is that it takes a rinte

proportional to the square root oJ'the number of iterns in the databose to .find lt. If each

possible N-qubit chromosome is mapped into a (real valued) numerical f,ttness measure

f, , there will be i = 2t such fitness values, from which the maximum value is to be

found.

In the case of the evolution of neural networks, it is often the case that the number

of classical bits in the chromosome can be several thousands. For example, if we take a

fully connected neural network with 20 neurons, there will be 202 : 400 connections,

hence,400 weights W,, connecting neuron i to neuronT, each of which can be represented

by a 9-bit signed binary fraction ( I bit for the signs + / -, and 8 bits for the binary

fraction). Hence, the total number of bits needed to represent the classical neural network

is 3600, a very long bit string chromosome, 2'un", which is an astronomically large

number.

In theory, every one of this huge number of possible quantum bit strings can have

its fitness value measured simultaneously, but it will take a time proportional to 2'tot' 1i.e.,

23600/2) time units using Durr's algorithm, to discover which one is the largest, i.e., the

optimum. This amount of time is obviously totally impractical.

What then can one do? The fact that all fitness values can be measured

simultaneously by using quantum computational techniques is powerful and attractive.
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Surely there must be some way to use this. and not "throu' out the babl u ith the bath

water."

The original idea of this dissertation (as tar as \\e can tell lirrm a literarure search)

is to suggest that we shouid emplov a pure quanrum genetic algoritlim .rr a "hr brid"

approach (i.e., using a mixed quantum and classical computational approach I t.. the

evolution of long bit string chromosomes (e.g., those representilts neural It.l\\ ork> |

The basic idea for a "hybrid" approach is the following. Instead of usinrl Dtrrr's

algorithm to search through a database of 2N items (where N is the number of qubits in

the chromosome), one restricts severely the number of items in the database to be

searched, e.g., M, such that the square root of Mis not a large number, so that the time

needed by Durr's algorithm to find the maximum value of the Mitems in the database is

practical, i.e., executable by a quantum computing operation in the (future) real world.

But, if one is using only Mitems in the database, how does one find the maximum

value in the possible 2N chromosomes of an Nqubit chromosome? One obvious answer

is to use a (quasi) classical evolutionary approach, i.e., search the search space using EC

(evolutionary computational) techniques. Another approach is to use a pLrre cluantunr

genetic algorithm.

10.2 A Hybrid (Quantum/Classical) Evolutionary
Algorithm

10.2.1 Introduction

We can now present a step-by-step pseudo-code version of the first of our new

algorithms that incorporates the above ideas.

Step 1: Initialize randomly Mchromosomes of N classical bits each. (These classical bit
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strings could represent the concatenated ri ei-ehts of a neural net, for exarnple.)

Step 2: Form a quantum computational superposition of these Mchromosomes. This

quantum superposition will be of M classical states (i.e., of M classical bit strings of N

bits each).

Step 3: Perform a quantum computational fitness transformation on the superposed state

of Step 2. This will result in a superposed fitness state of M frtness values.

These Mfitness values are measured simultaneously, using.fitness transforming

quantum circuits. For details on this, see below.

Step 4: Employ Durr's algorithm to find the maximum fitness value and its

corresponding classical bit string.

This can be done in a reasonable time. It results in a classical bit string that has

the maximum fitness value of the Mclassical bit strings superposed in the quantum state.

Step 5: Since the maximum fitness bit string resulting from Step 4 is classical, it can be

reproduced without any problem (i.e., it is not subject to the "no cloning theorem"

restriction that applies to the reproduction of a general superposed quantum state). Ihen

one takes the maximum fitness classical bit string and make M copies of it, i.e.. M

identical copies of the N-bit classical bit string.

Step 6: Perform random mutations on these Mclassical bit strings (with perhaps the

exception of one of them that is left unchanged, so as to preserve the top fitness solution

so far).

Step 7: Check for termination condition (e.g., has the evolution stagnated, or has the

evolution run through a prescribed number of loops in the algorithm). If the tenrinarlor.r

conditioned is satisfied, stop, otherwise, return to Step 2.
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10.2.2 Notes on the Above Algorithm

Several questions arise from the above algorithm. We list them here. tbllos ed bv

some suggested answers.

(a) How does one superpose the Mclassical (N-bit length) bit strings into an ,A/ qubit

string?

(b) How does one construct the fitness evaluation (conversion) quantum circuit?

To answer question (a), there are well-known techniques in QC (quantum

computing) for forming superpositions from basis states, e.g., using controlled-Hadamard

gates. Any quantum computational calculation starts with an initialization of the qubit

string that is to be transformed by a unitary operator. If 2N basis states can be entangled

to form a superposed state in which all coefficients of the N qubit basis states have the

same value c,, where I takes on 2'" different values, then one assumes the same can be

done when i takes on only Mvalues.

To answer question (b) is a lot more complex, and opens up a new research area

to make it practical. If one changes the fitness definition, then the corresponding fitness

evaluating quantum circuit will change. How then to generate a given fitness evaluation

quantum circuit?

One obvious idea that comes to mind is to propose that a "quantum compiler" be

created that takes as input, a fitness definition, and generates as output, the corresponding

fitness evaluating quanfum circuit. Since writing compilers is a specialized art. lying

more in the domain of computer science than physics, it was not undertaken for this

dissertation.

As an example of the input of a fitness definition, we take that of a ncural net that
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is apattern detector. If the pixel values of a l-D image rre presented to the neural net, it

should output a strong signal if the intase c.f e particuiar pattenr P. and u'rutpLll a treak

signal otherwise. Letus assume there are iour "=P" (non P) images presented to the

network.

Five signals are presented to the neural network in succession: the pattern P, and

the four non-P patterns. Each of the 5 output signals is stored for, say, 100 time units (a

total of 500 time units). Between each image presentation, the internal neural signals are

cleared out. The 100 output values from image P are compared to the desired (or target)

output value, say 0.8 (a strong signal). Each of the non-P image output values are

compared to, say, 0.2 (a weak signal).

A suitable fitness definition would then be the sum of the squares of the

differences between the 500 target values (i.e., the first 100 values being 0.8, and the

remaining 400 being 0.2) and the 500 actual output signal values O(l).

4-I @(t)-0.8)2 + ifrf,l - 0.2)'
r=0

The weighting factor 4 is used to "balance" the 4x greater number of non-P outpul

values. This fitness definition needs to take a minimum value, i.e., the output values take

on the desired 0.8 and 0.2 values as closely as possible.

We turn now to a discussion of the output of the quantum compiler, i.e., the

corresponding fitness evaluating quantum circuit.

Note that the above fitness definition is a simple arithmetic expression of three

types of elementary arithmetic operations, namely addition, subtraction and
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multiplication. Multiplication is essentiaill multiple additions and squaring is a form of

multiplication.

As shown in this dissertation. and onginalll' b1' I'edral er al. 11996]. each of these

basic arithmetic operations can be performed quantum computationalll'. The outputs oi a

quantum circuit can be fed into the inputs of other quantum circuits. In this ua.v. it is

possible to build up complex, multi-modular quantum circuits that perform any arithmetic

calculation that one wants.

The role of the quantum compiler would be to parse the inputted fitness definition.

break it down into its elementary arithmetic operations, and then assemble a quantum

circuit, using Vedral arithmetic modules, that together result in a superposition of the

fitness values, that Durr's algorithm would then be applied to find the maximum (or

minimum) value, and its corresponding classical bit string.

Creating such a quantum compiler is a whole other research topic, and is not the focus

of this dissertation. This dissertation concentrates on the quantum evolution of large bit

string chromosomes, of which neural networks are an example, given that such f'rtness

evaluating circuits can be constructed. If so, then the above type of algorithms shows us

that it is possible to accelerate classical evolution of long bit string chromosomes, e.g., as

used in evolving neural networks.

10.2.3 Time Complexity of the Quantum
Evolutionary Algorithm

We now show that the above algorithm, which is very general (for the

moment we are not concerned with the nature of what the bits in the chromosome

represent (i.e., we are not interested inthe representation of the bit string) nor are we
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concerned with the nature of the fitness evaluation, i.e., what is being evaluated

(transformed).

What we want to shou, in this section is that the above general algorithm (that

may apply for example to the evolution of fully connected neural networks) is faqter than

its corresponding classical evolutionary algorithm, i.e., its time complexity is less (it can

be executed in a much smaller number of steps).

We show that in certain concrete cases (e.g., the evolution of neural networks)

that the speed-up factor of applying a quantum evolutionary technique as compared with

a classical evolutionary technique is several orders of magnitude. We feel this is

interesting and promising. This technique promises to be highly applicable in the future

when quantum computers become a reality.

We will now attempt to show that the above algorithm is much faster than its

classical equivalent. In broad terms this is not difficult, since it is well known amongst

practioners of evolutionary computation, that the fitness evaluation time usr,rally

dominates the total time taken to perform an evolutionary algorithm. Just how much time

will depend on the fitness evaluation task involved, hence, the actual numbers suggested

below may seem rather arbitrary.

If the fitness evaluation time -Er is large and dominates all other factors, then the

fact that there are Mchromosomes in the population will mean that the quantum

conversion of the superposed Mchromosome input bit strings will be processed (in

parallel, i.e., simultaneously) Mtimes faster than the'oone at a time" fitness evaluation

(conversion) speed of the equivalent classical version. lf Mis typically of the order of

about a thousand, then this is a considerable speed-up.
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Offsetting this, however, is the time needed to perform Durr's algorithm at each

generation. Since Durr's algorithm is a variant of Grover's algorithm, rvhich takes a time

squareroot (,M), this offset is small in comparison.

The above semi-quantitative argument, we feel should be sufficierlt to persuade

anyone that our algorithm will be considerably faster than the classical version.

We now attempt an even more quantitative version of the above argument. The

difficulty with this, however, is choosing the correct execution times of the various

factors in the argument. These will depend upon the application and will vary over a u ide

range.

Before estimating the time complexities of the classical and the quantum

evolutionary cases, we introduce some useful parameter value symbols.

(a) Let us assume that the population size (i.e., the number of chromosomes in the

population, i.e., the database in Durr's algorithm terms) is M.

(b) Let the number of generations (loops of the above algorithm) be Gens. Assume that

both the classical and quantum versions run for Gens generations.

(c) Assume the initializationof each classical chromosome takes 1r time units.

(d) Assume the fitness evaluation takes Fl time-units. We assume that the classical

fitness evaluation of a single bit string takes the same amount of time as does a

quantum fitness evaluation of Msuperposed states (i.e., the Mclassical bit strings).

(e) Assume the ranking of each classical chromosome takes M* log(M)* Rr time units.

Rr is the time consumed for one movement of an element in sorting. (Time taken :

M* loS(M) * Rt, M* log(M) comes from the Quick-Sort algorithm in classical
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computation, which is considered to be a very efficient sorting algorithm. If ri'e use

the Bubble-Sort algorithm, this time complexity is O(M') .)

(f) Assume replacing each classical chromosome by a superior one takes RPr time units.

(g) Assume replacing each classical chromosome by a superior one takes MUr time urtits.

(h) Assume one round of the Durr algorithm takes Dl time units.

10.2.3.1 Time Compkxity of the Classical
Evol utio nary Algorithm

Before attempting to compare the classical and quantum versions of the same

evolutionary algorithm, we need to know the steps of the equivalent classical algorithm.

These are listed briefly here with an estimated number of time units for each step (using

the above parameter values).

(l) Initialize the population of M random classical bit string chromosomes.

(time taken : M* It)

(2) Evaluate their fitness values.

(time taken : U* Ft)

(3) Rank the chromosomes from best to worst, according to their fitness values.

(time taken : M* log(M) * Rt, M* loS(M comes from the Quick-Sort algorithm in

classical computation.)

$) Replace the lower half of the ranked population of chromosomes with the upper half.

(time taken : M* 0.5 * RPt)

(5) Mutate the chromosomes.

(time taken : M* MUt)

(6) Until evolution saturates, go to step 2)
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Total time (classical) :

Gens* (M*lt + M*Ft + M*log(M) *Rr + 0.5*M*RPt + M* MUt)

10.2.3.2 Time Complexity of the Quantum
Evol utio na ry Algo rithm

Similarly, the equivalent quantum version of the algorithm is summarized here,

with an estimated number of time units for each step.

(1) Initialize the populationof Mrandom classical bit string chromosomes.

(time taken : M* It, the same as in the classical version)

(2) Superpose these Mclassical bit strings.

(time taken : M* n, n is the length of the bit string, we set n : 3600 which is large

enough. This time expression comes from VM protocol lVentura and Martinez, L999b)).

(3) Transform simultaneously the M superposed classical bit strings into M superposed

fitness values.

(time taken : Ft, i.e., Mtimes faster than the classical version)

(4) Use Durr's algorithm to find the best chromsome

(time taken : squareroot of (M) * Dt)

(5) Make Mcopies of the best classical chromosome.

(time taken : M* It, the same as the initialization time)

(6) Mutate these Mchromosomes.

(time taken : M* M(Jt, the same as in the classical algorithm)

(7) Until evolution saturates, go to step 2)

Total time (quantum):

Gens* (M* It + Mx n + Ft + squareroot(M) * Dt + M* It +M* MUt)
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We can now compare these two time complexities to see hou'much taster the

quantum version is relative to the classical version.

Classical Algorithm Time Complexity :

Gens* (M* It + M'r Ft + M', log(M)* Rl + 0.5 * Mx RPt + Mx MUt)

Quantum Algorithm Time Complexity :

Gens* (M* It * M* n + Ft + squareroot(M) * Dt + M* It +M* MUt)

Since several terms are the same in both sums, we can eliminate them from both,

giving the following 2 simplified sums to be compared.

Classical

Gens* (M* Ft + M* log(M)* Rt + 0.5* M* RPt)

Quantum 

Gens* (M+ n + Ft + squareroot(M)* Ot + M* It)

To show that the quantum version is indeed faster than the classical version. we

need to make some assumptions about the symbols above. We think the following

assumptions are reasonable.

Rt, RPt and It are small. Dl should be small compared with the population size M.

Let Ft be large, since many arithmetic calculations need to be performed, say Ft: n3 ot

Ft = n2 (or even Ft = n^, etc.). In fact, Ft canbe much larger than this due to the fact

that the length of bit string (3600) is very large, and 2'uoo 1i.e', 101083 
7 
) is an

astronomically large number. The population size Mis the dominating number in the

calculation of the speedup factor of the hybrid algorithm. Since the size of the search

. ^ 16tx, rr r 1 t tr -^,- l- ^ ^^ l^-^^ +L^+ ^ll +l-^ ^+L^-space is Z'o"u , anastronomically large number, M canbe so large that all the other
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coefficients can be neglected.

We can now find the ratio of classical to quantum complexities, neglecting the

small terms as

(M*Ft+ M*log(M)*Rt + 0.5*M*RPA / (M*n+ Ft + squareroot(M) *p7+ M*lt)

: (approximately) (M* Ft) I (M* n)

: (approximately) (Ft I n)

: (approximately) 1n'z1 6f ft: nt )

or : (approximately) (n) (it Ft : ,')

(where, z is the length of the bit string.)

Thus, we see the quantum version is considerably.faster than the classical version

Admittedly, the above estimate depends on how costly in time units is one loop of

Durr's algorithm, but the numbers are probably not too far off. Of course, one can juggle

these parameter values, but the general qualitative conclusion remains that the above

hybrid (quantum/classical) evolutionary algorithm is considerably faster than the

equivalent purely classical evolutionary algorithm.

10.3 Variants of Our Algorithm

Now that we have the above algorithm, with its characteristic ideas, it is not too

difficult to construct other algorithms of a similar nature. This we now do. This section

describes two variants of the above algorithm. The second variant is a little different frorr

the first variant in its use of approximate cloning. We now describe the first variant.

using pseudo code and short explanatory descriptions per step of the algorithm.
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10.3.1 Variant 1

Step 1: Take Mrandom classical bit strings of length L bits. Superpose them (using the

same kind of techniques as in the previous algorithm). Do this P times, to generate P

superposed states, i.e., P "quantum chromosomes" Qi .

Step 2: Apply Durr's algorithm to each of these P quantum chromosomes 0,' This will

result in creating P classical bit strings, each of which has the highest fitness value of its

corresponding Mclassical bit strings. Label these P classical bit-strings q, .We now have

a classical bit-string population of P classical chromosomes q'

Step 3: Check to see if the classical fitness values have stagnated (e.g., by seeing if there

has been insufficient fitness growth over the past // generations). If so, then stop: else go

to Step 4.

Step 4: Perform standard classical mutation and crossover operations on these P classical

chromosomes q, to generate P sets of classical populations. Each set contains M classical

bit-string chromosomes. Several possibilities as to how these sets are formed can be

envisaged. One obvious suggestion is to generate them randomly, another is to bias the

selection of a bit string chromosome to be placed into a set in proporlion to its f-itness

value.

Step 5: Superpose the Mclassical bifstring chromosomes in each of the P sets. This will

generate P superposed states, i.e., P 'oquanfum chromosomss" Qzi. Go to Step 2.

We do not calculate the time complexity of this variant algorithm, since it is

largely similar to the previous one. Since there are P "quantum chromosomes" in this

algorithm, it would execute P times faster if it were performed on P quantum computers.
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This algorithm is suitable for traditional classical "parallelism," i.e., the execution speed

of the algorithm is proportionalto the number of processors.

10.3.2 Variant 2

This second variant of the algorithm makes use of the concept of "approximate

cloning" lBuzek and Hillery, 1996,1998], a technique that generates a clone that is an

approximation (but not an exact copy) of its parent. As in the previous section, we use

pseudo code and short explanatory descriptions per step of the algorithm.

However, before presenting the steps of the algorithm, we discuss the notion of

approximate cloning a little more.

1 0.3.2. 1 Approximate Quantum Cloning

"Approximate quantum cloning" is used as a tool in this second variant of our

new hybrid quantum-classical evolutionary algorithm, introduced above. We therefore

explain very briefly how it can be used, as prerequisite knowledge'

Approximate quantum cloning is a procedure to clone (i.e., make a copy of) an

arbitrary superposed quantum state as closely as possible. It is to be contrasted with the

concept of ordinary "quantum cloning" (i.e., makin g an exact copy of), which as all

quantum computing experts know is theoretically impossible. There is a fairly simple and

well known theorem "the no cloning theorem" which states that cloning exactly a general

unknown superposed quantum state is impossible lWootters and Zurek,1982].

Approximate quantum cloning, as its nante suggests, attempts to create a

clone lclonr) =Zb,l;) that approximates the original, i.e., 
I 
paren ) = I ', I 

i) , even
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though it will not be a perfect clone, i.e., its coefficients b, will not be exactlv the same

as the parent's coefficients a, andthe bit string expression of the basis states in the clone

may be mutated.

Work on approximate cloning began in the mid 1990s lBuzek and Hillerl'. 1996:

Buzek et a\.,1997]. Many further works have considered related issues, such as the

efficiency, fidelity, elc. of the approximate cloning lPati,1999; Gisin and Massar,l99J;

Martini et al., 2004; Cerf and lblisdir, 2000; Ricci et al., 2004; Fan et a|.,2003; Cerf et

a\.,2005).

Of these refinements, one of the most notable, concerns the concept of a

"universal quantum cloning machine (UQCM)" presented by Buzek and Hillery [1998]

that attempts to clone arbitrary quantum states in arbitrary-dimensional Hilbert spaces.

Why do we use approximate quantum cloning? The short answer is to use it as a

'omutator."

Since exact cloning is impossible, the approximate clone will be different from its

parent, but not wildly so, hence, the parent and clone should have similar fitness values

(i.e., undergo similar fitness conversions). Hence the act of approximate cloning is

equivalent to mutating the parent into the approximate clone. We willuse this

phenomenon to perform quantum (rather than classic al) computational mutatir,tn in our

second vaiant of our main algorithm.

For details on how approximate cloning is implemented, see Buzek and HilleU

1t996, r9981.
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10.3.2.2 Introduction of Variant 2

We now present the steps of our second variant.

Step 1: This first step is the same as Step I in the previous variani. r :j..-. ,.j:rndom

classical bit strings of length L bits. Superpose them (using the same i::; -: ::::nrques

as in the previous algorithm). Do this P times, to generate P superposed :i:.=: : . p

"quantum chromosomes" Q,.

Step 2: This second step is the same as step 2 in the previous variant, i.e., appi'. D-:.';

algorithm to each of these P quantum chromosomes Qi. This will result in creatins p

classical bit strings, each of which has the highest fitness value of its corresponding .t1

classical bit strings. Label these P classical bit-strings q,. We now have a classical bit-

string population of P classical chromosomes q,.

Step 3: As in the above algorithm, check to see if the classical fitness values have

stagnated (".9., by seeing if there has been insufficient fitness growth over the past 1/

generations). If so, stop; else go to Step 4.

Step 4: Superpose the above P classical chromosomes to form a single superposed

quantum state S.

Step 5: Using the superposed quantum state S generated in the previous state, create P

"approximate clones" C,. Since the no-cloning theorem states that exact quanfum clones

cannot be generated, these approximate clones will have different states, and therefore, in

effect, be "mutations" of the parent state S. They will be mildly different from the parent

state, and hence probably have mildly different fitness values. They will also be different

from each other. If they were the same, we s'ould have created identical clones. which is
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not allowed. In short, appro.rimute cloning acls ds a mutalion opet'crliott in this algorithnl.

Go to Step 2.

The obvious new idea in the above algorithm is to use approximate cloning as a

form of mutation of a superposed quantum state. As far as we know, this is an original

idea of this paper.

Again, u'e do not calculate the time complexity of this variant algorithm.

Presumably the number of steps involved in approximate cloning rvill depend upon the

degree of similarity of the clone to the parent. Greater accuracy will require more steps.

10.4 Remarks on the Three Algorithms Above

Al13 algorithms have obvious similarities, e.g., all use Dur's algorithm to find

the highest fitness classical bit-string in the superposed state of Mclassical bit-strings. All

assume implicitly that these fitness evaluations (conversions) are performed quantum

computationally using quantum circuits. The third algorithm uses "approximate cloning"

as a means to "mutate" superposed quantum states.

10.5 Quantum Genetic Algorithms (QGA) with
Quantum Mutation and Crossover

This section attempts to be a bit more radical compared to the above sections. We

introduce the idea of executing, in a quantum computational manner, even the genetic

operators, i.e., mutation and crossover. This allows us to perform evolution in a purely

quantum computational way. We label such "pure" genetic algorithms, QGAs (Qr'rantum

Genetic Algorithms). If either the mutation or the crossover is classical (or both) then we

use the term "hybrid" QGA.
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We introduce a seneral strategv for constructing QG.{s and h1'brid QGAs. and

illustrate this strategy by providing four examples oiQGAs and one eranrple of hvbrid

QGAs.

We then show in more detail how the genetic operators of mutation and crossor er

can be performed quantum computationally, by using qubit gates, i.e., gates that "rotate"

single qubits in their 2-D Hilbert spaces.

Adding the concept of the qubit gate to what we have done before, allows us to

construct a more comprehensive theoretical basis for performing quantum evolutionary

computation.

10.5.1 Developing the Theory of Quantum
Genetic Algorithms

From the quantum computational theory explained in Chapters 5 and 6. we know

that the set consisting of

o qubit gates, and

o the controlled-NOT gate

is computationally universal, in the sense that any unitary operation on n qubits can be

implemented by using these two types of gates.

A concrete example of such a computationally universal set consists of the

following qubit gates: Hadamard gate, phase gate, PI/S gate, and the controlled-NOT gate

We know also from Chapters 5 and 6 that any unitary operation on an n-qubit state can be

implemented with an arbitrary accuracy, by decomposing it into a "product" of simple

operations that are selected from this computationally universal set of quantum gates.
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The Hadamard gate rotates a qubit, by transforming a l0) or a l) basis state into

a superposed state of lO) and lt). (See Figure l3 of chapter 5). The Pauli-X gate t'lips the

basis state lO) nto the basis state l1) , and vise versa. In fact, there are many single qubit

rotation gates that can be defined and used as a mutation operator to "mutate" (i.e., rotate)

a single qubit.

If a basis state in a superposed quantum state is "mutated," i.e., by applying a

unitary operator U ^ to the whole superposed quantum state that "mildly" rotates it i

n Hilbert space, we define this operation as a Quantum Mutation (a QM). This mutation

may add some "neighboring" basis states to the (original) superposition. e.g..

u,(ooo)+lttt))=alooo)+altoo)+clttl). Here,ttre looo) statehasbeenmutated

into al 000) + al t OO) . The basis state lt O0) has been added to the original superposition.

A QM can be applied to mutate any basis state in a superposed quantum state. This is

similar to classical mutation.

We now define what we mean by a quantum crossover. If two basis states (i.e.,

"pure" quantum states) are superposed, we can then apply a unitary operator U. to this

superposition that results in another superposition in which two of the basis states have

been "crossed over," e.g., in the following example, the first two qubits (underlined) have

been "swapped." This is possible, because it is just a rotation in Hilbert space. Any

unitary operator is equivalent to a rotation in Hilbert space.

u.(1001r)+ lr roo)) = lr r r r)+ loooo)

We label this operation a "One Point Quantum Crossover (OPQC)," analogous to the one
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point crossover of classical evolutionan' computation. For erantple. take tuo bit strings

of equal length, cut them both at the same point. and then s\\'ap the left portions of the

two bit strings, e.g., aaaaaaa and bbbbibbb become bbbb,aaa and aaaa bbb.

The crossoverpoint is arbitrarily chosen. If there are three basis states in the

"parental" superposition, then six superposed and "crossed" basis states will be formed in

the "child" superposition, e.g.,

U 
"(laaaa) 

+luruQ +lccccl) >laabb) +luta") +laacr) +lccaal +loocc) +lccbb)

This phenomenon can be easily generalized. If there are P superposed basis states,

this will result in P(P-l) superposed and "crossed" basis states. We can therefore say that

quantum crossover increases the number of basis states in the resulting superposition. We

define another quantum operation that we label "Quantum Perfect Cloning (QPC)" (in

contrast to "Quantum Approximate Cloning (QAC)"), which, however, can only be

applied to basis states, thus respecting the constraints of the quantum no-cloning theorem.

We know that a basis state can be cloned. We also know that a basis state consists of

qubits. A basis state is similar to a classical bit string, but the two entities are not the

same thing. Hence copying a basis state is different from copying a classical bit string.

In order to avoid confusion between copying a classical bit string and cloning a

quantum basis state, we introduce the notion of quantum perfect cloning (QPC).

To simpli$z the notation of the pseudo-coded algorithms introduced below, we

use the shortened term "Grover" to denote "Grover'S algorithm," and'oDurr" to denote

"Durr's algorithm."

We can now create a new set of quantum operations, (see below) that we will

show later in this section to be very useful in performing quantum evolutionary
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computation (QEC).

Here is the list of quantum genetic operators.

{Grover, Dun. Q\f. OPQC, QPC, Superposing, Measuring}

We also list the usual classical operations that are used in classical evolutionary

computation, in order to compare the two.

Here is the list of classical genetic operators.

{Selection, Mutation. Crossover, Copy}

The combination of some of the above quantum genetic operators and classical

genetic operators will provide pure quantum algorithms and hybrid quantum algorithms.

If we use only the quantum operations in our algorithms, then by definition. they are

"pure" quanfum genetic algorithms (i.e., QGAs). If we use one or more classical

operations with our quantum operations, then by definition, they are "hybrid" quantum

genetic algorithms (i.e., hybrid QGAs).

10.5.2 The Quantum Genetic Algorithms (QGAs)

We now introduce five different QGAs in pseudo code. Four of them are pure,

one is hybrid.

Before doing so, some precautionary notes are needed.

Note l: If, in the algorithms below. a member of the classical set {Selection, Mutation,

Crossover, Copy) is "applied" to a quantum basis state, this is interpreted to mean that in

fact, the so-called basis state, is actually a classical bit string.

We feel that we can do this, because we know that there is a mapping from a

quantum basis state to the corresponding classical bit string, and vise versa.
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Note 2: We define a "quanfum individual" to be a superposition olquantum basis states.

(i.e., a usual quantum superposed state). Therefore a set ofun-superposed basis states is

not a quantum individual.

Note 3: In the algorithms below, if the termination condition(s) do not apply to the set of'

basis states, (i.e., not a superposition), that results from applying Durr to the quantum

individuals, then just do another loop of the algorithm.

The following five algorithms are written in condensed pseudo code, based on the

two operations lists above.

10.5.2.1 Four Pure QGAs

QGAI: A Basic Quantum Genetic Algorithm with Quantum Mutation

(l) Generate one random quantum individual, which is the superposition ofp basis

states.

(2) Apply Durr, resulting in a single basis state, due to the collapse'

(3) IF (termination condition is satisfied) EXIT. ELSE continue.

(4) Apply QM (Quantum Mutation) to many different qubits of the basis state from Step

2, resulting in a quantum individual.

(s) Go TO Step 2.

Notes:

(a) The fitness evaluation is considered to be a part of the Dur:r algorithm. This is true

for all five algorithms.

(b) A termination condition might be when the htness values stagnate, e.g., don't

improve after N generations.
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(c) Step 4 is the quantum equivalent of a classical mutation.

QGA2: A Quantunt Genetic Algorithm with Quantum Perfbct Cloning, Orrc Poittt

Quanttun C rossover, Quantum Mutation

(1) Generate a random population of Mquantum individuals, i.e., each is a superpositioll

ofp basis states.

(3) Apply Durr, resulting in Mbasis states, due to the Mcollapses.

(4) IF (termination condition is satisfied) EXIT, ELSE continue.

(5) Apply QPC (Quantum Perfect Cloning) to all of the Mbasis states to form M

identical sets, each of which consists of the Mun-superposed basis states of Step 2.

(6) Superpose the Mbasis states in each set of Step 4. This will result in M identical

quantum individuals.

(7) Apply OPQC (One Point Quantum Crossover) to each quantum individual of Step 5,

resulting in Mdifferent quantum individuals.

(8) Apply QM (Quantum Mutation) to each quantum individual of Step 6'

(9) GO TO Step 2.

gGA3; A Basic Quantum Mutation Based Genetic Algorithm (QGAI) Modi/ied with

QPC, QM, OPQC

(1) Generate one random quantum individual, which is the superposition ofp basis

states.

(2) Apply Durr, resulting in a single basis state, due to the collapse.

(3) IF (termination condition is satisfied) EXIT, ELSE continue.

(4) Apply QPC (Quantum Perfect Cloning) to the single basis state of Step 2, to produce

M identical basis states.
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(5) Apply QM (Quanrum Mutation) to each of the Mbasis states of Step -t. rir;s

generating M different quantum individuals.

(6) Apply OPQC (one Point Quantum Crossover) to each of the Mquantum indir rcu,.:

of step 5, still resulting in Mmodified quantum individuals.

(7) Apply Durr again to the M quantum individuals of Step 6, resulting in Mdifferent

basis states.

(8) Superpose the Mbasis states of Step 7 to generate one quantum individual.

(9) Go TO Step 2.

QGA4' A Modified Quantum Genetic Algorithm with Quantum perfbct Cloning, One

Point Quantum crossover, euantum Mutation (similar to eEA2)

(l) Generate a random population of M quantum individuals, each of which is the

superposition of p basis states.

(2) Apply Durr, resulting in Mbasis states, due to the Mcollapses.

(3) IF (termination condition is satisfied) EXIT, ELSE continue.

(4) Apply QPC (Quantum Perfect Cloning) to all of the Mbasis states to form M

identical sets, each of which consists of the Mun-superposed basis states of Step 2.

(5) Superpose the Mbasis states in each set of Step 4. This will result in M identical

quantum individuals.

(6) Apply OPQC (One Point Quantum Crossover) to each quantum individual of Step 5,

resulting in Mdifferent quantum individuals.

(7) Apply Durr to each of the M quant.tm individuals from Step 6, resulting in a set of

M different basis states.

(8) Apply QM (Quantum Mutation) to the Mbasis states of Step 7 resulting in,1/
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different quantum individuals'

(9) Go TO Step 2.

10.5.2.2 One Hybrid QGA

IGAS; A Hybrid Quanntm Genetic Algorithm with Classical Crossover and Quantttm

Mutation

(1) Generate a random population of Mquantum individuals, each of which is the

superposition of p basis states.

(2) Apply Durr, resulting in Mbasis states, due to the Mcollapses.

(3) IF (termination condition is satisfied) EXIT, ELSE continue.

(4) Apply classical crossover to the corresponding Mclassical bit strings (mapping from

quantum basis states into classical bit strings), and then select the best M (conesponding)

basis states (by mapping from classical bit strings back into basis states)'

(5) Apply QM (Quantum Mutation) to each basis state, resulting in M different quantum

individuals.

(6) GO TO Step 2.

Note: The above algorithm made obvious use of the 1:1 mapping between a basis state

and its corresponding classical bit string, going back and forth.

10.6 Time Complexity Analysis of Quantum
Mutation and Quantum Crossover

10.6.1 Time Complexity Analysis of the QGA1 Algorithm

In the eGAl algorithm (a Basic Quantum Genetic Algorithm with Quantum

Mutation), quantum mutation is defined as a single qubit rotation, o.$', using the
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Hadamard gate

I [l ll
ol, -,1

The time complexity for one loop of the QGAI algorithm is

o("lM ) + o(togM)

where the first term comes from Durr's algorithm, and the second term comes from the

quantum mutation. One quantum mutation operation (i.e., a Hadamard operation) doubles

the number of the individuals, so it takes logzM steps to generate Mindividuals.

This sum is approximated by O(.1 M ), because the term O(logM) can be

neglected for large M.

The equivalent classical evolutionary algorithm takes M/2 steps on average to

find the item with the best fitness, and it takes Msteps to generate Moffspring from one

single parent bit string. So the time complexity for one loop is O(M). So the speed-up

factor is

o(M) / orJu l: ot,l-u I

Consider the case of a qubit string with length of 1024 . Because log 16(2) :

0.301029996, so 2"'o : lO'ot. So the size of the search space is 10'ut. For example, if

M : lOa,then JM : 102. Evenwithoutconsideringthe large factorFl, QGAI is

hundreds of times faster than its classical counterpart . lf M: 106 , then J M : l0r . This

would make QGAI thousands of times faster than the equivalent classical algorithm.

In the above discussion, 106 is a negligible fraction of the total search space l0r0'.

If the number of individuals in a population is large enough, the speed-up becomes huge
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(e.g., millions, or even billions) due to the facto, JU .

Thtts the introcluction oJ'the concept of "quantum mutation" has allotteel ct

quadratic speecl-up, compared to the equivalent classical algorithm. We.t'bel this is ct

importanl nev'result.

Note: In all the above QGAs, the Grover and Durr operations can be replaced by a

measuring operation only, followed by classical ranking and selection. In this way, many

new QGAs can be formed. This implies that measuring without Grover and Durr

algorithms is also useful for QEC.

10.6.2 Time Complexity Analysis of the Quantum
Crossover Operation

This section introduces two different approaches to estimate the time complexity

ofquantum crossover operations. The first approach is based on a technique taken from

Nielsen and Chuang t2000]. The second approach is based on some ideas taken fion-r

Long and Sun l200ll.

10.6.2.1 Approach 1: Product of Unitary Matrices

This approach is based onlNielsen and Chuang,2000]' An arbitrary unitary

operation ol an n qubit system can be decomposed into a product of two-level unitary

operations. The maximum number of such two-level operations is 2n-t (2" - 1) . An

arbitrary two-level operation can also be implemented by, at most, 2(n-l) controlled

operations Nielsen and Chuang [2000]. The following three matrices are examples of

two-level unitary operations.
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[r o o o-l [r o o o-l lo o o .-l

lorool loa o.l lorool
looa.l loorol loolol
[o o b a) [o b o a) lo o o a)

Such a matrix rotates two basis states in the Hilbert space, leaving the other basis

states unchanged.

To construct a quantum circuit for an arbitrary two-level unitary matrix U, we

first find the two basis states on which this unitary matrix acts, which we label lr) and

lv) respectively. The binary representations of lr) and lr) a.e lr,r. . .r,, ) , and

ir,rr...r,). Suppose lr) and lr) Olffer in m bits, i.e., their "Hamming distance" is rr.

We now construct so-called "Gray codes" to implement these arbitrary two-level

unitaryoperations. AGraycodeis asetof mbinarybitstrings {w,w,,...,w,,} starting

from r and ending with v, i.e., w, : r, and w^: v.In general, w,*, differs from w, by

exactly one bit (Hamming distance : 1). Henc a w*-t differs by exactly one bit (suppose

theTth) from w,.

Another conditional unitary matrix R associated with the arbitrary two-level

unitary matrix U is defined as:

f o ,'-l

[u d)

This matrix is used to rotate theTth qubit of the r-bit string.

The quantum circuit that implements U consists of a sequence of controlled

operations
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{Q,, Q.,. .., Q,,-2,Qn -t,Q,,,...,Q.u,-r}

where p, transforms rr', into )r, , provided that the other bits in y/r and lr.. are

unchanged. p. transforms w, into w3,...e,,-, transfoffis w,,_: into )r,,,,,, . e,,,, isthe

above matrix R, which rotates theTth qubit. The quantum circuit is "symmetric" around R.

sothat Q,,:Q,,-r,Q,*t:Q.t,...,Qr,_r:Qr.e,transformsw,_rintow,,_r.e,,*t

transforms w,n-. irtto wm1 ,etc. Q,,,_^transforms w, into w, . So, en,,...,eto,_t undoes

the effect of Q,Qr,...,Q*_r. So

U = 8r.-rQ2m-4... Q,RQ.-, ...QrQ,

U is implemented as the product of (2m - 3) controlled operations, each of which

can be implementedby O(n) single qubit and CNOT gates. So, the time complexity of U

is O(mn). Remember that U only transforns one basis state into another basis state.

Based on the work of Long and Sun [2001], and the above discussion, we know

that transforming a uniform superposition of Mbasis states into a superpositio n of M2

different basis states (see below) requires o( M' * r ) controlled operations.

M parents, using one point crossover can generate O( Mt ) different offspring (i.e.,

ci, = M(M -l)12. The connection between the above paragraph and a quantum

crossover operation now becomes clear. The original Mbasis states (of the parents) are

transformed into the final M2 crossed basis states (of the offspring).

we can therefore conclude that the "one point euantum crossover (opec),'

defined before has a time complexity of O( M2 * n 
2 
) (Controlledt operations can be

constructed bv o(kr) standard l- and 2-bit gate operations lBarenco et al.,19951.

-
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Since rz is the number of bits in the string (i.e., its length), and is a small quantiw

compared with.11(i.e.. the number of the superposed classical individuals), n can be

neglected. Hence, the One Point Quantum Crossover (OPQC) has a time complexity

similar to a classical crossover operation, which is O( M2).

Hybrid QGAs are still considerably faster than their classical equivalents, for at

least two reasons.

(a) The fitness calculations of the hybrid QGAs are performed in parallel (i.e..

one "fitness evaluation time").

(b) The search for the maximum fitness valued chromosome is performed by the

Durr algorithm in Od M ) steps.

In the classical GAs, the fitness evaluations take M "fitness evaluation times." and

the search is performed in Ml2 steps on average.

10.6.2.2 Approach 2: Controlled Operations
Based on Tree Structure

This approach is based onllong and \un,2001]. It is fairly straightforward, but it

is still inefficient compared to the approach of quantum mutation. It is used here to

demonstrate the time complexity of the quantum crossover operation. This idea is

illustrated in Figure 34 for n : 3.

To generate all N= 2' basis states, we usually start from the initial root state

lOOO...O). We apply sequentially the Hadamard gate to the first qubit, then to the second

qubit of those states resulting from the application of the Hadamard gate to the first qubit.

etc., for all n qubits. Each application of the Hadamard gate doubles the number of
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Figure 34. Binary tree for quanfum mutation and crossover

resulting states. The resulting 2" states are the "leaf nodes" of this "binary tree.,'Its root

is the state looo...o).

In our QGAs, the Mdifferent states of the parents are a subset of these 2'

possible states at the bottom of the tree. As a first step towards calculating the time

complexity of our quantum crossover, we now attempt to find the number of operations

needed to generate these M parent states, starting from the root of the binary tree.

There will be M"paths" from the root to the bottom of the binary tree for these M

parents. Each path has n links from the root node to the leaf node. Associated with each

link is either a single qubit operation, or a controlled operation. In total, there will be

M * n standard single qubit and controlled operations (i.e., total links) required to

generate Mparent states starting from the root IOOO. .O).

In order to transform the Mparett states into their crossed M2 offspring states. a

simple method is now used to calculate its time complexity.

g
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This method is based on the fact that any unitary operator always has arl inr erse.

We start with the M leaf node parent states at the bottom of the binary tree. and ascetrd to

the root IOOO. . . O) . fnis rrkes O(Mn) steps. From the root node IOOO. . .0) we then

descend the binary tree to the bottom level to generate the crossed M2 offspring. This

stage takes O( M2n ) steps. So, the total time complexity is O(M2 * n2 ). (Controlledr

operations can be constructed by O(kr) standard 1- and 2-bit operations lBarenco et al.,

lee5l).

Note that, in the upper levels of the tree, if all the links at a given level are used

by the paths, then all the links of that level should be merged into a single operation.

However, since Mis a tiny fractionof 2', there should be little operation reduction.

So, the time complexity of this approach remains O(M' * rt ): O( Mt ) ( nr is

negligible compared with M2 ). This approach gives the time complexify of quantum

crossover explicitly. Note, that this time complexity is the same as for the equivalent

classical case.

10.6.3 Time Complexity of the Superposing Operation

Superposing is the same operation as state preparation. We can see from the

above discussion regarding the binary tree, that the time complexity of the superposing

operation (and state preparation) is O(A[.

The above time complexity analysis has shown that our QGAl algorithm, using

quantummutation, hasaquadratic speeclup.factor (O(.[M D, relative to tlie ecluivalent

classical algorithm (O(M), and that the quantum crossover operation has the same order

of time complexity as classical crossover.
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10.7 QGAs and the Quantum Neuron

The quantum mutation and quantum crossover operations introduced above

correspond essentially to unitary operations that rotate the state of the quantum system in

its Hilbert space. These two operations can be applied to a superposed state, changing all

the basis states in the superposition.

Considering the simple natures of the quantum mutation and quantum crossover

operations as well as the unusual interpretation of a quantum neuron as a supel?osition of

a set of classical neurons, it seems obvious to suggest that the quantum neuron can be

evolved.

This is because if we look back to Chapter 7, which describes the quantum neuron

model, we recall that a quantum neuron is the superposition of a set of classical neurons.

with each neuron equivalent to a quantum basis state. The corresponding classical bit

string of a basis state represents the value of the weight of its corresponding classical

neuron. The inputs to the quantum neuron are unitary operators and the outputs are the

probability amplitudes (complex numbers) associated with the basis states.

Thus, there is no need to wire up neurons to form neural networks. This is the

main advantage of the quantum neuron approach. It is more economical. The quantum

neuron point of view has totally changed the traditional definition of a neuron. The

quantum neuron's input, output, architecture, mapping rules, etc. are interpreted quite

differently relative to how they are interpreted for a classical neural network.

Nevertheless, the quantum neuron model is clear and useful.

Considering the above, we can easily conclude that the quantum mutation and

quantum crossover operators can be used to evolve the weights of the superposed
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classical neurons because these trro operators are used to evolve the supeqrosc-tl basrs

states (i.e., the classicalll'equivalent bit strings) of the quantum neuron, and because the

basis states represent the superposed classical neurons.

The above is an alternative way to evolve a quanfum neural network (i.e.,

evolving a quanfum neuron). This contrasts with the approach used in Chapter 9.

Hence. we have now formulated two totally different approaches to the evolution

of quantum neural networks. we feel this is an original achievement.

To distinguish between these two approaches, we introduce here a new acronym.

we label the "quanfum neuron evolution" approach "eNE." This contrasts with

our earlier "QENN," i.e., the "Quantum Evolution of Neuron Networks,,which evolved

the weights of a neural network, rather than a quantum neuron.

The evolution of a quantum neuron does not seem straightforward at first

appearance. This is due to the quantum neuron model's unusual interpretation that a

superposition of quantum states is equivalent to a cluster of classical neurons.

We now attempt to clarify this relation between a quantum neuron and the

superposition of quantum states. One example is to use the qubit concept itself.

A common example of a qubit is that of the spin of an electron. If we view the

spin from an information science perspective we see it as a qubit. If we view the qubit

from the viewpoint of angular momentum and physics, then we see it as a spin.

We consider that the quantum neuron is the best quanfum neural network model

established so far. We also consider that the quantum mutation and quantum crossover

operations introduced above are highly suitable for the evolution of quantum states.

Hence, we argue that the approach of evolving a quantum neuron is well founded, and

:

IL
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compares well with our previous approach of the quantum evolution of neural nehr.orks

(QEr.rN).
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CHAPTER 1 I

CONCLUSIONS

This final chapter summarizes the main accomplishments of this dissertation, and

suggests and discusses aspects of some future work than this dissertation motivates.

11.1 Nlain Results

11.1.1 About the Quantum Genetic Algorithms

One of the main original contributions of this dissertation is contained in the

previous two chapters, namely, several new pure and hybrid (classical/quantum)

algorithms for the quantum evolution of long bit strings (as is often the case with

chromosomes that represent neural networks). These algorithms are conceptually fairly

simple, and as far as we know, original.

we showed in chapter l0 that some of these pure and hybrid quantum

evolutionary algorithms are considerably faster than the equivalent classical version. We

feel this is importanl. There are not many quantum algorithms in the literature. so to have

created new ones, in order to have made a genuine contribution to the quantum

(evolutionary) computational research field, we believe is the most important result of

this dissertation.

However, the algorithms rest upon the assumption that a fitness transforming

quantum circuit can be used that transforms the bit weights of the neural net chromosome

into a fitness value. Two very simple such quantum circuits were presented in Chapter 9

to illustrate the concept. These two neural networks, despite their simplicity, illustrate the

kind of thing being suggested in Chapter 10, i.e., that both the neural network and its

-
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fitness measurement (i.e., conversion) can be performed quantum computationalll'. But to

scale up, with more complex neural networks and fitness definitions, a quanfum compiler

will be needed that generates the quantum neural network circuits and the fitness

conversions automatically. This ambitious goal must remain the work of future research.

as we will state in greater detail later.

ll.l.2 Brief Summary of Original Work
of this Dissertation

(a) A QEC theory was established by defining quantum genetic' operators and

quantum individuals.

(b) The time complexity of these quantum genetic operators was analyzed.

(c) Eight Quantum Genetic Algorithms (QGAs) were created.

(d) One of our QGAs was proved to have a quadratic fJU I speedup factor

compared with its classical equivalent.

(e) Quantum Circuits for Quantum Evolutionary Neural Networks (QENNs) were

developed.

(0 The Evolution of a Quantum Neuron (QNE) was proposed.

(g) The connections between the three domains of evolutionary computation (EC),

quantum computation (QC), and neural networks (NN) have been explored. This

is the first research as far as we know, that attempts to combine these three areas

ll.2 Suggested Future Work and Discussion

To make our new algorithm more general, as just mentioned above, it would be

preferable to have a means to generate such fitness conversion quantum circuits
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automotical/v, usin,e a kind of "quantum compiler" that would take a mathematical

fitness definition as input. and generate the corresponding "fitness conversion quantum

circuit" as output.

But. creating a compiler, as any computer scientist knows, can be a monumental

task, usually taking a team of experts several years to accomplish. Therefore this task was

not tackled in this dissertation. This leaves open an obvious suggestion for future work,

i.e., that this quantum compiler be coded.

Conceptually, this should not be too difficult, although implementing it in code is

usually a much more difficult task. All that would be needed would be a standard

mathematical parser program that breaks up (analyzes) the mathematical fitness

definition into its elementary arithmetic operations, and in the appropriate sequence.

These elementary arithmetic operations can be translated readily into "Vedral

Modules" that perform the quantum arithmetic operations of addition, subtraction, and

multiplication, etc. These modules would include the "inverse modules" to ensure

reversibility, as illustrated in Chapter 8.

These Vedral modules could then be connected appropriately so as to confitm

with the principles of quantum computing (with for example. suitably chosen garbage

input bits, etc., to ensure reversibility). The outputs of an earlier module would become

the inputs of another module, etc.

The compiler would need to respect these quantum computing principles, and not

violate them, e.g,, by not cloning superposed states etc., (i.e., respecting one of the basic

constraints of quantum computing, namely the "no cloning theorem," that asserts that a

copy of a general superposed state cannot be formed).
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Devising such a quantum compiler would be a challenge, and should probably be

the phD dissertation of some future student. However, imagining now that such a

compiler existed. hou' could it ever be tested? Until we have real life quantum computers

with large numbers of qubits, such a compiler's output, i.e., the quantum circuit, could

never be tested rvith a classical computer. If the input to the quantum circuit had I/ qubits'

then the classical computer would have to compute 2N cases in sequence' If N is large'

2N is huge and cannot be simulated on a classical computer in a humanly reasonable

time, because a classical (mono-processor) computer can only simulate one of the 2l

cases at a time. Hence only small quantum circuits of this type could be tested today' We

would have to wait for the real life implementation of quantum computers before such

circuits could be tested.

This "untestability" objection would remain valid until real quantum computers

with large numbers of qubits are built. Hopefully this will only be a matter of years rather

than decades.

A more radical suggestion is to scrap the idea of a f,rtness-converting quantum-

circuit generating compiler, and simply use a "universal quantum computer," namely one

that can be programmed to perform any quantum computation' This would be analogous

to today's "universal Turing Machine" or today's universal programmable (classical)

computer.

If a universal quantum computer can be built, then its internal quantum circultry

would be programmable, and hence could execute any quantum computational program'

including the fitness conversion problem above. A real life, physical universal quantum

computer would be truly revolutionary'
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11.3 More Concrete Future Research Plans

The above section spoke rather generally of possible future research directions.

This section is more specific, more detailed regarding future research. In fact, it could

serye as the relativelv concrete research topic of some other PhD student. It would be a

continuation of the work of this dissertation.

An unfortunate aspect of the QEI.IN algorithm of Chapter 9 is that as the number

of neurons and the number of qubits in the weights increases, one rapidly runs into an

exponential growth of the number of qubit lines and the number of binary and ternary

quantum operators needed in the quantum networks used to perform the (simultaneous)

fitness transformations. Therefore future research efforts would need to generate the

following:

(a) Computer Language "qC"

This would be a high level (i.e., English statement-like) computer language

(called "QC," pun intended) that users can employ to specify such pararneters as:S the

number of neurons in the network, the number of qubits in the weights, the fitness

definition, the external input signals, the output neuron(s), etc.

(b) "Quantum Compiler"

This compiler would translate the statements in the above qC language into a

corresponding fitness transformation quantum circuit, with the appropriate horizontal

qubit lines, and vertical quantum operators.

(c) " Quantum Simu I ator"

This simulator would use classical computing techniques to simulate the
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functioning of the quantum circuits generated by the qc compiler, but only for small

neural networks. of course: othenvise, the classical computer could not cope with the

combinatorial explosion of the number of fitness transformations'

A major research challenge for this proposed work would be the creation of

quantum circuits that conespond to the more sophisticated and more useful fitness

definitions of the neural networks that are evolved'

one way to execute the steps suggested above might involve the following:

(1)Devisequantumcircuitsbyhandthatcorrespondtoneuralnetswiththree.

four, perhaps five neurons, similar to what was done in chapter 8 in the case of two

neurons. Note, that generating the quantum circuit of a neural network with (only) five

neurons is tedious. This tedium only motivates all the more, the need for the quantum

circuit generation process to be automated'

(2)Extractpatternsfromtheabovestep,i'e.,observetrendsinhowonecreates

quantum circuits for the fitness transformation of neural nets with a small but growing

number of neurons, and then generalizethe pattern to a larger number of neurons'

(3)Implementthispatternintoacomputerprogramthatgeneratesfltness

transformation quantum circuits for a given number N of neurons (for a given fitness

definition, of course).

(4) Repeatthe above three steps for various fitness definitions, aiming at finding

patterns that can be automated'

(5)onceenoughexperiencehasbeengainedfromthepreviousfoursteps,begin

to devise a high level computer language (called "qC') that a user can employ to perfonlt

,!
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the automatic generation of a quantum circuit to evolve a desired functionality (r.e.. u ith

a given fitness definition). The user would input into this language such parameters as the

. number of neurons N in the neural net.

o number of qubits in the weights,

o external inputs.

o fitness definition,

e etc.

(6) Write a"Quantum Compiler" program that would translate the high level

statements written in the qC language into the corresponding quantum circuit, ready for

execution on a real quantum computer. (Hopefully, it will not be too many years into the

future before such quantum computers exist, with at least hundreds of qubits.)

(7 ) To test that the quantum circuit devised by the quantum compiler is the

correct one and that it performs as it should, it will be useful to write a Quanhtm

Simulator program (using classical computing techniques, since no quantum computer

exists as yet) to simulate the quantum circuit's operation. Since it is well known that

classical computers soon mn into an exponential explosion in simulating quantum

systems with a growing number of qubits l/ (and hence the number of possible states 2 
N

that have to be processed one at a time classically), the size of the simulation (i.e.,

number of qubits) will have to be fairly modest.

ll.4 Remarks

It should be fairly obvious that the topic of this dissertation crosses several

traditional boundaries. It is a mixture of physics, mathematics, and computer science.
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Until recently, quantum computing has been almost exclusively the territory of the

theoretical physicists, but increasingly, physics-literate computer scientists are "getting

into" quantum comPuting.

There is a growing feeling amongst these quantum-computing-literate computer

scientists, that the field of quantum computing needs to be given a "computer science

makeover,,, i.e., that the field is now ripe for computer science techniques to be applied to

it, such as quantum algorithms, quantum compilers, quantum programmable gate alrays,

quantum memory management, etc.

The problem at the present time is that most computer scientists do not have a

theoretical physics background and hence do not understand the subtleties ofquanfum

mechanics. But for those who do, the way forward should be fairly clear' lf computer

scientists want to make an impact on the held of quantum computing, then some serious

contributions would be include:

(a) The automatic generation of quantum circuits

This ought to have as much an impact on computer scientists as did the creation

of the first (classical) compilers in the 1950s. In the 1940s, programmers had to work

with machine code, i.e., both the raw instructions and the data were all written out in bits'

This extremely tedious and error-prone approach was swept away by high-level language

compilers. Today's quantum circuits are the historical equivalent of computer science's

bit formatted machine code of the 1940s. What is needed now is the equivalent of the

compilers of the 1950s, namely quantum compilers that automate the generation of very

complex quantum circuits that perform desired functionalities.

(b) The creation of quantum artificial brains
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By evolving quantum neural uetworks, a whole new field opens up that lve call

"quantum brain building," u,hich lvould be the quantum equivalent of classical brain

building, i.e., if one could evolve quantum neural networks in large numbers, then they

could be combined to form a quantum network of networks, or a qltantum artificial brain.
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